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Clinical Ed. Data Compiled by Arnold
Dy JIM ARNHOLZ
• ASUNM vlce·presiden~ Janice
Arnold has complnlt;d the
rea<'nrch phns(• of the proposed
Porkai·Arnold Clinical gducation
program 11nd will begin presenting
the program to d<'partmen t heads.
At Llw first mrl'tinr: of tho
S<'nal<• Arnold will uppoint an
eight·memiHr Itl•ach Out
committe!',
"I want to find ('ight peopl<'
who understand and bcli(>Vt• in
Clinical Education. Wr: must
prcllcnt the program to
department heads on an individual
basin. I have 11 semi-commitment
from most of the chairpeoplc• now
but I don't think we will realize
the progmm in time for the fall
semester of '73," Arnold said.
Arnold said she received n good
respons<1 from the Alumni
Association and the Leg isla Live
University Study Committee
(LUSC) after presenting the
program to them.
She did experience on<'
frustrating moment after
presenting til<' program to the
LUSC.
"Aftrr I present~d a program
with a mnjor curriculum chunge to
the committee one of thr
legislators said, 'I wish you people
would stop worrying about your
budget and do something about
the curriculum.' It was pretty
frustrating," Arnold said.
Fnvornble Response
While conducting research on
the program Arnold said she
talked to many department
chairm<m and the rcspons(' was
generally favorable.
" I J'cceivcd a g<:'nt'rally
favorable response from all the
department heads I talked to with
one exception. H was the only
totally negative response l
received. Dr. Ed nell Snell of
Home Economics more or less
said that students were incapable
of studying alone. She said they
had to be constantly supervised,"
Arnold said.
The idea of self-motivation and
the stndent organizing his own
program urc basic to the Clinical
Education proposal,
Arnold said, "Based on the
research done by hu ndrcds of
people In varying fields and our
own research, we have made the
following observations on which
to base the need for thc·program:
"1. Students arc individuals. All
students do not necessarily lcnrn
from or nrc able to function in the
same type of academic learning
situation.
"2. Student backgrounds,
aptitudes, interests, and needs arc
all unique. We cannot assume that
all students will learn and master
identical material, identically, and
in the same amount of Lime.
"3. Because all students nrc
different, their needs require
individual learning tools and
situations to equip students with
the best ability to pursue
satisfying, fulfilled lives that will
ertabl~ the individual to be a
productive member of society.
"4. Students live in the real
world. Universities all too often
sec themselves as small worlds
with their own normative life
codes. The best learning tool for
dealing with this world is our
world itself. Universities cannot
simulate life.
"5. The best resource of a
University is people. People in the
community, state, other students;
all can help guide, not lead, tell,
pu'sh, or teach students by their
own experience.
"6. Learning does not have to
be, and should not be painful. All
too often, teachers believe that if
a certain amount of pain, tension
and frustration, is not elicited,
then the learning experience does
not meet the criteria of being
worthy of credit.

JANICE ARNOLD

"7. Universities rip off the state
by issuing brownie points for a
paper degree without assuming
the rt'sponsibility of helping a
student Jearn and become
competent in the area in which a
stud<'nt is intC'restcd.
"!l, Most students do not
realize that there are mnny ways
of l<•arning because• for twelve
ynars st udl.'n ts have been to Id that
having a t('acher talk at them is
learning. Howrver, tht' student
does realize that most of what a
teacher talks at him about has
very liLLie applicability to his own
life. Thus the cliche: It isn't
rei evant."
More People Benefit
Arnold said the program was
not a complete denunciation of
the traditional means of learning.
She said employment of hoth
approaches to learning would
result in more pC'ople benrfiting
from tho combinaLion.
'I'he biggest problem Arnold
faces is the consideration of time
on the part of each professor.
Arnold said, "The most
frequent comment I receive is
'professors do not have enough
time to do this sort of thing' or
'but the professors will be
burdened with the program
without. renumcration from the
Administmtion in the form of
either a reduced teaching load or
the inclusion of Clinical
Education as an equivalent to
some other three hour course.'
"To help solve this problem I
would encourage professors to
sincerely try to assess the
capability of the student without
suppr('ssing the student.
"Students must detail their
proposed programs before
approaching a professors. This will
save the professor time by helping
to eliminate students who would
ask the professor to give them a
program.
More Interaction
"0 ne of the outcomes of
Clinical Education would be more
student· professor interaction.
Somewhere, professors arc going
to have to be allotted the time to
spend with students. I would
su ggcst the first time slot in
existence to be changed would be
the publish or perish slot.
Learning is a two·way street
between professor and student,"
Arnold said.
Another comment Arnold was
frequently confronted with was
that many underclassmen are not
ready or prepared to direct
themselves. She disagreed.
"I be 1i eve there arc many
freshmen who never knew they
could direct themselves because
they have never been allowed to
direct themselves. The idea that
underclassmen can not direct
themselves seems to flow from
that same bureaucratic line of
thought that the people are
ignorant and therefore cannot be
permitted to think for themselves.
The question must be asked as to
whether the people were given a
chance? And what happened
when they had the chance?,"
Arnold said.

Arnold descrihnd the proposed
program as one designed to give
students the opportunity to plan
and direct their own curriculum.
'fhe students must rely on
themselves for direction and
motivation for atLaining
understanding and lt>arning.
Program Mechanics
Th!' mechanics of tlw program
ar<':
1. Establishml'nt of the
Universal number 999. The
purpose of a universal is to permit
all students, at all clas.> lev~ls
( fr<:>shmcn·graduate) to participate
in the pror:ram.
2. Listing of University Clinical
Education on the transcript.
Every department would be
assil!ned the number 999
Univt'rsity Clinical Education at
the end of each d<'partme>nt's clas.~
offerings, 999 would carry the
same dt'signatecl m(>aning for all
departments as slated centrally in
both the Univrrsity Catalog and
the Schedul(' of Classes. On th!.'
transcript th<' department code
would be listed, then thr number
999 U nivt>rsity Clinical Education,
the numbl'rof hours earn<'d, and
the evaluation or grade.
On all transcripts would apprar
the notation that for any 999
coursC' to refer to attached
material. Attached to the
transcript .itself would be a
8Ccond, third, etc., sheet listing

':§

the department code, 999 the profeS&or decides to spon50r
tl!e student, the professor will
University Clinical Education, an
facilitat(>
the student by and in
evalua lion or grade, the sl'mester,
and the student's cl~ssification. enriching the l~,>arning experll•nce.
d. The professor's pOSition is
Following, would b~ a description
om•
of "learning facilitator." If a
Of the Jrarning CXpPril'nC(' U ndM
prof<'ssor
rrcogniz<'s that a
999 for that time block, sigrwd by
slud<'nt i~, 11.lthaL particular point,
the sponsoring prof(•ssor.
3. Students should lw urgr•d to not rapabl<' of pursuing a
take' at l<'ast six hours in pnrLic;>ular typ~ of learning
U niv<>rsity Clinknl lldnC"ation, but f'xpedrnc~, the prof<'ssor should
at this timl' (du<' tu lark of lwlp llw studenL gain the tools to
appropriate farilitil•s, tinw, and do ~o, either by ht>lping the
5tud('nt design a curriculum that
funds) be limitNl to •10 hours.
4. Students may eh•ct to tuk<> n would give the student the
lett<'r grade or tlH' credit/no crl'dit n('ce~snry tools, directing the
sludt'nt lo an existing class, or
option.
inventing n<'w tools.
Enrollment Procedure
l'. The student and professor
fi. Bnrollment proc<'dUr<':
should
have the freedom to decide
a. Student must. find a
professor or professors (also on the amount of time and credit
doctoral candidates, may be an to be allotted for lh\l learning
in tcrdepartment.al effort) who experience. Example: a student
have a mutual interest in th<:> designs a learning experience that
student's area of concern and who is concentrated in a two week
is willing to sponsor lh<' stud£>nt's period and feels that tht'
l'xperience is worth four credits,
work.
b. The stud<'nl is <'XP<'d('(! to llw professor should have the
contact the professor prior to the fret'dom to be able to approve the
b<'ginning of a semester in which program,
Example: a student designs an
the student wishes to participate
in University Clinical Education. off campus program that will lake
c. Th<' student .is <'Xpectcd to 14 and is worth 20 hours of
pr('se n t lh<' professor with a crt>dit~again the professor should
written outline of what the art>a have the frerdom to approve such
of learning will include, what the a program dependent on the
student hopes to gain from the professor's evaluation of the
experience, by what method the program's merits, mutually with
student wish!.'S to be evaluated. If the student.
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Sept. 11
Sept. 15

Israel Horovitz Pensees Lecture
Series SUB Ballroom
UNM vs. New Mexico
State- University Stadium

Sept. 22

UNM vs. Texas Tech there

Sept. 26

Barry Sussman Pensees Lecture
Series SUB Ballroom

Sept. 29

o,·t. 6
Oct. 10
Oct. 13
Oct. 17

Nov. 10

No No Nanette Popejoy Hall

Nov. 17

UNM vs. Wyoming- University
Stadium

Nov. 19

Angela Davis Pensees Lecture
Series Popejoy Hall

Nov. 23
Nov.23

,S

0
0

UNM vs. Air Force Academy
there

Nov. 24

Tartuffe Popejoy Hall

Dec. 1

UNM vs. New Mexico State
(basketball) there

UNM vs. Arizona
State-University Stadium

Dec. 3

UNM vs. Oregon State
(basketball) University Arena

Bruno Bettelheim Pensees
Lecture Series SUB Ballroom

Dec. 3

Masters and Johnson Pensees
Lecture Series- Popejoy Hall

Dec. 5

UNM vs. Cameron College
(basketball) University Arena

Dec.6

No Sex Please,
British-Popejoy H:ill

Dec.8

UNM, vs. North Dakota
(basketball) University Arena

Dec. 11

UNM vs. New Mexico State
(basketball) University Arena

Dec. 13

UNM vs. Houston Baptist
(basketball) Univeristy Arena

Dec. 15

UNM vs. Abiline Christian
(basketball) there

Dec;. 21

UNM vs. Texas Tech
(basketball) University Arena

UNM vs. Arizona there

Krasnay arsll- Siberian Folk
Festival-Popejoy Hall

Oct. 21

Senator William Proxmire
(D-Wisconsin) Pensees Lecture
Series SUB Ballroom

Grease Popejoy Hall
Budapest Symphony Popejoy
Hall

Oct. 27

UNM vs. San Jose State there

Nov. 2

Estelle Ramey Pensees Lecture
Series SUB Ballroom

204-8110·
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4 CHANNEL ALBUMS-8 TRACKS
CASSETTES

''our excIusave ordenng servace
0

0

0

can get you any recording-fast!"
2 Locations
Wyoming Mall Shopping Center
6801 N 4th (In Jumpin Jeans)
,,

C.Calent In~:{.
')

(Talent Incorporated)

'!
I

Comedy of Errors The
National Flyers~Popejoy Hall
UNM vs. Colorado State there

UNM vs. University of Texas at
El Paso-University Stadium

Oct. 26

UNM vs. Brigham Young there

Nov. 24

Oct. 20

Oct. 23

Nov. 3

e Be& in

0

Fa.JI Activities Calender
Aug. 25, 26,
31, Sept. 1 Sweet Charity Popejoy Hall
Elton John Concert, University
Sept. 3
Arena

{KEEP THIS PAGE)
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We can provide the BEST entertainment available and keep within your budget!

ROCK • COUNTRY • SPANISH • FOLK • GROUPIES??

We're

PLANNING AN EVENT, DANCE OR. MONEY-MAKING PROMOTION?
· Call us for professional assistance.
we obtain maximum results at minimal costs.

DdT Enterprises
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

Welcome,
etc.
If all of the college newspaper
editorials on apathy were combined
with all of the ones welcoming the
freshman class, they would
constitute enough verbiage to gag a
mature IBM/360 and enough
newsprint to give each of the
Skylab astronauts a confetti parade
from New York City to just this
side of Clovis.
Adding a few flurries to this
statistic for Astonaut Beam on his
way through Tulsa, then-welcome
Freshmen. As members of the
student body of the University of
New Mexico you are part of the
largest community in the State.
Your class alone ranks 30th among
communities in New Mexico.
Before these soaring numbers
boggle you, keep in mind you are
members of a fragmented and
changing community. Two thirds of
you will drop out before graduating
from UNM. Of the third that does
graduate, fully half will not have
jobs offered to them the first year
after earning their degree.
More statistics about your
community are: it employs 3465
people full time, has a budget of
72.6 million, owns 600 acres of
land and 150 buildings, spends 63
million in the City, has a faculty of
819 PhDs, contains 120 student
organizations, had $57,224 worth
of bicycles, cars, money and other

"(,o

~

Lobo Staff

TO JAIL. G 0
To JAIL, DO NOT
DO NoT coLLECI

property stolen within its
perimeters in 1972, controls its
own 30 man police force and a
large squad of meter maids, was the
scene of 43 assaults, 7 rapes and 1
su icicle in 1972, pays students
$413,326 a year to play games,
spends $75,000 a year to recruit
them to play games and was
established in 1889.
It's too much, isn't it? Too bit,
too rich, too small, too poor, too
absurd, too great, too ridiculous,
too amazing and finally too much
to take. For a decade now
educators have been calling
preposterous conglomerations like
UNM, multiversities. It's a nice way
of saying they do everything
without any mention of·how well
they do anything.
Whatever else it may be, the
multiversity is surely a monumental
repository of humanity's
knowledge. That's really what it has
to offer to the student, not credit
hours but knowledge. It's a
distinction that often gets lost in
the hurly burly type of degree
earning.
In spite of its ahuman scale,
when all of the glitter and
organization charges are. swept
away, this place is still made of
people and that's probably the best
way to relate to it. Pick your friend
from the 25,000 people here and
hang on.
Studies show that for every
freshman who quits the University
because he doesn't think he can
hack it, there is probably one who
leaves because he really just doesn't
want to mess with it all. Maybe it
really IS too much. Even so, don't
let it blow your mind.
-Jeff Lee

Editor, Janice Harding
Managing Editor, Roger Makin
News Editor, Jim Arnholz
Sports Editor, Greg Lalire
Arts & Media Editor, Chuck Andrews
Morning Editor, Kathy Ptacek
Reporters, Isabel Foreman, ~eff Lee, Mike
Minturn, Russ Parsons, Rw~ Roberts
Photographer, Bob Teller
Cartoonist, Mary Beaven
Avertising Manager, David Salazar
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Volume 77
No. 1 {14.
t..o
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
.J>.
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
~
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published Monday through ~
Friday every regular week of the University year and weekly
during the summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Second class postage paid at
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is $7.50
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages of The Daily
Lobo are those of the author solely. Unsigned opin.ion is that .
of the editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo necessarily represents the views of the
University of New Mexico.

"HELP"
Two lonely and forgotten
twenty-five year old inmates, who
have had their freedom
assassinated, would truly enjoy
corresponding with anyone who
could enlighten their minds to the
happenings of the outside world.
Thank you very much for your
time and concern in our plea.
Ronald Martin, #135421
and Ray Wylie, #136625,
P.O. Box 57
Marion, Ohio 43302

"Equal Time"
The "Equal Time" column
which ran in the weekly summer
editions of the Lobo had some of
the best writing I have seen yet on
the Women's Lib movement.
There was an interview, though,
which caught my eye in the last
column of the summer (July 19)
which ought not to get by
without a rebuttal. Somehow
anti-capitalism was craftily
interwoven with the Chicano and
the Women's Lib movements
(Why on earth wouldn't the
"interviewee" give her name?
Where is the ardent courage of her
convictions'? Whoever you are,
come out of hiding so that. the
annals of our proud heritage can
be further glorified by your name
for all nosterity ... on second
thought.: . )
Ber curious dialectical
reasoning seems to permeate the
thinking of many elite citizens
these days. They are well-meaning
people, to be sure, but they are
also badly misled. The capitalist
system is not Utopia by a long
shot, but it is yet to be proven
inferior to the economic systems
used by China and the U.S.S.R.,
for example. Spending an hour
and a half on a ten·speed bicycle
to get to and from a job where I
would have to work for a solid
month to buy the bicycle is just
not my idea of the good life.
Neither would I care for having
my property confiscated in order
to go to Tei·Aviv or Jerusalem,
thank you.
Pardon the cliche, but the hue
and cry from my anti-capitalist
friends will surely be, "But no one
is as poor or oppressed in China or
the Soviet Union as they can be
(and are) in the capitalist
bandwagon and make it work like
it should I Don't bring us a system

,I

I

which would innundate us with
still more John Mitchells, John
Deans, or John Ehrlichmans. The
Watergate and Agnew affairs are
mere highjinks in comparison to
"Cultural Revolutions".
Afred S. Chavez, Jr.

Draft Evaders
The Canadian government has
enacted a special immigration act
which provides for one final,
never·to-be·repeated period of 60
days, beginning August 1, in
which every exile now in Canada
who arrived there before Nov. 30,
1972, regardless of how he came
there or under what conditions he
stayed, may apply for legal
residence in Canada. Over 20,000
American exiles will have the
opportunity to regularize their
lives in Canada until the time
when we, the American people,
welcome them back with a
general, unconditional amnesty •.
Bowever, the identities and
locations of these illegal
immigrants are unknown. It is
then essential that their families
and friends inform them
immediately of this new law and
urge them to' contact the
American exile "aid center"
nearest them for help with the
process of applying to the
Canadian government for
obtaining landed immigration
status. Those who do not know
the exile "aid centers" in Canada
should write to: National Council
of Churches, Room 766, 475
Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.
10027.
There are about 40,000 to
50,000 ·war resistors in exile in
Canada, over half of whom have
not been able to meet the
restrictive immigration
requirements and hence cannot
get a job legally and are in the
danger of discovery and
deportation.
Both those who served in the
war and those, who in good
conscience found that they could "
not do so, deserve our help and
concern. Your courtesy in
bringing this new Canadian law to
the attention of their families and
friends to carry the message onto
them will be a service in the
interest of pea"ce and healing the
wounds of this tragic war.
Yours, in peace,
Rich Roberts

~

To the incoming freshman-or incoming anything for that
;;.,
matter-a
college campus, especially one the size of UNM,
r.:l
~ can be the source of much confusion.
8
In order to make sense out of this confusion, a primer of
·:;:; sorts is needed to help guide the new student through the
~ trauma of big university life.
~
1. For those politically minded students caution should be
the watchword if you plan on contacting political groups by
..0 telephone. When telephoning the Republicans, don't worry
_ffi' about the clicking noise in the phone. Just stop talking for
- about three minutes. This should be enough time for the tape
to re-wind. A clicking noise in the Democrat's phone is
nothing more than Bell Telephone trying to break i.n in order
to collect the bill for the 1960, 1964, 1968 and 1972
campaigns.
2. The Student Union Building, or SUB as it is called by
the battle scarred combat veterans, is the primary meeting
place of students. The SUB is found by simply following the
steady stream of leashless dogs that frequent the place.
It is impossible to comment on the SUB without adding a
word about the culinary wizardry that the student is blessed
to enjoy. Informed sources say the SUB has contracted to
supply hamburgers for the National Hockey League's
Chicago Black Hawks. It seems the team is in need of hockey
pucks to practice with and finds the hamburgers, so to speak,
just to their taste.
3. On the second floor of the SUB is the Alumni Office.
The Alumni Office conducts daily tours so that the students
may see what they're going to look like in a few years.
Rumors that the Alumni Office will change its name to
Alumni Museum are false.
4. Also located on the second floor of the SUB are the
offices of the Associated Students of UNM. ASUNM is the
student government. During the summer President Ross
Perkal had the offices redecorated. Tours of Perkal Palace
will be conducted daily and the President himself will sell
souvenier strands of the old carpeting.
5. On •the lower level and adjacent to the SUB is the
Bookstore. Here the student will find bargain basement prices
on the books needed for classes. Before entering the
Bookstore, however, the student must present a checkbook
with a minimum balance of $5500, a Master Charge card, and
the_ir father's tax receipts since 1952. Financial stability is a
must for the Bookstore.
6. East of the SUB is Mesa Vista Hall. Several student
services are located in this building. It is easily located by
observing the stream of dogs headed for the SUB and just
going against the traffic. One of the services, found on the
second floor of Mesa Vista, is the Veteran's Affairs Office.
Here the ex-GI finds that his discharge is basically
meaningless. His check will still be late.
7. Also on the second floor of Mesa Vil>ta is Career
Services. This service is normally used in the student's senior
year. Forms are filled out, resumes are carefully written and
the student is then handed painstakingly written and precise
instructions as to what to do at the state employment office.
Time consuming and entertaining games are suggested that
the student might play while standing in line for his
unemployment check.
8. Just to the south of Mesa Vista is the Student Health
Center. The Health Center offers the southwest's widest
variety of flavored morning-after-pills.
9. In the north end of Mesa Vista is the Child Care Co-op.
The Co-op is generally used by those who didn't get to the
south end of the building in time to get a morning-after-pill.
10. For those students planning to drive to school and
park on campus there is no need to contact Parking Services.
Uncle Wally Birge and his maidens of the meter will contact
you. Their usual means of communication is the tow truck.
11. A word of caution must go to those planning. to use
Zimmerman Library. Exhaustive studies show that students
spend three years findin.g out ~ow to locate a book, and the
senior year is spent discovenng that af~er three rears of
finding out how to locate the book the thmg was never there
in the first place.
12. Free legal advice is available to students through the
Clinical Law Office. Tltose who got to t~e Health Center .too
late and are now taking advantage of Child Care Co-op might
keep Clinical Law in mind.
. ..
.
.
13. The student Dental Clinic is relatively easy to ~et I~to
until after the first mid-term test grades posted. At this pomt
there is usually an epidemic of gnashed teeth.
14. Finally, there is the Lobo. ~M students are blessed
with daley axsess to one of the nashuns most reespekted
nooz publakashuns.
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Freshman. Primer
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~

J. G. Arnholz
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'AT LAST, A MOVIE WITHOUT ALL THOSE FILTHY SEX SCENF.SI'

editorial

Legislating Purity

District Attorney James Brandenburg has
made a curious statement to the effect that
anybody can sit at home and smoke their
dope and show stag films-but it's acquiring
those things that can be dangerous. In fact,
Brandenburg said the new obscenity
ordinance for Bernalillo County (see page
12) is similar to the marijuana law. In an
interesting comparison with the
pornography ruling, Brandenburg said,
"Nobody really cares if someone privately
smokes marijuana." But don't force it on a
friend. It's been a while since anyone was
dragged into a home and forced to smoke
pot, or for that matter, view a porno flick,
read an obscene book or ogle some 8 x 10
glossies of people who were maldng a "lewd
exhibition of genitals."
But one of Brandenburg's concerns was
that parents driving by a drive-in porno
movie might be forced to cover their
children's eyes to protect them from things
unsightly. Children today can go to a "G"
rated movie showing monsters eating half of
Manhattan, vampires sucking blood or a
cowboy slaughtering 25 Indians with 25
rapid blasts from his repeating rifle. Endless
footage of violence is acceptable, but save
them from sex.
The Supreme Court ruling also rules
"patently offensive represent~tions or
descriptions of masturbation (and) excretory
functions" obscene. As for descriptions of
excretory functions, Gulliver's Travels by
Jonathan Swift may be one of the first
books to go-after all, those Lilliputians had
a hell of a time dragging away Gulliver's, uh,
stuff. And apparently the perpetrators of the
law seem to think that if nobody describes

-

masturbation, nobody will really know what
it is or how to do it. If the Jaw continues,
perhaps masturbation (which causes
insanity, blindness and left wing radicals),
genitals and sex will be completely
eradicated in a few years. Out of sight, out
of mind.
Albuquerque is no. 1 in crimes against
property in the nation, so what do the
officials crack down on? Dirty movies and
parking tickets. The law creates more
criminals which in turn mal•es heavier work
loads for courts, more work for lawyers,
more taxpayer's monies spent and more
juries viewing dirty movies to decide
whether or not fellow citizens should be
allowed to see them. This ruling is
ridiculous.
A presidential appointed committee
found pornography harmless. If a person
chooses to see some skin, he should be able
to do so without going to a bootleg movie.
The law will undoubtedly raise the prices of
these movies made by people who will
continue to produce them. Going to see a
dirty movie will hold the same appeal as
going to a speakeasy did in the '20's.
This is not a defense of pornography-it is
a defense of the right for people to see
whatever they want. Children see worse
things every day in the news; a Vietnamese
child burning alive from American napalm is
infinitely more damaging psychologically
than seeing people making love in any
position a movie director can contrive.
The American people, and especially the
Supreme Court, are having a problem with
priorities. Hopefully the new obscenity
ruling will go the route of Prohibition-it
will be repealed.

'THE BOMBING IS NOW FINISHED ••• WELL, WE'VE ALL HEARD THAT LlnLE STORY BEFORE,
HAVEN'T WE •• ?'
.
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Angela Da.;is In ·speaker s;ries
Thirteen speakcr6 including
former 'UCLA philosophy
professor Angela Davis and
nationally-known researchers of
human sexuality Masters and
Johnson have been booked for the
1973-74 Lecture Seri<)s here at
UNM,
The Lecture Series, entitled
Pcn.~ee.~, is sponsored by the
ASUNM Speakers CommiLLcc
headed by David Pitchford.
"The Speakers ·committee has
tried to cover all aspects of
political, social, religious,
scientific and philosophical
thought in the Pensees series,"
Pitchford said. "We believe that a
lecture series should provide the
students and the community with
the opportunity to view various
viewpoints from all w<1lks of life."
Admission to the series is free
to students with a current activity
card with the exception of the
Angela Davis and Masters and
Johnson lectures. A fcc ot $1 will
be charged to UNM students for
these lectures. Pitchford cited the
high honorarium requests (f'ee
paid to speakers) for the charge to
students.
Season passes will be made
available to the public for the
series at a charge of $7 that will
include admission to a minimum
of thirteen speakers. Tickets to
most single events, if available,
will be sold to. non· UNM students
for :j;1.50.
Beginning the sedcs on Sept, 11
in the SUB Ballroom will be
award-winning playright Israel
Horo.vilt~ discussing "The New
American Theater" and reading
from his collections of poetry.
Horovitz has won several "Obic"
awards, the Vemon Rice
Drama-Desk Award and the Show
Business Grand Award as best
American playright for his plays
Line and Ral.
Washington Post editor Barry
Sussman will speak in the SUB
Ballroom on Sept, 26. Sussman is
the Post <'Ciilor who coorclinnl<'d
the paper's Pulitzer Pdze winning
Watergate investigation. Sussman
is also the recipient of the Drew
Pearson Foundation Award for his
invcstiglotive reporLing,
Child psychologist Dr. Bo·uno
Bettclheim is schcd uled to speak
in the SUB Ballroom on Oct. 10.
Director of the Unive1·sity of
Chicago's Orthogenic School,
Bettelheim has au tho red several
b oo.ks including 'l'l!c I11formed
Hcari, a study of individual and
mass behavior in Nazi
concentration camps, and his
latest, Children of lhe Dream.
Democratic Senator from
Wisconsin, William Proxmirc will
be the speaker for Oct. 21 in the
SUB Ballroom. Proxmirc has
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consistently been one or the
Herbert Marcuse, one of the
ou tspo'ken critics of military most famous modern-day
spending and cost over·runs in philosophers, will speak in the
government spending.
SUB BaJlroom on March 3. One of
Estelle Ramey, president of the his best-known booh is
Association of Women in Science, One-Dimensional Man, a synthesis
will speak on Nov. 2 in the SUB of Marx and Freud.
Ballroom. A proCessor of
Academy Award-winning
Biochemistry and Physiology al director Billy Fricdken will he in
the SUB Ballroom on April 3.
Gcorgc~own Un ivorsiLy, Dr.
Harney has been acclaimed for her Friedken won the Oscar for best
research in sex differences in director for the movie 7'he French
Connection and his other movies
neurochemistry,
On Nov. 19, Angela Davis will incll!de Tha !Joys In The Band,
speak in Popejoy Hall. Ms. Davis The Night 'l'hcy Raided Min.5lty's
gained national recognition when and 'l'he Bil'thday Party. He will
be discussing "New Techniques
she was appointed philosophy
professor at UCLA in 1969 and and Special Effects" and will use
was fired twice by the Board of 16mm film clips from his
Regents for her Communist Party forthcoming production of the
membership and opposition to best·selling novel The exorcist.
governmental policies. She was
On April 23, the in tcrnationally
also acquitted of kidnapping, known authority on witchcraft
murder and cpnspiracy charges in and the occult sciences Sybil Leek
connection with the 1970 will speak in the SUB Ballroom.
shootout at the M11rin County, She is the author of 40 books
Calif. Courthouse. She has been
including Diary of a Witch and My
actively working for the aboliLion Life in Astrology.
of prisons in Lhe U.S. in their
Alll<'cLurl's in the Pen sees series
wescnt slate, For this lecture, a will begin at H p.m. and further
charge of $1 will be asked of information regarding tlw Icctun1s
UNM studn!'ts and a $2 fcc for may be obtainccl by contacting
non-students.
the ASUNM office at 277-552.
Authors of the book Human
Sexual Response Dr. W. H.
Masters and Virginiu Johnson will
Ezra Pound Specialist
speak in Popejoy Hall on Dec. 3.
Dr.
Hugh H. Witemeyer, a
Httman Sexual Response ha~ been
specialist
in the pcotry of Ezra
recognized as the first
comprehensive study of the Po1<J1cl and the novels of Theodoo·c
anntomy and physiology of Drr•isser, will join the UNM
human sexual activity under English department as an associate
laboratory conditions. Theil' professor this fall.
He has been an assitant
second book Ht~marl Sexual
!11ad eq uacy ex ami ncs the basic professor of English at the
applications of the disciplines of University of California, Berkeley,
physiology and psychology. A fee' since 1966 when he received his
of $1 will be charged to UNM doctorate from Princeton. He
students and a $2 fcc fm· subsequently received a master's
degree in English from Lincoln
non-UNM students.
Berkeley, Calif. Mayor Warren College, Oxford University.
Widener will speak on Jan. 30 in Witemcyer received his B.A. in
the SUB Ballroom. An outspoken English at the University of
liberal, WidC'tlt'l' has been pushing Michigan in 1961.
Witemeyet· receivC'd a
for 1·eCm·m of laws concNning
fellowship
to study art history in
prop<•o·ty taxrs and community
London
in
conn~ction with a
conti'OI of policr. II<• will sp<'ak on
"Working For Changl' Within the o·esenrch project on painting and
Lhe novels of George Eliot.
System."
He was a Phi Beta Kappa at
Dr. Jane Kessler, Director of
Michigan,
and a Princeton
the Mental Drvelopment Center at
National
Fell
ow, Samuel S.
Case West<:rn Rl'sCl'Vt' University,
will speak in the Kiva on Feb. 4. Mitchell Fellow and a Proctor
She is the au lhor of the book Fellow.
Childhood Psyclzopa lhology, and
she will be discussing her work
with disturbed childt·cn.
Maya Angelou, author of I
OF
Know \Vhy 'l'he Caged Birds Sings,
will be in Lhe SUB Ballroom on
Feb. 18 discussing "Black
American Contributions to the
American Way of Life." Her book
"Caged Birds" was listed among
Newsweek magazine's "best books
of 1970."

SIGN
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; 6400 New Students Expected to Register

Campus Notes
Psych Prof

Soc Profs

.Joseph A. Parsons will join the
faculty of the UNM Department
of Psychology as a Visiting
Assistant Professor for 1973·74.
Parsons will teach courses in
experimental child psychology
He received his B.A. degree from
the University of Utah and his
master's degree from the
University of Illinois, where he is
currently completing all
requirements for the Ph.D. at the
Child Behavior Laboratory.
In the past few years he has
worked on projects involving
imitation in pre-school children
and the application of behavior
principles to. the education of
young retarded and emotionally
disturbed children.

Ezequiel A. Lopez and Arthur
St. George will join the UNM
sociology department as assistant
professors this fall semester,
Lopez, a native of Sena,
received his B.A. in sociology
from UNM in 1969 and his M.A.
in sociology from the University
of California, Berkeley, in 1971.
He was a sociology instructor at
UNM for the Upward Bound
Program and its successor, College
Enrichment Program in the
summers of 1969 and 1970.
He taught a sociology course at
the University of Albuquerque in
1972 and last year was an
instructor at North Peralta
Community College, Oakland,
Calif.
St. George expects to receive
his Ph.D, this summer from the
University of California, Davis,
wher.e he received his M.A. in
sociology in 1968. He received his
B,A. from Stanislaus State College
in 1966.
St. George is now assistant
professor at Sacramento State
University, Calif.

Maxwell Museum Head
Dr. John M. Campbell will serve
as acting director of the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology at UNM
for the 1973·7 4 academic year.
Campbell, former chairman of
the anthropology department at
UNM, has been on sabbatical leave
for the past year. He is expected
to return ~rom his summer field
work in Alaska in about a month.
He will replace the museum's
permanent director, Prof. J. J.
Brody, who will begin a year's
sabbatical leave in England later
this summer.
The museum presently has
three exhibits: "Man, The Music
Maker," "Pakistani Folk Arts"
and "Man in the Southwest."
Museum hours are 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Mondays . through Fridays
and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturdays. Admission is free.

Philosophy Class Changes
The following courses will be
included for the Full semester:
Philosophy 350:001 Intro, to
Phil. Prob. of Physics, TT
1230·145
Philosophy 443:001 Prob. of
Space, Time and Causal Mon.
930-1220
Philosophy 543:001 Seminar
in Prob. of Space, Time and
Causal Mon. 930·1220
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The Medical School will hold a
get acquainted picnic on
Saturday, Aug. 25 from noon to 6
p.m. at Doc Long's Picnic Area in
the Sandia Mtns, Tickets are $1
for adults and $.50 for children.
Tickets arc available from Donna
Bawart at the office of Education,
Jane Thompson Room 339-0fficc
of Education or the 2nd year
Medical students coffee r.oom on
the morning of Aug. 23·24.

I. D.'s Mailed
LD.'s nnd v:1ljdatwn labels for
pr<>-reJli.sL<>red students in

Square Dance Club
j

l

!

Student Organization
Rechartering
The dealine for student
organizations to be rechartered
\,Vith UNM is Friday, Sept. 21. If
organizations have not received
information packets they should
contact the Student Activities
Center at 277-4706.

The Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club will have their first
dance on Thursday, Aug. 30 at 7
p.m. in Room 176 of Johnson
Gym. Beginners lessons will start
at 7 p.m. and all interested people
are invited to come. No partners
are required.
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and other regiStration problems
Enrollment Down
should be referred to Room 102."
This year's enrollment is down
A student orientation session
somewhat from last year's Chrcist for new students was held
said, but "This is where the new yesterday (Aug. 23) in the
branch at Espanola may pick up Student Union Ballroom from 9
our decrease."
a.m. to noon.
Enrollment figures do not
include UNM's branches in Gallup
Program Changes
and Espanola. About 500 students
"For the first two weeks of the
are expected to enroll at the semester, August 27 through
Gallup branch. "The Espanola September 7, all program changes
(drops, adds, section changes
branch is a big question mark.''
"If a pre·reg1stered
·
student changes in grading status) will b~
wa?ts t~ go through walk-through initiated and completed in the
rcgtstratwn he must have his I.D. centralized drop/add function in
card with him," Chreist said. He the Fine Arts Center."
emph;osized that the I.D. cards
Students should not go to their
should be obtained ahead of time
before th<.' student goes through
rcgisto·ation.

Med School Picilic

Records & Tapes
I,

Rock-1 azz-Bl ues
Soul-Classical
Blue Grass-Sound Tracks

Specials on New Releases
Mon.-Sat.

10 to 8 PM

Two Locations

Sun .

lto6 PM

offering a full selection of country & western
5715 Menaul N.E.

Tcle-message is on duty 24
hours a day, 'I'o relay information
on events scheduled at the
Student Union call 277-5243.

~~i;;t~r=~ '!~~- !~~~:.::n~£?~h~

I

Seck a Wider Vision;
A Series on Alternatives
Practical, free workshops
and discussions sponsored by the Dt'an of Students Office.
For a schedule of pro·
grams, call Coronado
Hall, Hokona Hall, Dean
of Students Office,
Student Activities, or
the Women's Center.
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Scholes Hall.
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Tele-message

PAMPERED MAIDEN

2937 Monte Vista NE
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Dartmouth,& Centrail SE

The Student Activities Center has a lot of things going for youl!
Information on over
1 60 Student Organizations
to ioin on Campus
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REMEMBER:
September 28, 1973-Student Activities .Night!
6:00 to 11 :00 pm in the New Mexico Union
The Student Activities Center a Division of the Dean of Students OfficeI
is located on the 2nd floor of the New Mexico Union. 277-4706
1
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The con tin gent ASUNM
1973-74 budget totaling
$280,000, prepared by ASUNM
President Ross Perk al, includes
substantial cutbacks, increases and
a switch from the executive to
legislative method of allocating
funds to the various special
interest groups. The budget will
beintroducedonAug.29.
Perkal said he decided to
institute a new fiscal policy which
would eliminate all organizations
and special interest groups which
did not serve the entire student
body.
"Those groups," Perkal said,
"will now go before the senate to
ask for funds. It is my opinion
that 20 people will be better able
to 'make a decision of this
nature." He said the senate will
have over $30,000 to allocate as
they sec fit.
Proposed Increases
Among the factions which fall
under the ASUNM, profused
increases totaling $66,794 have
been given to the following:
General Governmental: a $17,000
increase from $22,000 to
$39,000; KUNM: $3,223 increase
from $36,777 to $40,000; Clinical
Law: a $12,050 increase from
$10,050 to $23,000; Public
Relations: a ')10,600 increase
from $1400 to :jl12,000; Lobby: a
$6600 increase from $3500 to
$10,000; Duplicating Center; a
$421 increase from $1021 to
$1600; Child Care Co-Op, a
$1700 increase from $5300 to
$7000.
Cut-backs were proposed in the
following areas: Lobo; a $6000
decrease from $46,000 to
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ROSS PERKAL
$40,000; Speakers Committee; a
$1,000 decrease from $18,000 to
$17,000; Intramural and
Recreation Board; a $2500
decrease from $7600 to $5,000;
International Center; a $3600
decrease from $9600 to $6000;
Crafts Center; a $1129 decrease
from $4729 to $3600;
Those to receive equal
allocations from that of last year
were: Film Committee: $9800;
Popular Entertainment
Committee: $6600; ASUNM
scholarship fund: $3000; and
ASUNM Senate: $20,000,
New Division Instituted
The Sex Discrimination: Legal
Affairs Division, a new group
comprised of two quarter·time
members of the New Mexico Bar
Association, are to receive $7500

from the contingent budget, The
two members will specialize in
handling discrimination cases
involving sex roles-male or
fe m a 1e··· b r 0 u "h t by UNM
students, faculty ~ or staf(. The
money will be used to pay for two
$37 5 a month sala. ries,
Perkal said his main goal for the
moment is "getting the University
budget amount requested."
His other goals include
instituting viable operations
within lobbying efforts, setting up
an Executive Advisory Council
and informing student groups of
the new Pub I i c In formation
Office. He said he will also be
studying the feasibility of
changing the system of funding
for athletics, and the possibility of
students directing their $14 a
semester (for the activity card)
toward attending a certain
numbN of "events sponsored by
the PEC or Cultural Committee
for free."

becauscofhisexpcricncewiththe
Mel, as he known in
the legislature, w11l also be
teaching a course during the fall

have, said Perkal.
"The underlying reason for
setting up the council," Perkal
said, "is to prevent a crisis from
building up to a proportion like
the Larry Casuse incident."
The Council will be comprised
of two persons from each of the
Chicano, Black, Indian and
Womens' study centers.

An Execut1ve Adv1sory C'?un~1l
has bee~ ~e t uP, to a1d m
commun1cat!ons. w1th ASUNM
and the v~r10us study center.s,
through wluc~ man~ groups_ ~Ill
Public Relations
b e a ble t o VOice the Jr op pos 1t1on
Official
·
A 1
c·
• hHired
b
h' d
to student g_overnment and
r enc me 11 I as ecn 1re to
express other &nevances they may coorrlinAte !.he Public Information
(continued on page 28)
r==========================~

Athletic Fcc Studied
"We have set up a committee
studying the athletic fee and will
be sending out a questionnaire
detailing the possibilities," he
added.
Perkal said he felt "many
students and people connected
with athletics feel the athletic
program will be cut-down if we
channel the activity card for other
uses. But that's not tme, we want
to provide a better variety for the
students."
Within the lobbying program, a
professional lobbyist is to be hired
to help coordinate student
lobbying efforts.
"I will be hiring John M. Eaves,
who is a member of Kool, Kool,
Bloomfield and Eaves law firm,

At the GENERAL STORE
Cigarettes
Pipes
Papers
Clips
Nones
Comics
Organic Shampoos
'posters

Monopoly
& other games
Playing Cards
Incense
Frisbees
Candles
and More

PINBALL
FOOSE BALL

open 10 to midnight 7 days a week

The General Store
111-A Harvard S.E.

.,
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Sales and Service
i

I
I
I
II .

The finest racing and touring equipment

r

KELLY'S OTHERSIDE
2621 Tennessee NE .
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Dancing Tuesday-Saturday nights
$1.00 Pitcher of Beer Tuesday nights

I

255-3777
2216 Central S.E.

BICYCL€
\;/OQLD

Also at
Montgomery & Louisiana
and
in Santa Fe

Transit System to Offer
$28 a Semester Passes
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but when you figure in gas, maintenance and t"'
insurance, there's no way you can drive to school g.
0
for $58 a year."
A survey taken in November of 1972 by the >
Associated Students of the University of New Jil
Mexico (ASUNM) and .the Institute of Social s::
Research and Development (ISRAD) showed that ~
roughly 58 per cent of the UNM student body }:
drives to school while only four per cent take the ,...
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Students. can now• rid'e· the· bus at reduced rates and
leave· the· gas-eater· at. homec
(Phot<> by Bob Teller)

The: HAN:D-MiADE BlCYCLE OF FRANCE
FROM· $90

lHE BIKE SHOP
823 Yale S.E.
; Expert Repairs
i on: Alii Makes;

'

842-9100

Friendly
Service

By JEFF LEE
U nlversity students do not seem to be buying bus
passes offered by the Albuquerque Transit System
for the first time this year. Thousands of circulars
advertising the pilot project were enclosed in
pre-registration mailing, but as of Wednesday only
184. passes have been purchased.
The passes, which cost $28 a semes4!r, are on sale
at the Cashier's Office.
-~
The project began taking shape last fall when
The Albuquerque-Bernalillo County
Da.vid Jacobson and William Henning, both
Environmental Health Department said that 90 to
university students, approached the Campus
95 per cent of the air pollution in the Albuquerque
Plannir.g COmmittee to see if University students
metropolitan area is composed of nitrogen oxides,
could receive reduced fares on city buses as do
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emission from
students in the Albuquerque Public Schools and the
automobiles.
Technical-Vocational Institute. For better student
Connie Rossingnol, research· analyst for the
service city buses could be rerouted.
Transit System and a recent UNM graduate, .said,
The students' final proposal called for central
"The student population isn't any different than the
locations in each quadrant of the city for student
rest of the population; they are tight with their cars,
and faculty pickups, bus passes costing $28 pet
As far as buses go, people just don't ride them.
year, bus information permanently displayed in the
We've got to change the whole value system."
Student Union and. some changes in routing.
Currently only two per cent of the population
Jacobson, who graduated last year, said, "For all
rides the Transit System's fleet of 60 buses. The
of the hassle, I think we came out with a pretty
system averages only 1.3 passengers a mile and is
good plan. I put in a year of work on it and now it's
subsidized by taxpayers' funds amounting to over
up to the students to make or break it. They are
$300,000 annually.
going to have to show the city that they are
At the end of this year the university bus pass
something Ol:' nothing."
program will be .evaluated by the Albuquerque
"It's more expensive than the parking fee ($27),
Transit System to see if it should be continued.
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Bicknell Named Neurology Head
Dr. Joseph M. Bicknell has been
appointed chairman of' the UNM
School of' Medicine Department
of Neurology.
Dr. Bicknell was interim
chairman of the department for
the past yea.-. From 1968-72 he
wa.<> assistant chairman of the

UTTLC PROFeSSOR 600K CeNTeR
FAIR PLAZA
LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.

Telephone 266-3110

division. In addition, he is chief or
the neurology service at
Albuquerque's Veterans
Administration Hospital.
The Detroit native took his
u ndergr~duate degree from
University of Michigan and his
M.D. from the school's medical
schooL Both his int('rnship and
residency were at University
Hospital, Ann Arbor, Mich. For
two years arler completion of his
r('Sidency, Dr. Bicl<nl'll was an
instructor in neurology at the
hospilal.
Dr. Bicknell began his career at
U!l.'l\1 as an assistant profel<sor of
neurology in 1965. He is presently
director of the Muscle Disease
Clinic (muscular distrophy,
multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy)
through the university's teaching
hospital, Bernalillo County
Medical Center.

He is a member of the
American Medical Association,
American Academy of Neurology,
a Diplomate of the American
Board of Neurology and
Psychiatry, a member of the
American Association of
Electromyography and
Electrodiagnosis, American Heart
Association, a fellow of the
AHA's Council on
Cerebrovascular Disea.~e. and a
member of the Society of Clinical
N <'U rologist.s.
A specialist in neuromuscular
disease, Dr. Bicknell has writte11
several publications concerning his
research.
It is defeat that turns bone to
flint; it is defeat that turns gristle
to muscle; it is defeat that makes
men invincible.-Henry Ward
Beecher
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Put a little flare
in your l,ife-style
with these greatlooking slacks.
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LITTLE PROFESSOR BOOK CENTER

is pleased to announce a NEW emphasis on quality paperbacks. We
carry all the notable imprints; Penguin; Pelican; Dover, Anchor; Vintage; Harvest.
More important . . . we truly welcome the opportunity to make
special orders for our customers and
we are happy to offer this service
without fee.
Remember . . . we
are
open
evenings until nine and from noon
untif. five on Sunday.
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NORTHDALE SHOPPING CENTER/ FOURTH AND OSUNA, N, W. I 344-8079
E-:iSTDALE SHOPPING CENTER/ EUBANK AND CANDELARIA N.E. /296-9796

Brandenburg I nferview

Local Obscenity Ordinance Defined
By MIKE MINTURN
The Supreme Court on June
21st moved to further protect
private citizens from unlawful
display of their private parts and
to allow state and local authorities
to ban books, magazines, plays
and films on their own terms of
obscenity.
Significantly, the court has
nullified it's own 1966 safeguard
that a work could not be found
obscene unless it was "utterly
without redcemin(l' social value."
It has now been ruled that
material can be so protected only
if "taken as a whole" it has
"serious literary, artistic, political
or scientific value."
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
has suggested that states ban
"patently offensive
representations or descriptions of
ultimate sexual acts, normal or
perverted, actual or stimulated"
and "patently offensive
representations or descriptions of
masturbation, excretory functions
and lewd exhibition of genitals."
David Brown, an attorney who
is defending Kaplan in Kaplan vs.

California, one of the five cases
the Court, in making its decision,
sent back to the state, has been
quoted as saying: "There's going
to be more work for the courts

t:::S
N\fl..~,~~

GRINDERS

.

sU6

Hoagies

Wedges
C~ll

,~·~,·~,

and more work for the lawyers-a
ridiculous waste of police
resources. I think we're hearing
now a very immediate gut
reaction.
"If the police go to excess, it
will only work against them."
Brown said he felt the court has
raised more questions about
obscenity then it answered. "We
still don't know what they mean
by 'pruient interests.' We don't
know what they mean by
'community standards'-if they
mean a state or a local
community,"
The Bernalillo County
Commission Tuesday night
approved the proposed obscenity
ordinance for Bernalillo
County-which will apply outside
of Albuquerque's city limits,
The foil owing is an interview
with Dist, Atty. James L.
Brandenburg, who, along with
members of his office, protracted
the ordinance.
Lobo: Whose morals were you
following when you drafted the
ordinance?
Brandenburg: Of course

'em what you like we call 'em

0
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Photo by Dave Carmichael

subjective opm10ns come into
play whenever you're dealing with
something of this nature, but the
ordinance was drafted with
consideration that it will be
applying to contemporary
standards-not th.osc of the
Victorian age. The purpose of the
ordinance is not to tell people
what they may or may not do, it
will protect the community from
any form of pornography. It
won't abridge any right given or
protected by the Constitution of
the State or of the U.S.
Lobo: According to the
ordinance, matter is to be
considered obscene if the average
person, applying contemporary
standards finds it to be within the
prurient interest. Would you
please define the "average person"
and "prurient interest"?
Brandenburg: The average
person would be one who feels
something is obscene outside that
of social significance ..• and
within that, a prurient interest
may be revealed. It would be hard
to define exactly what these
world mean as they apply to the
individual, because everyone sees
things in different light. But this

(the ordinance) will allow the
situation to be channeled through
the legal process-trial by jury
specifically.
Lobo: Don't you feel someone,
at one time or another, is going to
be subjected to a jury whose
morals and definition of obscenity
will be strongly opposed, resulting
in judgement that is perhaps
tenuous?
Brandenburg: Perhaps. But as
in any judicial proceedings, .,.
everything will be weighed.
Lobo: What are the penalties
for someone convicted?
- Brandenburg: Anyone who is
found guilty of a violation will be
punished by imprisonment in the
county jail for 90 days for each
count and fined $300 for each
count.
Lobo~ Is there any chance for
postponement?
Brandenburg: No, it will be
mandatory and no chance for
deferment.
Lobo: The way I understand it,
anyone can be convicted if they
exhibit, make an agreement to
exhibit, make an agreement to
exhibit, sell, or have in his
(Continued on Page 28)
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DonationsAt All Time High
Private support of the
U11iversity of New Mexico reached
a record high level of $1,6 million
in the fiscal year 1972-73, says
UNM Director of Development
Bill Weeks.
The previous high was $1.2
million in 1965-66 and $1.1
million was donated to the
university through the Greater
UNM Fund in 1964-65.
This year's total of cash and
non-cash giving is 70 per cent, or
$664,387, higher titan one year
ago, reports Weeks, now
completing his second year as
director of development and
executive director of the Greater
UNM Fund through which all
private support of the university is
channeled.
Alumni giving to the university
set a record for the second
consecutive year. Ex-students
contributed $83,803, up 11 per
cent or $8,098.
• Total cash giving to the
l,miversity was up 18.9 per cent
from $835,515 in 1971-72 to
$993,763.
Non-cash gifts, such as books,
land, works of art, equipment,
etc., totaled $613,099, up from
$106,934.
Weeks cites two primary
reasons for the record year. "The
major factor is that more people
realize the importance of private
support of higher education. In a
time of tight budgets and
rapidly-increasing costs private
support often provides the margin
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The more you say, the less
people remember, The fewer the
words, the greater the
profit.-Feniton
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HIGH STYLE WESTERN SHIRTS
"ln~Fashion" SPORTS SHIRTS
variety of styles
BELTS
e SLACKS e PANTS e JEANS
e CUFF-LOOK .
FLARES
.
e BLOUSES e TOPS
e COLD WEATHER COATS
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3-5 p.m.
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FAMOUS BRANDS

VESTS e JACKETS
LEATHER
BEHIND PIONEER WEAR
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SAVE up to ...
EVERYDAY

FOR GALS 'n GUYS

II
1718 YALE S.E.
ON THE WAY TO AIRPORT
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Hopkins, 23, admitted today
that he feels "A wee bit foolish,"
but he decided it was the only
way to meet the girl again.
"Only middle aged ladies talk
with me," he said. "Women of the
relevant age ignore me."
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\

266-3232
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Across From Yale Park at
11 l Harvard S.E.

Thursday, August 9, as I was
picketing in front of A&P. You
caught n bus. I didry't catch your

.~PERUSED"

I
I

Fridays

THE RED, WHITE & GREEN
STRIPED SHOP

ANN ARBOR, MICH.
(UPI)-Bob Hopkins is a walking
valentine,
Around his neck as he pounds
the pavement of this university
city is a huge sign that drops
almost to the ground, an appeal
for a girl he met in August to
contact him.
"Is this face familiar?" the sign
reads. "You would have met me

,!IEHIND PIONEER WEAR

'

at

scholarships,, fellowships, student
loans, research, special projects,
library materials, building
construction, Alumni Memorial
Chapel maintenance, equipment,
galleries, museums, memorials,
and more.
Weeks says he anticipates
another successful year for the
Greater UNM Fund which began
its 11th annual campaign July 1
because of greater public
awareness of the increased costs
and greater needs of the modern
university.
The complete results and list of
donors for the record lOth annual
Greater UNM Fund drive will
appear as a supplement to the
October Homecoming edition of
the NEW MEXICO ALUMNUS
magazine.

'

l

all served on a crusry loaf of Italian-bread

of excellence UNM wishes to
maintain.
He says the second reason is
that as more people become aware
of the importance of private
support they also become more
familiar with .the Greater UNM
Fund, and similar programs, and
the many ways in which it is now
possible to contribute to higher
education throgh campus-wide
efforts.
Weeks says Greater UNM Fund
monies are used to finance, or.
assist, worthwhile and necessary
programs within the university for
which appropriated dollars are not
available.
As an example, he cites UNM's
corrective therapy program which
received Greater UNM Fund
support. "This program serves
both a teaching and service
function. Students learn
corrective therapy techniques
through actual patient contact
and qualified and selected UNM
faculty, staff and student as well
as citizens of the state receive
needed therapy treatment as a
result of the program, We are
always pleased to find a program
that serves the dual purpose of
teaching and community service,"
he adds.
•
He adds that the corrective
therapy allocation was used for
such things as equipment for the
therapy pool within the
university's new Olympic
swimming complex.
Gifts to the university ranged in
size from $1 to $365,000.
Donations were made for:

Lovelorn Lad Seeks. Lady

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

FOR SCHOOL

e

NOT ALLOWED TO ADVERTISE NAMtS

FOR FAIR TIME

INEW ARRIVALS DAILY I

POCKET THE
SPARE CHANGE

''

Health Center Offers Round-the-clock Care! I';:l.M
I!>

The Student Health Center,
Iocated on the north side of
U nivcrsity College, provides UNM
students with a wide ranging and
comprehensive program of
medical services.
The Center is open 2,4 hours a
day every day of the year. The
out-patient service is avail!lble
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-4
p.m. and while classes are in
session on Satusrday frtom 8
a,m.-12 noon,
tuden ·s arc
normally seen by appointment.
For those wit h a problem that
should not wait there is an
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quickly.
In the evenings and on
week-ends there is an emergency
service staffed by corpsmen and
nurses with a doctor on call.
The services available to the
student are essentially those that
WO\lld be expected from a private
physician.
The center is equipped to deal
with such things as acute illnesses,
minor injuries, pregnancy
detection, venereal disease, drug
use and abuse, overdose, chronic
problems (diabetes, heart disease,
· epilepsy, etc.) and has several
consultants on the staff who
represent various specialties.
Nearly all the services arc free
with the exception of
medications, certain Jab tests and
meals if a student is admitted to
the infirmary and has no dorm
meal ticket.
Another service provided by
the center is the Mental Health
Team. The team provides
i nd ivid ual, couple, group and
family short-term therapy.
Emotional and identity crises
are common during college years
when the student's position,
beliefs and value foundations are
constantly challenged and
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Laboratory technicians check cultures
made at the Student Health Center.
threatened. The Center's
short-term counseling is aimed at
facilitating an individual's ability
to cope and deal in a constructive
growth-related way with oneself,
others and life problems.
The Mental Health Team
utilizes an inter-disciplinary
approach in providing
psychologic! services.
These services for students are
available 24 hours a day
throughout the entire year,
including vacations and breaks.
Appointments may be made
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Sept 10-13
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Monday-Friday from 8 a.m.-4
p.m. During the day a student
may also be seen on an emergency
drop-in basis.
Emergency consultations with
the _infirmary staff and therapist
on-call after 4 p.m. on weekdays
and during week-ends are also
available.
Mental Health Team members
are also available upon request to
participate in educational
programs related to personal and
interpersonal concerns of students
and the college environment.
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Students are able to receive limited emergency care in the
Student Health Center from immediate-care nurses such as
Penny Phibbs (above) who are on duty during the Center's
regular ·hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday
and while classes arc in session on Saturdays,

NEW YORK (UPI)-Police said Donald Anderson, 38, sloshed
flammable fluid around his girl friend's new apartment and set it on fire
Monday because he didn't want her to live there. It was the beginning
of a bad day for Anderson.
After lighting the fire, police said Anderson found there was no
doorknob on the inside of the ap..!lftment door and he was trapped.
The apartment was on the first floor, so Anderson ran to a window
and jumped, apparently without looking. The window he chose was
over some jagged stone stairs leading to a basement, which were littered
with broken glass.
He suffered severe cuts and bruises in the fall and third degree burns
in the fire. Police said Anderson, hospitalized in critical condition, first
tried to convince them someone had attacked him, but later confessed.
The fire was quickly extinguished.
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A daring concept in wedding bands;
combining baroque styling with an even
pattern in 14 kt. yellow gold.
One of many designs from our craftsmen.
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DANCING TO THE HOTTEST
GROUPS IN THE WEST.

THE FINEST POOL PARLOR AND GAMEROOM
IN THE WEST-BACKED BY AN ATMOSPHERE
OF PLUSH CARPETING AND CHANDALIERSAND DON'T FORGET THAT BEAUTIFUL
BLACK LEATHER BAR •••
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By RICH ROBERTS
In 1969, the Chicano Studies
Curriculum Committee developed
ideas on countering the failures of
the library in dealing with ethnic
and minority groups and studies.
Two .suggestions were more
·
employment
of minority people
and more material about minority
groups.
The Ethnic Studies section
which was organized as a result of
those suggestions has in the past
mon.ths undergone total<p<:~sonnel
changes and been the subJect of
much conflict and criticism.

p;

Personnel Responsible
Helena Quintana, former
library assistant at Ethnic Studies,
said what she would like to see is
Ethnic Studies personnel being
directly responsible to Dean
Harvey for overcoming the
problems of people who can't
communicate with Ethnic Studies
people.
She had been six hours short of
a master's degree in library science
-~but in fall, 1972, went part-time
to the Graduate School of Library
Science, University of Texas.
' ' 1 w or ked out the
responsibnity for spending the
book budget, went to school
part-time and worked part-time,"
Quintana said. "I came back as a
professional librarian."
In the Ethnic Studies Section
Information Report given by
Dean Harvey on July 24, 1973 it
reads: "Helena Quintana attended
library school during 1972-73
under the following unusual
arrangement: she was to complete
work on the M.S. in L.S. degree
while remaining on the payroll
half time so she could carry out
certain bibliographic .and other
tasks in Austin."
"Shortly before I left and
shortly after Dean Harvey arrived
a lot of changes occurred
including the centralization of the
reference department," Quintana
said. "I maintained a position of
separate identity under the
Reader Services Librarian. I
worked well with the Reader
Services Librarian and wanted it
to remain that way."

ASUNM Film-Video Committee
presents

Fall Film Fair 1973
Screenings in the Student Union Theatre
Unless Otherwise Noted
Call277-2031 for Show Information
ST~VI:.

MCOUf:EN

Horsefeathers

AS

The Marx
Broth

·~ULLITT
~8,
sub

29

50¢

OCTOBER

Free Films on Wednesdays
10:00 a.m.-3:00p.m.
Student Union Theatre
Sept. 12: Charlie Chaplin
Sept. 19: Laurel & Hardy
Sept. 26: Flash Gordon
Oct. 3: "Tarzan the Fearless"
Oct. 10: Lone Ranger
Hopalong Cassidy
Oct. 17: Silent Classic Kings
Oct. 24: "Popeye Parade"
Oct. 24: "Horror of Dracula"

"Publicizing the lib~ary is a full
time job," she continued, "as well
as maintaining a reference desk,
ordering books and making
bibliographies."
Nancy White, a clerical worker
who operated the section from
Quintana's departure to library
school until June, 1973, said in a
Lobo interview last October the
section maintained a card catalog
of books dealing with ethnic
studies which was "divided into
categories more familiar to the
students than perhaps the
divisions in the main catalog."
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Nevi Cinema

Fred Mogubgub

·Enter Hamlet'· US A

Francois Truffaut

of brilliant short films

·Lcs M•slons. · Franco

by the directors of the 7r1s

Chris Marker,

Valerian

NeUJ Youk Sttyle
106-B CORNELL, S,E.

268·2300
11 AM to 1 AM • 7 Days a Week

Promotions Discussed
The report continued to state:
"There has been considerable
discussion about promotion and
pay raises for the three staff
members who worked in Ethnic
Studies during the past year. All
three of the staff members have
now left the section for other job

FEATURING:
Pepperoni
Ham
Beef
Green Chili
Bell Peppers
Bacon
Onion
Salami
Sausage
Mushroom
Black Olives

=~:.:..:.-=-~;...;;;.;-=---~--------------'-

Bosque Plaza Apartments
Adobe Style-1 & .2 Bds. Furn. & Unfurn.-Utilities included. PooL gas barbeque, large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$150.00
8.201 Marquette N, E.-.266-6071

Small (8 inch) -------- $1.50
Medium ( 12 inch) _____ $2.40
Large (15 inch) __ - ____ $3.25
*PLAIN CHEESE PIZZA $.25 LESS

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:

and Stancllng St1ll Ftlm • England

Zlatko Pavlinic

"O•alog." Yugoslavia r

Romari Polanski

·

penys Colomb ..de Daunant
Cornd<llnlt:trd•le.

From the COllection

France

of brilliant short films
by the directors of the 70's

Wolfgang\Jrchs
•·Mascrnnc:· Germany

8,10pm so• l266,8,10pm

Medium .••.•..•..••.••••. $.40
Lar!fl' ••.•••.••••.••••••••• $.50

3

SUB

6.8,10pm

sub

!I

New

NOVEMBER
6,8,10pm

Cinema
Animation
Festival

;

~

I

10

6,8,10pm sub

.

PATIO AND DINING ROOM FACILITIES

Sensuous 11FUR11 Bedspreads
••'
Kiln Dried 2 x 10 Wood Frames
Complete Systems
Guaranteed Mattresses
Waterbed Heaters
Waterbed' Sheets
\
Foam Insulation Pads Fitted Safety Liners
:

\

I
lI

·~~a ~13L ·t: D
c

Phone 266-1405

DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE- FREE
TO UNIVERSITY AREA

\

11

11

THE
MILKY
WAY.;pi
1
8,10pm

Small •••••••••••••••••••••• $.25

At the smallest prices.

"The Running Jumpmg.

~la JelcC." France "The Fat and The Le.~n .. Pc..Mnd

25

One Item Only*

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS WELCOMEII I

Jumbo-King--Queen-Full-Twin

Richard Lester

·'Acnmssaoce.M

sub

(contzrwcd on page 32)

WATERBEDS '\

F•lm!!i presents

The Best of

&he said she talked to Hal Ape!,
reader services librarian, about lu~r
awareness of the problems and
m .a d.c so m c s u g g.~ s t ion~,
prmc1pally to re-cs.t.abhsh Ethmc
Studies as a snparate unit. as it had
been befom,
A pe1 rep 1·1c d tl·11s
· cou Id on1'J b e
d o t; ~ . b .Y t h e. L i bra r '!
Admtmstra~•vc Counc1l.

c~r-.ro'.tt ~izz'l.

Get the biggest choice in \.

RIOT

.!D

Watch the Lobo for
Additional Free Showings,
Video Showcases and
Other Special Events.

misunderstandings."
She explah1ed when she had
been at Ethnic Studies there had
been many roles to fulfill, A b.ook
budget was added in its second
year of operation and later the
pub I i cation of month I Y
bibliographies which she said at
first created some criticism until
the idea was successful and caught
on.
"There was a great deal of
responsibility," she said. "We
served in a PR function visiting
· · 1ectures, talk'mg t o
classes, g1vmg
community groups and students,
A lot of work outside the
library."

possibilities, due in large part to
their intcn!st in improving their
salaries. Such departures from
Library departments arc not
\lnusual, nor are they unusual in
other campus office!l, All
unive.rsitv positions are classified
'
according
to their level of
difficulty."
When Quintana returned to the
library after obtaining her degree

~

From the collection

Center in Coi!junction with the New Mexico Union.

communication, as I understand
i t , " s h e sa icaused
d • "The.
bad
communication
so many

Section Organized
Last Odobet· the section had
organized an exhibition of
paintings, poetry and posters,
kept a file of United Farm
Workers matc>ial and vertical files
of clippings of interest .in
educationtll and hea!Lh m·ea..A.l
present a visitor to the l,ibl:ary will
rind no poslert, pamtmgs or
poetry.
Quintana said White had asked
for recognition of her positiqn
beyond_ that as a clerical worker.
There was also a student-assistant
working part-time, Bernadette
Chato, who dealt with Native
American aspects.
"Nancy worked there as a clerk
doing the same job as I had done
as a library assistant," Quintana
said. "I think her request was
justified. However, she finally
asked for a transfer of less
res pons i b il it y and more
advancement."
Referring to the Ethnic Studies
Section Information Report,
"Nancy White asked to leave the
Ethnic Studies Section and return
to the Catalog Department, where
the possibility of increased grade
and salary level would be
enhanced."

Ethnic Studies
Transferred
She said under the new
administration Ethnic Studies was
transferred to the reference

Janu~

A ddiaonaf Schedule throuxh December 12 to be
Announced. Sponsored f~1· the Student Activities

department without consulting
the staff. She said clashes
developed between what was done
and how it should be done.
"There was very poor

Conflict,Criticism

I 024 San Pedro NE
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When you're as hard
to find as we are
You've GotTo Be Good
So it's down the Alley
and into the Garden
to

Lack of Funds,Staff Shortages Plague library~
By RICH ROBERTS
While Zimmerman Library
begins to grow by building an
extension towards the College of
Education which will add space
for 300,000 more volumes, the
problems of staff shortages and
lack of money continue to plague
the library.
"We asked for much more
personnel then we wer() given,"
John Harvey, dean of library
sciences, said. "The university
asked for much more personnel '
then we were given. The BEF
asked for much more personnel
the;tn we were given."
He said the library in
preparation for the next budget
was requesting more help and
documenting for the BEF the
·need for more help. One
particular shortage he pointed out
was the lack of staff to inventory
the stacks. He said the library
particularly wanted to add staff to
prOC<i!SS the bond issue books.
He reported the stacks and
reading rooms had been
reorganized finally, starting from
top to bottom producing mixed
reactions. He said any confusion
on the part of the student was
through either his inexperience or
the library reorganization. To help
the student find things there are
tip sheets at the turnstiles and
"hot·lines" on the second and
third floors to the reference
depar.tment.
Library Tours
For all freshmen English classes
there will be tours of the library
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Study and research areas
start complaining," he said. "The
staff can only do so much per day
and only work so many hours per
week. If we don't add more staff
we produce t.he same amount of
work as last year."
The library has added four new
staff members, the humanities

bibliographer and systems
librarian at present with the social
science bibliographer and special
collections librarian to begin on
September 1.
Harvey said when the library is
hiring the 'search committee looks
for a qualified candidate in the
subject background with a
doetora te in that field or library
science or a master's in library
science, good supervisory ability
and some library experience.
Salaries
Consequently those employed
are paid at salaries varying
according to degrees and
experience. Four new librarians
are starting on salaries equal to
the teaching faculty with the
lowest being $12,000, he said.
Salaries for the library's staff
was the subject of a preliminary
report of the Library Faculty
Salary Committee issued July 26,
1973, The report uses contract
salary information "available
• upon request from the UNM
Public Information Office and
may be 'obtained by any
individual."
The report states "The
committee welcomes any input
concerning the report from library
faculty wembers and urges
comments to be directed to any
member of the committee."
One reply to the report
-1 documented cases of three
professional librarians, one with
three years experience yet earning
$8,928. This is below the $9,000
starting salary of a beginning
librarian.
The other two earn $9,336 and
$9,142 with two and a half years

Ifyou do not want
to waste time on
Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,
Commuting, Hunting for Par~ing
Shopping, Utilities and Expensr•·
And would prefer ...
We do the Cooking,
Plenty of Food, No Limit,
Coffee all day, We do the Cleaning
Linen Supplied, Lots of Parking,
· Walk to Class

Raises
Harvey said in her case an
average raise of 7.3 per cent had
been recommended, this being
$614 more than her July 1, 1972
salary of $8,772. In comparison
the head of reference received a
raise of $3,285 or 31.93 per cent
of his July 1, 1972 salary of
$10,287.
Harvey said the salary for the
acting head of acquisitions was
not as much as she deserved and
indeed the salaries were not as
much as any faculty deserved.
The report of the committee
pointed out "that three recently
instructors are receiving higher
salaries than 11 insturctors who
have been on the staff for several
years" and "two recently hired
instructors have 1973·7 4 salaries
higher than 14 assistant
professors."
The average salary for seven
women assistant professors was
$11,842 compared to 11 men
with an average sruary of $11,652.
The average for 13 women
instructors was. $9,960 compared
to two men with $11,304.
Finally the report contrasted
the salrury of $11,628 of a woman
professor with 33 years
professional experience to that of
$13,000 for a male assistant
professor with no experience but
with a doctorate, concluding that
"in allocating salaries the amount
of professional library experience
seems to mean nothing."

Hassle

Get a UNM City Bus Pass
$28/semester or $8/month

111 College Inn

243-2881

'\•

and five years professionl!l
experience respectively. The
former of the these two is
presently serving as acting head of
acquisitions.

Parking
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(Photo by Bob Teller)

Beat
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Compare cost of
Buying Food with Our Low Rates
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The College Inn

303 Ash St. NE
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and a follow-up lessQn in use of
the library.
A project to reclassify all
present Dewey numbers with
Library of Congress, originally
proposed nine years ago but never
funded, would require 48
full-time clerks to be completed in
a year or 12 clerks over a four
year period, Harvey said,
Meanwhile the library is
experiencing a backlog in s()veral
ar()as which would requir." the
addition of several more clerk& to
bring the work up to date, he said.
"We started the year somewhat
behind in acquisitions and
cataloging," Harvey said, "Part of
the problem is getting orders
processed although the potential
for improvement is there."
To help in this area the library
is now ordering and receiving
certain books with the Library of
Congress classification cards in
them.
He said where practically all ·'
books now were going through
processing, he would assume as
the effect of the book bond issue
money was felt the backlog would
grow but how seriously they's
have to wait and see.
Storing Materials
One fear expressed in the past
was the possibility of having to
store incoming materials until
processing could be done. Harvey
said the amount in storage has not
increased and mainly consists of a
lot of old and little used material
but no new books as of yet.
"We'll battle it out before we

Windows
i Called For
In Library

!l

Passes available .at
Cashiers Office in Admin. Bldg.
or at
Albuquerque Transit Systems
619 Yale SE

;
-

"No more neon caverns" was
the plea by one art student on a
petition calling for "more
windows along the east wall of· the
various floors in the proposed
plans of the new addition to
Zimmerman Library."
Carol Merrill, a secretary in the
bibliography department, is
co-ordinating the petitioning, the
results of which will be sent to the
University architect, among
others,
"We claim to be developing as
visionary people," she said, "but
how can we do so if we can't look
out the walls to the views
beyond?"
•
She said one architect's claim
was that for a person from the
outside looking ·in, a wall with
windows looks sloppy.
"But not if you look out from
inside" was her reply.
"I'll be happy if future visitors
and users of the library can see
the view of the mountains,"
Merrill said, "Reading is only half
the process while looking out to
collect your thoughts is the
other."
She added the chief response
against th() petition was the plans
had been finalized whereas an
architect she had consulted from
the firm to build the extension
had said as long as tbe foundation
was not started, the plans could
be changed from the bottom up1 .
Martin Ruoss, chief referenc()
librarian, who served on the
original library building
committee, said the plans provide
for plenty of natural light.
He said the architect had solved
the problem by using a light well,
whereas windows would be of no
use as the extension faces the
blank wall of the College of
Education.
Copies of the petition are
available at the turnstiles of the ·
library or from Carol Merrill.

Sixty New
Full-Time
U. Faculty
~I

This semester UNM has hired
over 60 new full-time faculty
mem hers, said Regina Prouse,
University faculty contracts
officer.
This will make a total of 685
F.T.E. (full-time· equivalent)
faculty members this semester.
Last semester's total of 704 FTE
faculty was reduced by 19, not
inc! uding the faculty of . the
Medical School, as a result of the
State Legislature's cut of UNM
funds, she said.
.
She referred to the process by
which the faculty cuts were made·
as "a complex operation."
"We didn't select specific
professors. Each college was given
an allocation and each college
allocated within each department.
If it appeared that a department
was authorized for 12 faculty
members and had 13 and if one
was temporary, he was cut back."
As some of the faculty
contracts have not yet been
t·etumed, the final new faculty
count was unavailable when the
Daily Lobo went to press.

. Get into something good for Fall.
We have "the works" -wide-cuffed
flares, sleeveless pullover sweaters,
button-down shirts, casual corduroy
jackets . , . everything for the total
fashion look.
· Both guys and gals will feel at home
at The Trend Shops. Come on in ...
we'd like to get to know you.
WINROCK • NOB HILL • DOWNTOWN

What is defeat? Nothing but
education, nothing but the first
step to something
better .-Wendell Phillips
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Some U. Grads' Starting Salaries
Are'Better than National Average

ii"
:!
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Starting salary figures off&ed

to recent UNM. graduates are in

...

(Photos by Bob TeUer)

Construction continues on the new
bookstore (above and at bottom right) and
the new Humanities Building begins to take
shape on the Mall (above right).

Part-time Jobs Offered
Build Bridges, Instead of Walls

Christianity

FIRST

•
IS

a Livir-g Bridge

~APTIST

UNM costs money. One of the
more popular methods o.f
obtaining .money is through work.
If a student wants to PJ.USUe this
avenue of financial reward then
the UNM Part-Time Employment
Office is the place· to go.
The office, located in Room
1163, Student Aids Dept., Mesa
Vista Hall, places UNM students,
their spouses, and graduates of
UNM in off campus positions.
The positions are filled on a
day to day basis and it is
mandatory that students register
with the office as soon as they are
available for employment.
Jobs are listed in professional
and non-professional fields.

PICK-A-

CHURCH

BROADWAY & CENTRAL

PACK
_
! ~~-~-~~,..
f.G>--; '\

I~

Positions for students range from
delivery, warehousemen, and
draftsmen to secretaries, typists,
sales clerks and teaching
assistants.
The office does not guarantee
placement but last year filled 200
jobs a month.
Mary Shodorf, office director,
said, "Our office is strictly
non-discriminatory in policy with
regard to sex, race, color, creed or
national origin. Recently we were
commended by the National
Organization for Women for being
the only employment agency
among 21 contacted in t)lis area
who proved to be
non-discriminatory."
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STARS &STRIPES PACK
Magnesium frame
Turn buckle adjust
Padded shoulders and. .
Waist strap, Reg. $27.99

lightweight aluminum
frame with orange
_ or green pack
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Regular $25.99
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average offer t.o

women.

eogineerinc graduates was $939,

compared with the :rrerage or all
engimeering offers for men being
$929_
-The average offer for
bachelor-degree-level women
v.-f.uaies in health and. medic21
services f"ll!!lds was $715, scientific
~ was $127 and business
and public administr.ttion was
$700_

* * * * *
Career Services Aids Grads
Graduating UNM seniors will
benefit ffi\m a oow registration
sy!;tem at. the Career Serrices
Center aimed at helping seniors
find a good job faster and easier.
Reese Smith, Center director,
said registration dates will be
assigned the seniom in e:a£b UNM
.school or college_ Sir group
meeting); will also be scheduied on
the second £Joor of Mesa
Vista-South.
.. We hope that the group
h riefings and early reg;istration
will help UNM's graduates in th~
search for suitable career
employment. Recmiters begin
arriving on campos in early fall
and seniors should get their
'career folders' ready soon to
begin employment inteJ:viewing."
Smith said.
Mo~e than 300 organizations in
education, business, industry and
government visited the UNM

0

campus
last year~-;'!~~;:;~~;
•
2000 current
g

and ~ec:iprocal ~duatcs from
other universities a•e expected to
be registered this :srear with. the
UNM Career Serrices Center_
The registxation schedule is:
-Sebool of Business and.
Administrative Sc:iences-Aog. 30,
31-8:30 a..m., 1:30 p.m., <l:OO
p.m. ~
-college or Bdueation-Sept..
4. 5, 6-8:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.,.
4:00p.m..
.
-Gollege or Engineering-Sept.
,7,16-8:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.,4:00
p.m.
-college of Arts and Sciences;.
College of Nmsing and College or
Fine Arts-SepL 11, 12-8:30
a.m., 1:30 p.m •• 4:0'0 p.m.
-college of Pharmacy, BUS,
Graduate School-Sept.. 13,
14:-8:30 a.m.,. 1 :30 p.m., 4:00

LONDON (UPI)-ls the British
male about to be shoved into
second place in competition for
damsals of his own fair il!le by
sauve contir>ental lovers? Not
likely, according to initial
reactions to such a prediction
voiced this week.
Most Brit.jsh women and
newspapers seemed to agree that
while bottom pinching and
flowery language may be great for
E'uJ:O-.lovers, the custom goes over
like a lead balloon in England.
Don ''Juan" Collican, a
l'eporte.- for the London Daily
Mirror, tested the theory on a girl
he saw in a restaurant.
"My flower,'' he purred. "You
have all the freshness of spring.
May I get. you another coffee?"
"Get lost," she replied, "or I'll
caU the manager."
He received a similar reception
when he flagged down a cab for a
young lady, then bowed and
kissed her hand as she entered it.
"She didn't say a. word and
vanished in her taxi," be reported.
An opinion poll conducted by
lhe London Evening Standard
indicated most British women felt
Cooliean got exactly what he
deserved. Or as Marianne Knight,
a 21-year-old Chelsea secretary,

"We certainly cJ()n't. wanlt
bottom pinching here."
The reason? "British men aR
fantastic, .much better tb:m
oonlinentals who are too false :mel
lay on the compliments:
thick.'' said. 20-yeai'-Oid Cbris:
Peters..
Angela Barry, 20, said "'I c:m'11:
stand the Spaniard or llaliia.ns..
They are t~:rrible to handle...

*oo

Power Boating Course
A six hour Power Boal!ii~
Course will be conducted at. 5006
Copper NEon Taesday, Ane;. 28
and Thursday, Aug;. 30 al7i p.m..
For more information or
registration, call American
National Red cross at. 265-85141.

TRANSCENDENTAL
~EDITATION

as taught by
MAHARISHI MAHERH YOGI

Introductory Lecture
T ucsday. August28. S:OO pm
in lhe
Srudenl Union Bldg.. Room 25(i)l.(?'

for further information
'
call 242-7030
TM i~ a simple nallmd tc.:biq11e
which exp;lnd~ the mind at:td atl~
viatc~ ~res.~ ami tcmioo rmt:n ~~"'
nervous •ystcm atrowing r.,.~ gre:tt~<~r
enjoyment in life.

p.m..

-Clean-up Session-Sept.
17-8:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m., 4:00

Yale Professor

$24 88
ECONOMY PACK
$la 99
·

line with, and in some cases betteJ'
than, the nation.al average.
And in some fields, female
graduates throughout the nation
are being offered more money
than male graduates.
Reese Smith, director of Career
Services, said a just-issued national
report shows beginning salary
.,)
offers to this year's college
C'l
., graduates increased noticeably
"" throughout the country for the
If first time in four years.
UNM was one of 145
universities participating in the
year-end Salary Survey of the
College Placement CounciL
Smith said that in the previous
three years percentage increases in
salary offered to recent graduates
hovered around two per cent.
This year, however, some
beginning salary averages moved
upward at a rate of four per cent
or more the survey indicates.
It also reports that the higher
salary averages appear to be a
result of a resurgence of college
recruiting this year that is
characteristic of recruiting during
the late 1960s.
''A heavy demand for
candidates in technical disciplines
was apparent once again, with the
biggest surge in activity noted in
the number of offeres to
engineering graduates at the
bachelor's level," Smith said.
The past season also saw
marked efforts by employers to
improve the employment status of
women. The survey says, "A
reflection of this is the fact that
percentage increases in salary
offers to women bachelor's-degree
candidates generally were larger
than for their male counterparts.
"Additionally, although the
women's survey showed a
substantial gain in activity, the
actual number of offers to. women
bachelor's candidates remained far
below the number to men."
Each year the Council conducts
studies on salary offers to male
and female graduating students as
reported by selected college
placement office. The Council is
the international non-profit
organization which provides
services for colleges and
employers to assist students in
their career planning and
development.
Smith summarized some areas
of the survey:
-In the men's study, chemical
engineering remained at the top
this year in dollar value of offers
at the bachelor's·degree level with
a national average of $962 a·
month. Next in line were
electrical engineering a~ $931 and

mechanical engineering at. $927.
-General business majon;
received average offers of $757,
while accounting offers avenged
$887.
-The average offer to
humanities and sociol science
JlUiiors was $718.
-In the women's area
engineering candidates also
received the highest nenge
offers. In fact, the national

European Lovers
Bomb in Britain
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Dr. Kai Erikson, a full professor
of sociology at Yale will spend the
1973-74 academic year at UNM as
a visiting scholar and adjunct
professor.
Erikson was the 1970 winner of
the Maciver Award. for "Wayward
Puritans," the best sociology book
published that year. His book
studied criminology and deviance
in colonial New England.
Professor Gilbert Merkx, acting
chairman of UNM's sociology
department, said Erikson will be
here without salary, working on a
book and doing research. He will
teach a graduate seminar and.
confer with other scholars during
his stay.

-----

FORENSIC PROGRAMS
Anyone interested in
participating in a UNM Forensic
program, contact Sandy Corless in
Room 201, 1717 Roma. The
phone number is 277•4541.
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The Silhouette is
,iesterday, The Fd:
is Today.

RED HOT
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Enrich your life

DESCRIPTION
0. T. Survey
The Gospel of John
'Prison Epistles
The Book of Revelation
New Testament Greek
New Testament Greek

TIME
Tues. 6:30·9:30 p.m.
T·Th. 10:30·noon
Tues. 6:30;9:30 p.m.
Wed. 6:30-9:30 p.m.
M-W 9:00·11 :30 a.m.
Evening-TBA
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in order to give the Senate a sense
8:
of direction.
t::
''We want to zero in on .,
problems like the tenure system, '<t::
the curriculum, especially Clinical
Education, the parking problem, r::t'
food service in the dorms, and .o
lighting on campus," Arnold said.
>
Last year many of the Senate (IQ
meetings broke down into name
calling sessions and Arnold ~
proposes to do something abo!lt !>:)
>1>that.
!>:)
''No matter what you do you ~
_,
are always faced with personality
conflicts but we must keep these
personal conflicts out of the
Senate. It's up to me to run the
Senate in an orderly fashion and
that's why parliamentary
procedure is so important. My job
as President of the Senate is to
facilitate business. There will be
no personal condemnations or
arguments that .are not germane to
the issue," Arnold said.,
Arnold sent four letters to the
senators during the summer and
the problem of communication
within the Senate itself is evident
in these letters.
On June 18 Arnold wrote "I
put letters in the boxes of those
people with whom I had not
spoken, but I find you have not
checked your mailboxes."
In an August 8 letter Arnold
said "Most importantly we need
to get to know each other. I have
not been able to make committee
assignments as many of you still
haven't seen me, nor have I been
able to learn much about your
interests."
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INSTRUCTOR
Robinson
Robinson
Kendrick
Robinson
Robinson
Robinson
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More Profs
Three assistant professors and a
lecturer will join the faculty of
UNM's School of Business and
Administrative Sciences this fall.
They are Dr. Joseph E.
Champoux, now at the University
of California, Irvine; Cheukuen
Kwan, completing his Ph.D. at
UCLA; Dr. Fred F. Newpeck,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, and James C. Cooper,
working on his Ph.D. at Michigan
State.
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SPECIAL SALE ONE WEEK ONLY!!!
Reg 5.98
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BIG
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TOP SELLING 75 LPS
3.39--3.69
Popular Labels on Sale Each Week
PLUS 20
at 3.97
NOW 4.59
5.98 List Now

Reg 5.98
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The earth is the fifth largest
planet and the third from the sun.
Its mass is 6 sextillion, 588
quintillion short tons.
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Eight Rc:isons for Enrolling
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Discount Records Has lowered
Their Prices Permanently!I

d

The Woman's Work
TBA
Kuhnley
in the Church
The Bible and Archaeology Thurs. 3:00-5:00 p.m. Porter

Bible 4368

~

I

NON-CREDIT COURSES
Bible 3302

A day-long Senate workshop is
being conducted today to
establish a basic framework for
senators to work in.
The workshop is being led by
ASUNM vice·pl·esidcnt Janice
Arnold.
Arnold said the workshop
WO\lld cover basic procedures used
in the weekly meetings of the
Senate and would attempt to
solve some of the problems that
plagued the Senatr last year,
''We are going to go over the
constitution, the by-laws, and
parliamentary procedure in an
effort to establish a working
knowledge of Senate procedure
and the building of a basic
framework for the senators to
work within.
"As far as problems are
concerned, one of the biggest last
year was a lack of research by
senators before presenting a bill.
This year cover sheets will be
attached to all bills and these
she'ets will require at least a
minimum of research on the part
of the sponsoring senator.
"The problem shows up a lot
with new senators. Sometimes the
new senator will be pressured into
sponsoring a bill that he or she is
not completely familiar with. In
the end the senator sometimes
winds up not agreeing with the
bill," Arnold said.
Arnold also expressed hope
that the workshop would
convince committee members that
their presence at committee
meetings was vitally important.
"If the committees don't
function properly the Senate is a
circus, Last year the big problem
with committees was absenteeism
at the meetings. Hopefully I can
point out the importance of
committee functions," Arnold
said.
Arnold said the primary
business of the first Senate
meeting would be the
establishment of goals for the year

PLAKA TAVERNA
LUTHERAN STUDENT CENTER
1805 Las Lomas Road N. E.
SA TURDA YS-7:30- 11:30
8.
GREEK FOOD
t. '
eq, GREEK MUSIC set'

Meet today's challenges
Enroll in Bible
COURSE NUMBER
Bible 1311
Bible 1312
Bible 3362
Bible 4366
Bible 4366
Greek 1411
Greek 1411

Workshop to Build
Senate Framework
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2120 Central S.E.
."

8 Track
&
C.assettes
NOW
4.99
All
LABELS

IThousands of Cut-Outs~
I
as low as-99
New Mexico's Newest & Largest
4
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Record & Tape Store

266-5924
4514 Central Ave. SE
(Across from the Ramada Inn)

STORE H'OURS: MON.-FRI. 10-9 PM

SAT. 10-6 PM SUN. NOON-6 PM

II

Federal Grants Available
For Full-time Freshmen

By Flip Wayman
BEginning with the 1973 fall
semes'ter a new federal program
called Basic Educational
Oppoob.mity Grant (GB) will be
:awaiilab2e to firnt-year, full-time
!freshmen.

.

Charles J. Sheehan, director of
,fJWdent :aids for UNM said, "This
program is uruquely different
because it is based on the
p'bimompJw that every student in
~ educatioo:al instit.utions is
entiiltled Ito an amount of money
lfo1r that education, again
de!ler.mined by an analysis of the
lf:am.ly':s abiltiy to contribute
:some lfun.ds.
-This year grants will range

hom $50 to $450 a student
awarded."
Sheehan emphasized that
students may apply for one of
these n-ew grants through
Febmary. However, lbey must
apply for and receive a grant in
their freshman year to be eligible
for aid in future years,
The primary purpose of lbe
St.uden l Aids Office is to provide
financial assistance for sl.udents
who might not be able to attend
UNM without some economic
help.
There are numerous state,
federal and university programs
available which can provide the
student with a scholarship, grant,

Joan, part-time job or some
combination of the four.
As in many oUter areas of
deoentndized university life the
stude.nt is responsible for
acquiring informatio.o,
applications, and regul:atiou:s
pertaining 'j,o rmacial :aid.
Wilb the exception of UNM's
academic :sc'holambip program, all
f'mancial aid available through the
St.udent Aid& Office is based on
the "'need" of lhe student to
defr.w college ellpen:ses.
••JNeed'' is def'med as· the
difference between llbe costs of
education (room, board, tuition,
books and reasonable liv"mg
expenses) and a .reasonable
contribution from the parents'
income and assets.
When a student's .. neerl" bas
been established, the Student Aids
Office will assist llhe student in
acquiring funds :lhrough federal or
state loan programs or federal
grants or the Colle:ge Work Study
Prrogram~

AppliC'l:lions for state !o.aru; for
:lhe 1974 $pring semeSter are due
Oct. ! 5, 1973.
IIUIIIn1DIJIIIIIIIHlUIIIIIIUIUII!IIIIIIIUIUUlllllllllllflllllll

ANYTHING
YOU WISH

-YOU'Ll FIND AT

ONE OF THE SOUTHWEST'S
"Super" flares in heavy
13:Y4 ounce blue denim.
The real thing!
For body and soul.

*BEAU*·

BRIT~BES

~EW

MEXICO'S LARGEST PANT SELECTION
2001 Eubank N.E. • Phone 298-8280
6000 Montgomel)' N.E. • Phone 294-5222

FINEST SHOPPJNG C£NTERS
70 stores to serve you better

plus 1 ooo·s of free parking
spaces for your e»nvenienoe.
Visit us soon. you will fifld entrances off louisiana. Indian
School Road and Pennsylvania.

Use Your UNM
City Bus Pass

for Convenient
Winrock Shopping
IIBIIIHiifthlilliiiiiillilillltlllt1llll

Native American Studies ...
·And UNM's Kiva Club f
Stress Student Activity a·~
_r:n

The Native American Studies their class scheduling, financial aid •
Center, 1812 Las Lomas NE, has or COJmseling.
·
been working through the summer
Steve Salway, a Sioux, will be
to prepare for the projected working in Mesa Vista Hall, Room
700-750 Native American 2009, aiding veterans in their
stud211b;. a great number of which questions, particularly Indian
.are b::m&f~ who are expected to veterans. His telephone number is
attend UNM this fall.
2'17-5727 on campus, He urges all
Harvey Paymella, D.irector of Indian veterans to stop by and ask
NASC, phone number 277-3917, questions so he may be able to
said "'We are here to give students help them.
servioes which deal with tutoring,
"The NASC extends a warm
counseling, and assistance in welcome to all returning and new
.f'mancial :aid. We by to continue, students. Our doors are open to
at the same time, tong range anyone who wishes to utilize the
research to develop curriculum Center services, as well as that of
practicality m COUISES that have the Kiva Club. With a focus on
re1evancy to Indian orientation." national Indian affairs, I hope that
«We're also a community more and more Indian students
service center," said PaymeUa, "to will take an active part in the
design anddevelopcourscsonand activities of the Kiva Club,"
offtberes&Vat:ionsforthosewho commented Paymella. "I'm
want to work toward A.A degrees looking forward to meeting all
in conjunction with lbe College of interested persons, individually or
Education and Continuing collectively, so that we might
Education at UNM.
become better acquainted and
''We also provide some that I may help direct those of
communily :services as they are you who seek other services
requested by individual providedbythisunivcrsity."
mganizations or by tribal groups
The NASC-now in its fourth
in areas other than academic," yea~lso offers courses in Indian
commented Paymella, a affairs. To be offered this fall are
Hopi-Tewa fl'om Poluca, Ariz.
ten courrscs: Indian Lifestyles,
June-11a Haynes, Cherokee, a History, Law, Education,
counselor at the NASC and Lite.rature, and general and
woll'king for UNM's Special specific- instruction on all aspects
Services deals with Native of Indian life today. Paymella,
American ·student scholarships assistant director, Velma Garcia
rrom!lheBureauoflndianAffairs {Acoma) and other Indian
or the b'ibes.
personnel who work with the
..Any Indian student should university will be teaching the
feel free to come to the NASC. classes this fall.
We're in constant communication
Lena Lujan, NASC secretary
with all tribal scholarshlp offices
also
welcomes all students to the
and agencies daily. We're a central
campus
this fall.
c:learing house for all tribal
"I'm
glad
to see all the students
agencies that deal with Indian
back this Fall. Welcome to all the
students," she :said.
Today during registration, · new students. I look forward to
NASC personnel will be working seeing and working with all of you
in tbe Johnson Gym to help again this semester .•• tha~ what
Indian students get situated in she said," she says.

The UNM Kiva Club, an Indian
.student organization which
numbered about 350 last spring
.semester, will go mto fall session,
hoping fo attnct many more
Indian students.
The UNM Kiva ..Club has in the
past year gained much support as
an activist group from various
Indian organizations around the
counby.
Governed by a six-member
ClOllncil, the club has been actively
involved m the Indian civil rights
movement. The club became
nationally known last March when
former club president Larry
Casuse, who was slain m a gun
battle 'Wilb GaBup police during
what was termed an "abduction"
of former Gallup mayor Emmett
Gatcia, became actively involved
in protests against the
mistzeabnent of the American
Indian. Later protest .marches in
Albuquerque drew about 500
marcben; each time wbcn tbe Kiva
Club expressed wishes lbat a
congressional investigation of the
GaDup shooting be made.
In other areas, the Kiva Cl11.b
this past summer went into Gallup
to analyze and document the
problems that are faced by the
Indian people in GaiJup, according
to Glenn Paquin, a leading
spokesman for tbe club.
..Areas that were studied were
alcobolism, city rssca~ policies,
public health practices, food
slamps and welfare. Copies of this
study are fo be put on reserve in
the UNM b"brary after SepL 15,"
be said.
The Kiwa Club, with the Native
American Studies Center, will
have an infonnat:ion booth set up

during registration in Johnson's
Gym.
A tentative meeting is
scheduled for Wednesday, Aug .
29, at 7 p.m. at the Kiva
Club/Native American Studies
Center at 1812 Las Lomas, NEon
campus. On the agenda are the
Kiva Club's background history, its
structure and some of the issues
that the club is involved in at
present. The club will discuss a
possible club branch in Gallup and
Espanola, of special projects, club
goals and objectives, the Gallup
Study Project, the textbook
controversy, and the budget
policies of the Associated
Students of UNM, according to
Paquin.
"Actually, anyone can make
thP. club what they want it to be,"
says Fred 'Martinez, Santa
Clara-Navajo, and student activist.
"Last year, because of the strong
leadership of Larry Casuse, we
were able to get the students
interested in Indian problems. We
all backed Larry spiritually when
we learned of the Gallup shooting.
The incident has made us even
stronger and more willing to do
things about the Indian
situation."
A highlight the club is working
for is the annual Nizhoni Days, a
week of education about the
Indians as well as some fun. During
the spring semester, a cook·out
and pow-wow were planned in the
nearby mountains to top off the
week of films, Indian food and
lecturers.
"We hope as many Indian
students show up for the first
(Continued on page 40}
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Stories by Larry Emerson
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Elton May Be·The Last
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Concert gocrs in tho Albuquerque area may sec
their last concert sponsored by ASUNM pn Sept. 3
when Elton John performs il1 University Arena if
new seating regulqtions do not prove satisl'actory,
said Paul Richardson, chairman of the Popular
Entertainment Committee.
"We're going to use reserved seating with
university-sponsored concerto because of safety
regulations and hopefully to make the concerts
more efficient," Richardson said.
Richardson also said entry into the Arena will be
different than in the past with a.total of 14 doors to
be opened an hour befot·e the concert is to begin.
"There will be specific doors for ticket-holders to
enter tlui.t correspond to the a rca in the Arena
where their scats are," he stated.
Richardson urged persons planning to attend the
EUon John concert lo cooperate with the new
seating m·rangements citing that futulc concerts will
flt.'!p~nd on the outcome of this one.
"The Popular gntertainmcn~ Committee has
tentatively scheduled Rod Stewart and Faces for
Oct. 2, Bette Midler for Oct. 4 and Chicago for Oct.
13 but we'll just have to sec how well things work
out with Elton John," Richardson explained.
Another innovation that will be used at the Elton
John concert will be the presence or one or two
deans from the office of Student Affaii:s to act as .a
coordinator for operations and security.
''I!' or this concert, the number of security
personnel is somewhat lower than previous
concerts" Richardson said. "There will be
approxim~tely 110 security people including 35
Albuquerque Police Department people, 20 from
UNM and about 60 Air Patrol ushers."
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WATERBEDS
Tapestries·
Silk Sheets
Imported Bed Spreads
Bean Bags
Chairs
Couches
Lounges
Frames
Accessories

\
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REGISTRATION SALE
1 week only
Complete Waterbed System-$49.95
Frame, liner, foam pad, &; water bed
5 year guaranty

l

3 Blocks from UNM
Next to Guild Theatre
3407 Central NE
268-8455

Perkal Interview . ..
(continued from page 9)
OfCice to also aid in 1\:SUNM 's
communication l,o the university,
Perkal noted.
"Arlene will be available to all
chartered student organizaUons to
help them with things like
advertising, he explained.

Withdrawal Fees
A new withdrawal system will
be in effect this year at UNM. If a
stud on t withdraws from the
university during the first week of
school, 90% of his tuition will be
refunded; during the second week,
80%; the third week, 60%; the
fourth week 30%; and no refund
after the fourth week. Official
withdrawals arc made at the Dean
of Students' office in room 1129
in the south wing of Mesa Vista
Hall.
Preliminary n•sults of the 1970
Census of Population and Housing
show that on April 1 the
population of the United States
was 204,000,000 to 205,000,000.

Po rkal said he feels by
instituting "these new groups we
can eliminate a lot of chunk~ of
money being used in the
duplication of efforts by different
organizations."
He pointed out that with
KUNM's addition of a 50,000
watt effective power transmitter,
which will effectively match the
largest transmitter in tha state,
ASUNM will be provided with an
"excellent public relations tool."
An ad hoc committee has been
sot up by Perkal to research the
possibility of reducing the Lobo
from a daily newspaper l.o one
that comes out "two or thrc<'
times a week."
"There has been much
dissatisfaction among the students
over th<J quality of articles in the
Lobo. The commit.tce will study
the problems involved if the paper
were to be reduced to two or
three Limes a week. We would like
to sec if it is fea.~ible," he said.
The commiLLcc is comprised of
two ex-Lobo editors, Chuck
Nolan and Sara Laidlaw Hogg; a
graduate student, Don Gar.land
and r~n undergraduate, Steve Rael.

ZALES
JEWELERS

Pornography ..
(Contimu!d from page 12)

possession anything that falls
u n d t>r the ordinance as being
obscene.
Brandenburg: That's right.
Lobo: Sounds like the
marijuana laws.
Hrandenburg: Well, it is similar
in a way. No one really cares if
someone privately smokes
marijuana in their home or at a
friend's home, as long as they
aren't infringing upon those who
don't want to have anything t.o do
with it. You can sec how this
would apply to pornor,'l"aphy, too.
Say for instance, a family is
driving by a drive-in theater and a
porno·f.ilm is being shown, with
the screl'n in a position facing the
road where a child in the back
seat can sec it. There is really
nothing the parents can do, but to
lean hack and cover the child's
eyc>s. Hopefully, the ordinance
will protect those people who
don't find such display tasteful.
No onP is going to be breaking in

Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Win rock
student accounts invited
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on someone's stag party, or
whatever, to bust them.
Lobo: Do you feel any
complications are going to arise
with Bernalillo County being the
only one in the slate with such an
ordinance?
Brandenburg: Not really.
Hopefully, others arc going to
follow. But back to your
question, if someone in Bernalillo
want to see a movie that has been
banned he can go to a county that
is showing it, likewise for
magazines.
Lobo: What are your personal
feelings toward "The Last Tango
In Paris," since it will be showing
here soon?

Brandenburg: There can be no
doubt to this movie being one
that has artistic qualities, both
technically and sociologically.
Lobo: Please elaborate.
Brandenburg: From what I
know, it depicts a man who is
being tormented by th~ death of
his wife and finds a su1·rogate in a
young girl. It is something J.hat is
applicable in a sociological sense
to all male members of society.
I'd like to add that I think rating
change of "Paper Moon" from GP
to R in Dallas wasn't necessary. A
ten year old girl smoking a
cigarette made of lettuce
shouldn't be considered in an
obscene sense.

Beautiful diamond
bridal sets, the lifestyle
meant for a lifetime
a. Constellation bridal set, 7 diamonds, $250.
b. Bridal set, 16 round and 6 baguette diamonds, $925.
c. Romantique bridal set, 3 diamonds, $350.
d. Diamond solitaire set, 3 rings, $350.
e. Constellation bridal set, 7 diamonds, $200.
f. Constellation bridal set, 15 diamonds, $575.
g. Gala bridal set, 5 diamonds, 2 genuine rubies, $325.
h. Embrace bridal set, 13 diamonds, $450.
Every ring exquisitely mounted in 14 karat gold.
Six convenient ways to buy:
Zales Revolving Charge. Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard • Master Charge • American Express. Layaway
Illustrations enlatged.

graduate work in secondary
education, physical education and
educational administration-all
areas in which UNM excels," he
said.

~·

Grad Students
Publish Handbook

J

!I

UNM Health Science students
can attend Wednesday, Aug. 29
and find out. The meeting is at
7:30 p.m. in room 303 of the
Basic Science Building (enter west
end of Medical School.)

Mercury, the planet nearest to
the sun, is also the smallest of the
nine planets known to be orbiting
the sun. Its diameter is 3100 miles
and its mean distance from the
sun is 39,000,000 miles.

occupancy but the situation could
change within a week, he said,
Last year, the dorms started with
100 per cent occupancy and had
dropped to 7 3 per cent residency
at the beginning of the 1973
spring semester.
The Housing Office at La
Posada maintains a list of
apartments, houses and rooms
available to students off·campus,
Mangus said the availability was
pwviding some competition to
the dorms.
"I'll be interested to S<'<' what
the rise in food costs docs," he
said. "It won't be as cheap to live
off·campus as it onct> was."
He added with the room and
board fees remaining the sam<' as
I ast year, it would be pretty
competitive betwe<'n on- and
off·campus housing.
Only Lwo areas of th<:> dorms
will be closed lo occupancy·· the
third floors of Jlokona and Onate
Halls.
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from England·Simplex Gearing

1O·Speed Vainiquer Cycles $98.75

Present

Irs A \\'IDE wnn; \\·onLo
Personally Narrated Travel-Adventure Films
JENS BJERRE
Returns With Hi~ Exotic Film

DICK REDDY
"Spccwcularly Beautiful"

SOUL OF
INDIA

SWEDISH
SUMMER

Sunday. October 21 7:30P.M.

Friday. November 16-7:30 P.M.

-------l

Ideal
Entertainment
For The
Entire

Family

Monday. J:;nuary 2R 7:30P.M.

DEWITT JONES
Presents

KEN ARMSTRONG
Far East Adventure

JOHN MUIR'S
HIGH SfERRA

HONG KONG
and MACAO

Wednesday, February 20 ·7:30P.M.

Tuesday, March 5-7:30 P.M.

+:

+:
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+:
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+:
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Albuquerque's Oldest European Cycle Shop

256-3334

HIGHLIGHTS OF
NEW ENGLAND

Educational

~

t1

~

I

Colorful

~

+:GUARANTEED SERVICE ON All MAKES AND MODElS
-J(
+:
90 day warranty on ad"rustments
+: lifetime warranty on frames, forks, and hangers
0% Discount on all accessories & 5% Discount on bikes
+: to Albuquerque Velo·Sport Cycle-Club members
~
Excluding Sale Items

01 m icC cles Co-op
. y p y

,
I'

+:
~
~

5 different cycles for under $100.00

~ 2318 Central SE

Exciting

JOHN ROBERTS
And Hi' Qurlint New Experience

~

Featuring the full Benotto Line
of High Quality Italian Cycles
priced from $119.95

-J(

265-3668 265-366 7

:t.+:

From West Germany-Shimano Gears-Hi Flange Quick Release
Hubs with aluminum alloy crankset and Suntour "'V" derailleuers

+:
+:

OPTICIANS

9:00-6:00
9:00-4:00

AND THE SANDIA KIWANIS

~
+:
-J(
+:

1O·Speed Falcon Cycles $110.00

{,u th<>ranism Wa.'l introduced
into the Unil<>d States by Dutch
colonists on Manhattan, later by
Swedes on the Delaware, by
Palalinl's in Pennsylvania and New
York and by Salzburgcrs in
GC'orgia.

CLUB OF AlBUQUERQUE

~····················~·············~
~
GRAND OPENING SALE
~
~
+:
+:
+:

nwnial techniqu<> Lhrll expunds
the conscious mind, thus
unfolding the full mPntal
potential of the individual. During
TM the del'p rest and r<>laxation
which automatically occurs,
deeper than that of sle!'p,
allcvi11t<.>s sl1·css and tension from
the nervous system. This allows
the individual greater energy in
daily life.
"With increased <>nergy and
great<.>r potentialities of the mind
available one accomplishes more,
This res.ults in greater
ach i cvements and sat.isfaclion.
These benefits are being verified
all over the world by scientific
rC'search and by those who
pmctice TM," Pittman said.
The SJMS-INS Center is located
at 404 Luna Blvd, SW and th<'ir
l.el<•phonl' number is 242-7030.

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replaced

public, although the small group
discussions-on such topics as
religious hang-ups, the single
person and coping with
divorce-will be limited in
numbers.
Additional information may be
obtained by contacting the Dean
of Student office at 277-6448.
Mary Morell and Linda
Friedman who are coordinating
the workshops said when further
schedules have been set up, they
will be announced.

-----

~
An estate tax return must be
filed for every citizen or resident
of the United States whose gross
estate exceeds $60,000 in value at
the time of his death.
A husband and wife may file a
joint tax return, even if one has
no income personally. Their tax
will be twice the tax imposed if
the income were cut in half and
taxed at the single rate.

of De Vargas has suites reserved
for 45 graduate students.
Thirty members of the ROTC
programs will be on the ground
floor of Coronado, Santa Ana Hall
has been reserved for women who
require limited visitation.
Larry Mangus, associate dean of
stu dents, said the policy
introduced last fall concerning the
student's right to privacy was an
outstanding success and is
continuing through this academic
year.
"As long as a student respects
his privacy, we will too," he said.
"As long as he is discreet and
respects his neighbor's privacy, no
one will hassle him at all."
There was a decrease in
reported incidents among dorm
residents from 276 in Aug. and
Sept. 1972 to 40 in April, 1973
which he said indicated J.he
success of the policy in cleaning
up the environment of the dorms.
At present there is not full

Free workshops to be held in ·tips; how to borrow money, buy
the residence halls of UNM will insurance, investments or P\"Cpare
encourage students, as well as your income tax will be discussed.
The first session will begin at 7
other interested persons, to "Seek
p.m. Aug. 26 in Hokona Hall with
a Wider Vision."
Such practical subjects as how the showing of a "very frank and
to make common repairs; open" film on sex, provided by
electrical and pumbing; how to the Planned Parenthood Assn.,
care for your yard; out-of-doors followed by a sex education
discussion,
Other series will include health
(practical suggestions for choosing
a doct.or or dentist), birth control,
childbirth (a "non-romanticized"
view
of reproduction), and
Where to eat in Phase IV and
beyond? Where to go for abortion.
Another entire series will be
bargains? What to do when
composed
of panel discussions on
stranded at the U.? The Graduate
Students Association answers survival for the self-sufficient;
these and many others in the what's it really like to be a UNM
consumer's handbook to be employee; how to raise free
children; a maid's union,
published next month.
The book will be available to adoption, prejudice, prostitution,
grads through their representatives homosexuality, welfare rights,
and at the GSA office. If a child abuse, other cultures,
demand is shown beyond grads, prisons and their inmates.
GSA may consider printing more
In other instances, successful
for distribution at a reasonable people in various careers will talk
price.
during other series. The format of
For those graduate students these meetings will be more
who qualified and signed for a oriented toward question and
$12 refund but haven't picked up answer sessions. The series will
their checks, GSA office is still include how to interview for a job
holding them.
and how to write a resume.
The program is still in the
A man of words and not of planning stage and subject t.o
deeds/Is like a garden full of change, the dean's office said. All
weeds.-Nursery Rhyme
sessions will be open to the

Que esNCHO?

The St. Lawrence Waterway,
the largest inland navigation
system on the continent, extends
from the Atlantic Ocean to
Duluth at the western end of Lake
Superior, a distance of 2342
miles. With the deepening of
channels and locks to 2 7 feet,
ocean carriers are able to
penetrate to parts in the Cljnadian
interior and the American
midwest.

By RICH ROBERTS
On-campus housing is
presenting new concepts in dorm
living which may transform parts
of the first floor of Hokona into a
cosmopolitan world of
international students and
students speaking French, Spanish
or German.
There are seven different
special housing programs catering
to special academic or social
interests.
The two academic floors have
full occupancy. The men's section
is located on the third floor and
extends to the second floor of
Coronado Hall and the women's is
on the third floor of Santa Clara
Hall, Conditions for residency are
at least a 2.80 GPA and a
willingness to be considerate and
quiet.
House Three of De Vargas Hall
is reserved for 103 students to live
in suites with students of the same
academic major while house two

Tlw campus coordinator for the
Students lntemational Meditation
Society said l~cturcs on
Transcendental Meditation will be
given on campus twice a month
duting the fall semester.
Greg Pittman said the first
introductory lectures on TM will
be Tuesday, Aug. 28 and
W<.>dnesday, Sept. 5 at 8 p.m. in
room 250·C in the SUB.
The lectures will be presented
by Pittman, Howard Bitterman
and Mike Clements. All are UNM
students who have b<.>cn
personally trained by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi to teach TM.
Pittman also said a course will
be given on the Sci<>nce of
Creative Intc>lligcnce which is the
theor!'Lical aspect of TM. DatC's
for the NUrse will be announced
in S<'pL.
In explaining what TM is,
Pittman first l'Xplained what it is
not.
"'I'M is not associated with any
r<:>ligion, cn:>ed or beli<'f and
requires no chan~t> in life style.
"Trnnsco:nd<>ntu I Meditation is a
si m pi<•, natural, easily leamed

Free Dorm W orlcshop Scheduled

International Program
Geared To Orientation
Among the more than 18,000
University of New Mexico
stu'dents registering for the fall
semester today will be 350
students from foreign lands.
"They come from England,
South America, the Republic of
China, Africa, India-from every
corner of the globe," said Dr.
Gerald Slavin, director of
In~ernational Programs and
Services at UNM. "To acquaint
them with the campus and each
other, we have scheduled a
week-long orientation program."
Events include speech and
English tests, discussion of
·registration procedures and
campus life, a guided tour of
Zimmerman library and a movie
on UNM, a picnic and an open
house from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m.
daily at the UNM International
Center, 1808 Las Lomas, N.E.
Director of the Center is Shiame
Okunor of Ghana.
A reception for foreign
students, their host families and
UNM officials will climax the
week's events. It will be held at
the International Center on
August 25 at 7:30p.m.
Coordinator for the Host
Families program, Mrs. Nancy
Bierbaum, said "We try to see
that each student is 'attached • to
our community by having
Albuquerqueans act as 'host
families.' They invite the students
to their homes, to holiday dinners
and become their friends by
offering advice on problems,
purchases or whatever is needed.''
Most foreign students specialize
in the sciences, Dr. Slavin said,
but education is a close second
and the social sciences are gaining.
"Many stay to do their

SIMS to Hold Lectures

On . Campus Housing Has New
Concepts In Dormitory Living
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M ed Engineer· T echs
Aid NM Health Care
The future development of
adequat'e he11lth care delivery
systems to all parts of New
Mexico will depend, a UNM
professor says, partially on the
technical support of Medical
Engineering Technicians now
being trained at UNM.
Dr. Richatd Williams directs the
UNM program in medical
engineering technology, which has
received third year funding of
more than $49,000 from the New
Mexico State Office of Vocational
Education.
Some 15 people arc expected
to make up the first graduating
class of.. this two-year program in
May and another 10 to 15
students are expected to begin
classes this fall.
Williams, a member of the
electrical engineering and
computer science department,
said these medically-oriented
technicians are becoming a
necessity in most hospitals.
Their training allows them to
operate, maintain and repair
electronically complicated clinical
equipment such as
electrocardiographs, fetal
monitors, m.;mitors for intensive
care units and pathology
laboratory equipment.
Williams said the technicians
willprovide hospitals with good,
solid day-by-day preventive
maintenance. This beneifts the

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

25' Wash
Counselor Always on Duty
ZI06 Central

S.~.

247-0836

hospital administration, the
medical staff and the patients by
reducing cost and by insuring
accurate testing..
Technicians will be able to
make on-the-spot, rapid responses
when something goes wrong with
l)quipment, Williams said, For
example, in many hospitals when
biomedi~Jal equipment fails, it
may have to be sent out of state
for repair.
Williams stresses that while
training emphasizes the· technical
equipment, .it is still
patient-oriented.
"After the student has
mastered the apparatus and its
operating characteristics on paper,
he goes into the .clinical setting to
observe the machine-patient
interaction at the patient's
bedside," Williams said.
The medical engineering
technology program is part of the
UNM Allied Health Sciences
Center's curriculum of
paramedical training.
Unitarian Lectures
Mike Runnels will speak on
"The Politics of Campaign
Finance" at the Unitarian Church,
3701 Carlisle N.E., Wednesday,
August 29 at 7:30 p.m. Mike.
Runnels, New Mexico Director of
Common Cause, will concentrate
his discussion on state campaign
practices and issues. This program
is sponsored by the Albuquerque
League of Women Voters as part
of th.eir in-depth study of
campaign financing. There is no
admission charge and the public is
attend.
invited to-_::.:..:..::.:.:.:.:;_

__

A national debut, if it is not
excessive, will be to us a national
blessing.-Hamilton
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K(Gt7TKA11 on
HOURS

Friday, August 24: 8:00 a.m.-7:00p.m.
Saturday, August 25: 8:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Closed Sunday

KUA.JLAK HOU5

Co>

Mon.-Fri. 8 am-5 pm
Sat. 9 am-I pm
Closed Sundays
The Greenhouse located in the east side of the Biolio~~gy~;;·;;·iii~ii.l.r.:;
is considered to be one of the Southwest's finest.

-ilih,<>to

Acting Dean 'of Ed Named Slavin Named
Dr. David W. Darling has been 1954-62. He became an academic
named acting dean of the College assistant at the University of
of Education for the fall semester, Texas, Austin, in 1962-63, then
1973.
was an assistant professor of
He succeeds former Dean curriculum and instruction at the
Richard Lawrence, who was University of Wisconsin, Madison
relieved of his duties earlier this from 1963-66.
While there he became
year.
Darling, a professor of and chairman of the Postgraduate
former department chairman Jor Teacher Internship Program, then
elementary education, is a native chairman of senior student
of Deming. He received his B.S. . teaching and was co-director of
and M.S. degrees in education Wisconsin's Summer Laboratory
from Western New Mexico School.
He served as director of
University in 1953 and 1955,
professional
growth for the
respectively, before receiving his
Inter-American
Educational
doctorate in educational
Center
in
San
Antonio,
Tex., in
administration from UNM in
1966,
and
came
to
UNM
in 1967
1964.
from that position.
He is co-author of two
He served as an elementary
school teacher and later principal mathematics textbooks and has
in the Gadsden Independent written several research projects,
School District in Anthony from reports and other publications.

Entrance on Mall North Side of S.U.B.

Dr. Gerald Slavin, director of
International Programs and
Services at UNM, has been named
by Gov. Bruce King as a member
of the New Mexico Border
Commission.
The Commission's purpose is to
encourage economic and cultural
exchange and development
between New Mexico and the
Mexican State of Chihuahua.
Dr. Gerald Thomas, president
of New Mexico State University,
is chairman of the commission.
Slavin has been director of
International Services at UNM
since the department was created
in 1966. He has an A.B. degree in
sociology from San Francisco
State College with a certificate in
that field from the University of
Jerusalem. He received his masters
in Spanish and Latin American
Literature from the University of
California, and his Ph.D in
Romance Languages and
Literature from UNM.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
FALL 1973

At:cuunlingl.ll
Adnhc-Build·ll·Yoursdf I, II
Albuqut!rqtw, Slnry of
Arts und Grnrts ufSW lmlinns
Avl:ition (frmmd Sc:luutl
B:u:kpolc:king
Budv Movvmcml
Uricigc
Cnhl1~ Tt!ll!vlsion Prudut:t icm
Certified Prof. Se(:rch•ry. Revimv I
Child rem: Tht! Challt:ngc
Conking Fur Two
Cn!ill iVt! Writing: Fid ion
Crr.nlivily:Choicc nrChoint:c1
Dillu Prtmcssing; An I nirudu1:1 ion
!~ustcrn B11ntpl!ill1 Pulktlmit:ing

ttns:lisll 010
The FiRUrC!: Dr;lwin~-tnml Pnlntiilg

f,.olk Music
t"nmfmnd Drnwing
f'rcnr.h I
~·urnilurcJ

RHpair & Refinishing
Gardening ror ~·u11 ~nd Wfnh!r

Mul h 010, 020

MinCr<lhlgy-Mmlt•rn Cullt~c:linf.l
Nt!W Mt!Xicu CotJkt!ry
Nun-l.oom Wl!i1Ving
Nud1~01r 1-:ni'rJ.W nntl Envirunm1:nt
D;1rkrntJm Ti•t:hniqUt!S

Phvsko1l F'itm!ss rurt,dults

Pioinu 1.11
Rllli,uion inn S1:ca.ilar i\J.tt!
Rm;itlc!nl ial Litntlsc:llpt! Arth i11~c:turc:
RusMin'rhnnluh Its l~itl:ruturc~
Sc:ulm Diving
Sc:ulpturc~

S1wnish I. 11,111. IV. V
Sp1:ml Rc!;ulin~
Spnrl A pprl!i:lnl inn for Spc•c:lilltm;

The Grnup and You
Guitar

suuly Skills
Swimming. Uc!HinninK
Swimming lmprnvt!mt!nl
T1!x.lilc Dc:sign
Typing
Volk5Wngcm Mninlcmnnc:n

llurmunh:n
Hchrmv -,
History urNM :1nd lh(! SW (1540·1821)

Wtilt!rc:ttlur
Wt:avings ni1tl Wutlhnngin~s
Wt!lclinR

Gcolo~y

orNcwMuxic:o

Gcrl'n1ln I

Gulf, Bcginnin~
Cuvcrnmcnl Conlrat:l Admini~lralion

l~uhtc Mainlt~nanc:l!

Homcmnkt!r's Munug~:m1:nl

lrii.loorPhmls
lntrudut.liun In Sor.hi) Sci-vic:cJ
I rives! ing In Sccuril il!s Morlwt

health science & legal branch
of the unm bookstore
only
corner of Stanford & Marble
Hours: 10-4 week days

1,11
]I:Wt~lry MnklnJ.l. Ui~f.linnlng
)l!Wt:lry Mnking, Advnnc:cd
Lmul1~rfihip in Ymtlh Spurt nPrnRram::;
Lt~iJI ht~r; Gonll•mpurHry Mt!din
M;utlllll CtJmn1unlt:lltlun, Ut!ginning
fjJptltll$1!

Pninlin~
Phnlu~mphy:

.-

................................ ~····· ........................................................." ' ...........'1'

Non-Credit Course Schedule

Witwmaking
Wumlworking
Yu~n Princ:itlll:!l nncl Prou:tll:t!.S
. YouC:••n llndc:rstnnd lhc!AIIJI1l
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Luchetti Drum & Guitar, Inc.
"The Drum Shop"
Gibson-Gretsch-Ovation
Sunn-Ludwig-Rogers
Slingerland-Zildjian ·
Sales-Service-Instruction
"IN. THE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER"

•

Registration August 18-24 at 805 Yale N.E.
Call 2 77-2931 for further information.
•

I

Ethnic Studies

a change," Harvey said. "Clerical
in the library.
people handled it well with no
"We try to <•ducate lh<' library's
complaint but wt• may h1we a
professional there i~ the future." users in all fields," Harvey said.
The qualifications for such a "We don't try to censor
bibliographies or book
professional he said are a person
of an ethnic minority who works selections."
easily with the public and can
Two Sides
help ethnic users, relate closely
"If some think Ethnic Studies
with ethnic studies and do the has been silenced, they're entitled
bibliography work, he said.
to their opinion," he said. "There

(continued from page 19)

cited as appropriate to her
Valuable Asset
professional statL.ts,"
Quintana said ali concerned
agreed Ethnic Studies was needed
and a valuable asset but the
Denied Salary
question of Ethnic Studies as a
Quintana denied she had ever
unit and its function as a unit was agreed to a beginning salary and
where the difference in attitudes Harvey in a supplement to his
occurred.
report dated July 30, 1973 said "I
"For communication purposes
WJ,.,
ob.,t roo
"
we need to be as close to D can o.pJoWod th" "'' woold " ' " ' "'
Harvey as possible," she said. "I ,
Jib.,riw to ""'"'" p=ore oboot Ethok Stodi,, ho
know Dean Harvey would back us she
completed
the M.S.
objected
many of
things
aside
of tho
Ethoio Slodl"
s..degree
tioo If "
' ' '"m' to
mombore
tho lib'"Y
up but we need a bigger staff and sQccessfully."
h
to be involved in decision making work and the bibliographic
t
He continued "I do not
and determining our own
personnel."
remember using the ~hraset
.. ;
'beginning professiona, JU ·
She said the section had no certainly not;hing else was
input in the Administrative intended or implied. There was no
Council which makes decisions idea that she might return to us at )
affecting minority students.
a higher than beginning
The question of Quintana's professional level. For her to have
salary is one of the final points in returned under these
the conflicLg, She said she had circumstances ... would not havo
worked in libraries for the past lO seemed reasonable in view of the
years although without a degree,
overall status and salary situation
including three years at of the library starr."
'
.. .
Zimmerman in her role as section
"I think when I refused to sign
head.
the contract," she said, "A pel
She said Harvey claimed in a didn't understand because of no
memo that agreement had been communication and Dean Harvey
made on a beginning salary of didn't understand."
$9000. Slw said she had received
She said she was for e.><;panding
better beginning salary offers and
the library to where the students
had been making close to .~8000 are and through the support of
already whereas the $9000 did Norris Ma.><;weiJ, former reader
not give her credit for a degree or services librarian who resigned in
e.><;perience.
December, Ethnic Studies was
able to C.><;pand.
Quintana Ranked
Disliked UFW Material
In the preliminary report of the
''Sure we've gotten pressure
Library Faculty Salary Committee
from within the library," she said.
of July 26, 1973 Quintana is "People in the library disliked the
ran ked in experience of no years
UFW material and thore was
of professional experience along
criticism about the students
with Laurel Reed, acquisitions hanging around the desk but I feel
librarian, who has four degrees Ethnic Studies is a place for
including a doctorate and is students to come to feel at
making $13,000 compared to home."
Quintana with two degrees at
were many conflicts,"
$9,000. Only one librarian was she"There
added, "but we had the
earning less, the assistant support of our supervisor Ma.><;wel!
acquisitions librarian with three
who fcl t Ethnic Studies knew how
years e.><;pcrience at $8,928.
to conduct itself."
In Harvey's report on Ethnic
Harvey in reply said he didn't
Studies he stated: "A plan was
think the transfer of Ethnic
developed which called for her Studies which was made 11
(Quintana) to return to months ago wa.~ downgrading it.
Zimmerman in the summer, 1973
Before the reorganization of the
and for her salary allocation to be
readers services department, 18
raised fm the level of a lib1·ary
people had reported to the reade1·s
assistant to the level of a services librarian.
I.
beginning professional librarian.
He said the primary fundion of
'
... This information was given to
Ethnic Studies was one of
hPr both before she leH reference to use the card catalog.
Albuque1·que and while she WltS
Presently thei'(' is a full-time cle1·k
Jiving in Austin. No specific salary
working there•.
figur<' was mentioned at any lime,
No Change
but inc1·eascd responsibility was
"WC> don't think Uwn• has b<>cn

pmf~io~t

~k•d

fHo~

librarians to giv<> support and had

;,<:'

""..

a committe(• form('d to find a

wplacement bu l not much had
been accomplished. He said he
tried to recruit and <'ncourage
minority employment.
"I've always insisted on giving
special preference to women a!'d
minority people," Harvey srud.
"We gave Elena Quintana quite a
' " two """ to
"'"m""· fair offer,"Mootmg H<ld
Somo hm <rilio"<d
'"' ho•iog
A m*tiog- hold " " ' w"b
not
it enough,"
it "promoting
' '"m' ho.,
•t wh<h '"'"'"' • .,,
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By GREG LALIRE
Tlw football Lobos, who beg~n
two-a-day praGtice sessions lqst
Monday, may undergo a radic&l
change in their image fat· 1973
but not if eve,·ything goes
acGording to Coach Rudy
Fe!d man's plans,
Naturally Feldman wants to
change their image from losers,
which they were last year with a
3-8 mark, to win11crs. However,
the coaGh does not want to
change his team's image ft·om a
running ball dub to a passing ball
chtb.
When you mention the UNM
football team a person l'ven
r~motely interested in the team's
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Rudy Feldman
With Many Unanswered Questions

l

THE QUESTIONS

\

*Will the defense be able to cover up for
tl1e lack of experience at Hnebacker?
*Is there a halfback to fill Fred Henry's
shoes?

I

II

\
\

*Will the half-bone be as effective as the
wishbone or only half as good?
*Will the running game suffer from Jack
of experience in the offensive line?
*Is Don Woods as good in NCAA competition as he was in NAIA competition?
*Will the important people in Albuquerque accept another losing football season~
*OJIJ Arizona State possibly be as good as
they were last year or the year before that or
the .vear before that . . . ?

/

Sept. 15 N.MEX. STATE
7:30p.m.
Sept.22 atTexasTech
12:45p.m_
Sept. 29 at Air Force Acad.
1:30 p.m.
Oct_ 6 ARIZONA STATE*
7:30P.m.
Oct. 13 at Arizona*
7:30p.m.
Oct. 20 TEXAS•EL PASO*
1:30 p.m.
Oct. 27 at San Jose State
7:30p.m.
Nov_ 3 at Brigham Young*
1:30 p.m_
Nov. 10 UTAH*#
1:30p.m.
Nov. 17 WYOMING*
1:30 p.m.
Nov_ 24 at Colorado State*
1:00 p.m.
*WAC Game
#Homecoming

---!

I I

'

Steve Ernst (23): "I Got It"
Cliff Crenshaw (36): "I Got It"
Mike Pettenuzzo (21): "I Got It"
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fortunl's automaiica!Jy thinks of
Lnst year's number one
running. The Lobos have amJ.ually
ranked high in NCAA team quarterback, at l('ast in the
rushing statistics in recent years beginning of t.ltc season, wa.g
and have boasted some Bruce Boone. He is now
outstanding individuals such as competing for a starting halfback
spot with seven other hopefuls.
Sam Scarber and F1~cd Henry.
Speculation that '7 3 would sec
Passing Secondary
Passing has been strictly a a new emphasis on passing wn.~
secondary thing reserved for third made for two principal reMons.
and fifteen and perhaps third and One: Henry, who set a WAC
ten situations. Rocky Long, career rushing mark, ha~
UNM's quarterback from gntduat~d and thus created
1969-71, had a fairly good arm som<lwhat of a halfback problem.
but never got much of a chance to 'I'wo: UNM now has two bonafide
demonstrate it for Lobo fans. quarterbacks (men who aren't
When he wasn't handing the ball necessarily in there for their
off he was usually running with it running ability) in Don Woods
n11d Troy Williams.
himself and quite well at that.
''Woods is the starting
quarterback,'' Feldman said
earlier this week. "He was tho
llation 's total offense leader in the
NAIA last year, 'l'here's no doubt
he can throw the ball.
"Williams throws well, too. I
know the pass~rs we have this
Year arc better then what we've
had in the past."

.,)

For fine quality Capezio tights, leotards and footwear for
dance or exercise classes . • . in an extensive range of
sizes ..• visit UNM's friendly neighbor, Paris-UPTOWN,
at 3701 Central NE . . . or SHOE CIRCUS at the new
northeast entrance to Winrock Shopping Center.
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When it comes to shoes
!llld apparel for the dancer .
-
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The question
is how much?
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Running Man
Still, Peldman is <lsscntially a
"running" ft!an. He has a_ solid
fullbacJc in Rich Diller who
Feldman said, "Demonstrated
very woll the last two years that
he is capable of performing well at
this level of competition." Diller,
a 6' l" 215 lb senior from
Phoenix, was second to Henry in
the rushing slats.
At halfback, the coach admits
there is a lack of experience but
adds there is plonty of depth and
a good amount of potentinl talent.
Along with converted quarterback
Boone, those trying to step into, if
not, filling Herry's shoes, arc senior
Toby Parish, Chester Goodson
(who was impressive during spring
practice), Keven Thompson,
converted fullback Ben Turner,
freshman George And 11rson,
Robert Davis, and Jon Horner.
The latter two arc junior college
transfers,
F cldman is also aware that
Williams and particularly Woods
are capable of running the ball.
Woods wasn't the NAIA offense
leader on passing alone. In the
Alumni football game last spring
(won by the varsity 34-17) the
Highlands University senior
transfer ran for 50 yards in 12
carries.
"We threw more la.~t year !han
we did in the previous three years
because we were usually behind,"
Feldman said. "If we take !he lead
and stay ahead we probably won't
throw more than twenty times a
game.
"It's very hard to say what
percentage of our plays will be
passing. It depends not only on
the score but also on how the
defenses arc playing us.''
Winning the Goal
Feldman's chief goal-and it
may be the chief goal of every
college coach in the country-is of
course to win. If the Lobos are
winning the chances are they will
be doing it largely with a strong
running game. 1f Lobo fans see a
change in the team's image (from
running to passing) they probably
will also be seeing a losing football
team.
No matter how much passing or
lack of it there is in Loboland for
'7 3, . UNM has its finest corps of
receivers in years. Last year's little
(5'9" 155 lbs) but exciting split
end, Paul La barrere is joined by
two bright JC transfers, Ken Lege
and Ken Bauer, plus Cliff
Crenshaw_
Tight end Ken Smith, the
leading Lobo pa.~s catcher in '72,
has graduated but has a very
capable replacement in Bob
Winkler (6'2" 215 lbs). The other
two tight ends listed on the roster

All together: "We had it"
(continued on page 35)
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New Emphasis on Pa·s-~i..
Answer is Still Up in Air
,
By GREG L~LIRE
rho ugh head coach Rudy
Feldman has no des!re to m~kc his
Lobos a team rclymg heav1ly on
the forward pass, all indications
point l.o a 1973 UNM l'ootf>aif
squad that won't do or die
offensively on the run alone.
UNM has developed a running
tradition unclcr Feldman. Last
year was no exception. 'rhe Lobos
W(lre the WAC's third best te~tm
on offense but of their 3987 total
yards, 3085 came via the run.
Feldman's footballers were second
in WAC rushing offense (9th in

LOBO Opticians
across from

Yale Parle
Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements

2316 Central SE
268-4708

the. natiOn) and dead last in
passmg offense.
. '' T.w o thing~' I im it your
throwmg the ball, UNM offense
coordinator Bill Mondt said.
"How well you can pass the ball
and how well you can catch it.
"We w.eren't strong in either of
those thmgs last year and that
kept us from throwing. It appears
we are capable in both areas this
year and we will go to the air if
the defenses are stacked against
the run. W? feel ~e can gain as
much conf1dence !n our pass~ng
game as we have m our runnmg
ga~e."

'I he tw~ reasons th!'! throwing is
better th1s year are Ron Woods,
the num.bc;r one quarterback, and
Troy Wtll1ams, the number two
qua~terback. Bruc~ Boone and
Edclle Dunaway d1rected UNM's
attack most of last seuson. Boone
has gon.c to halfback and
Dunaway 1s gone.
Th.c t.wo reasons the pass
catchmg IS better are Ken Lege
~nd Stcv~ Bauer. Both !H~Vc go~d
speed &net hands. T.hey JOill scmor
Pat;! Lab.arrere to .g1ve the L~bos a
solid spht end trw. Bob Wmkler
who backed up Ken Smith in '72

~~~~~~~;;~;;~~~~;;~sl;lo~u;ld~b~e~t~h;e~s~tia~rt;i~n!g~t~i!gh~t~·;c~n~d.
· ·1~
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Del Wight to Attempt
Defense Restoration

By RUSS PARSONS
Th<'
Lobo defense has never
"Smith was good, rral good,"
been
one
to strikc fear in the
Mandt. said. "But WinklN can be
hearts of opposing quarterbacks,
tbat good, too, He's no~ there yet
In fact, not since 1964 have they
and he'll have to improve but he
lead the WAC in total defense.
can c]o it."
'
Because
of this not exactly
If the Lobo coaches ever get to
glamorous
record, ddensive line
the point where they have a~
coach Del Wight has been
much confidence in throwing the switched to the defensive
ball as in h;mding it off the Learn
coordinator slot following Bill
will probably be at a p~int where Mandt's move to offense,
it h11s to be considered a real
"We are aiming for the Fiesta
contender for the WAC crown.
Bowl," comm(mted Wight, "and it
Even if that somewhat lofty
will be the defense that decides
goal isn't reached, there is no
whether we make iL or not." To
doubt that Feldman, Mondt and
insure
a Bowl invitation the
company have more confidence in
following
goals have been s~t up
the throwing ability of this yl'ar's
for the defense for every game:
quarterbacks. There is also little
1. 100 yards rushing or less
doubt that UNM will better its '72
2. 125 yards passing or less
passing statistics when only 56 of
3. No run of over 10 yards
159 passes were completed for
4. No pass of over 15 yards
902 yards and only one receiver
5.
No more than 175 yards
(Smith) had pass catches in
total
offense
double figures.
6. Two fumbles recovered and
Alongwithanimprovedpassing
two passes intercepted
attack, Mandt feels that the
7. Five quarterback sacks
Lobes can maintain their high
Force 5 bad passes
8.
standard of running excellcmce
9. Limit opponents to no more
despite the loss of Fred Henry.
Henry led the club with 977 yards than 10 consecutive offensive
plays
on the ground and an impressive
10. Block a punt or a field goal
6.0 average.
11. Average 12 plus yards on
''I don't think we are
punt returns
necessarily
weakened,"
Mandt
12. Limit opponents to inside
said. "We have the same fullback
the
25 yard line on kick-off
Rich Diller (who was second t~
returns
Henry with 651 yards and a 4,9
13. Do not let opponents score
from
inside the 20 yard line.
fullback having
average).
He hasplayed
a headthere
startthe
at
Lobo Goals
last two years. However both
Surely,
if the defense can
Gary McAllister and Chris' Fields
accomplish these goals the Lobos
are pushing Rich.
Mandt believt>s that the will be not only the number one
team in the WAC, but they will
off!'nSivc line is the key to how probably Lake the NCAA title
well the Lobes move the ball in barring some fluke happenings. '
'7 3. Last year's two starting
How~ver, there are several weak
l.acldcs (Ron Kohl and John spots that must b«.> corr('ctcd
Urbun) have:> gmduat<>d. Their before this could be seriously
probabl<' rt•placPments will b!' Ted considered. The major weakness is
Green and Edgar Bell. The chief in the linebackers. If there is a
cont(•nders for tlw two guard scarcity of «.>xpcri<>nce in other
spots are Dave:> Cook, Phil Arche1·,
Monte Moore (mov!'d fi'Om ru·eas, it is completely lacking in
defensive end), and Rick Haury. the linebacker corps.
Senior Pat Rogers, a starter last
The cente1·s ar<' Ken Brown and
Y.ear,
is the, only retuming
Hon Dauphin.
llnebackl'r
with playing
"H 's hard to evaluate our
experience.
However,
because he
offensive lin<' until we start has not yet checked back
a
scrimmaging and playing games," doc tor after having had with
back
Mandt said. "We're not really surgery last year he is unable to
experienced, but all havC' played
somt'. We'll have to wait and sec suit up. This leaves two
sophomores, Mark Rupcich and
just how well they do."
UNM will again be employing Travis Colt'man, to man the posts.
Wlwther this shortcoming will
the wishbone offense but at times
be
critical or not depends
with a new wrinkle called the
"half-bone." The half-bone breaks
Perhaps it wouldn't be wise to
up the wishbone by having one bet against the Lobos again
halfback out in the slot or else in finish!ng. high in WAC rushing
motion. When the team lines up in stat1st1cs and low in the
this new formation the true triple conference passing stats, bttt just
option cat1 only be run in one the fact Felclman will be using the
direction, but it sets up more of a half-bone formation indicates the
passing threat.
desire to do more traveling by air.
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Lyle Talbot
Agency, Ine.
1500 SAN PEDRO. N E.

Student Auto

Insurance
Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

1 266-56611
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Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance
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SIMONSON CYCLE CO. 268-4508

315 SAN PEDRO NE
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The UNM cross country team
opens its season at home on Sept.
22 against Arizona and that could
be the only meet run in
Albttquerque. An Oct. 20 home
meet against Arizona State is
tentative at this time.
Coach Hugh Hackett will have
six experienced harriers running
for him. Heading the list are Blair
Johnson and Faustino Salazar.
. Johnson and Salazar placed 15th
and 19th respectively in the WAC
championships at Tuscan last
year.
The other runners back for
more little fall jaunts are John
Allison, UNM's top miler as a
sophomore last spring, senior Phil
Ortiz and sophomores Ken StalLer
and Jay Miller. The Lobes are
coming off a fifth place finish in
the WAC. They have taken the
conference title four times but
not since 1968.
The schedule: Sept.
22-Arizona (Home); Se(lt.
29-Ail· Fotcc Academy; Oct.
6-Colorado, Wyoming; Oct..
12-Adzona Invitational; Oct.
27-UTEP; Nov. 10-WAC
Championships (Provo, Utah);
Nov. 19-NCAA Championships.

FosterwFourie Exchano-e
b
"' Before and During Fight
""
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Cross Country
Team to Run
Once at Home
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primarily upon the performance
of the defensive line. In the 5·2 tj
formation, that the Lobos will .,
show most of the time this season,
a good defensive line can protect S
the linebackers from the other c:r
team's running attack. But, o
because this is so, the opposite is !t>
also true. Where a strong line
protects the linebackers, a weak ~
line makes the linebackers crucial. ""
They are forced to stop anything ~
that comes through the line, and
with a weak line that is usually a
substantial amount.
Lobo Interdependence
As the. linebackers and the
defensive line are interdependent
so are the linebackers and th~
defensive backs. In this case the
rol cs are reversed. Good
I i neb a ckers free the defensive
backs on pass coverage so that
they can concentrate on the deep
threat (the linebackers are
responsible for the "hook" zones
the short pass zones immediately
behind the line of scrimmage).
Conversely weak linebackers force
the defensive backs to play "up,"
and concern themselves with both
the hook zones and the deep
coverage.
Fortunately, both the backfield
and the line are knee-deep in
experienced players. At defensive
end, there are two returning
starters, Steve Bradshaw and Greg
Symons. At tackle Bill Bassctto is
backed up by Monte Moore and
Don Hubbard. Hubbard played
middle guard for the Lobos last
year, but the coaching staff felt he
was more adapted to playing
defensive tackle. This leaves John
Woodcock, John Gener and Ron
Hall to fight for the r:ose guard
position.
Backfield Depth
In the backfi<,ld, Steve Ernst is
the only expN·ienced cornerback
but there is enough backup fo;
two teams. Mike Shaw Rick
Jones, Ronnie Wallace, Clifford
Crenshaw and Bob Haines will be
battling for tht' starting slot. At
strong safety will be Mike'
Pettenuzzo, a returning starter
from last year's team. He will
probably be backed up by Robert
Duncan, a sophomore who played
linebacker last year. Stan Speegle
and Randy Rich will decide the
weak safety spot.
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By JEFF LEE
Albuquerque's world light·
h t>avyweight champion, Bobby
Foster, won a unanimous 15
round decision over number one
contender Pierre Fourie of South
Africa in a title bout before some
10,000 fans in University Arena
last Tuesday night.
• The champ's quick, hard, left
Jabs and seven inch reach
advantage wcn:l too much for the
plucky challenger. Foster took
command of the early rounds
after Fourie made a rush at the
cham!? at the sound of the
opening bell.
. Fos.ter's head-snapping,
l1ghtnmg-fast left bloodied
Fourie's nose in the second, third
and fourth rounds and kept the
rugged South African at a distance
and off balance.
Fans looked for a knock out in
the fifth and sixth rounds but
in stead the challenger' got
stronger and began some effective
counter punching with his own
left.
· Round eight looked even with
Fourie tagging Foster with a solid
left and the champ hammering
away with long, vicious lefts.
In rounds 10 and 12 the
challenger scored well
occasionally switching from hi~
normal right to a left handed
stance, but the final rounds were
all Foster's,
Some racial controversy

;!
'J

surrounded lh<' fight whe11 at Uw
11 a.m. weigh·in Foster thought
he heard the South African call
him, "boy," FouriP's handlers
were quick to say that the
challenger had said "Bobby" and
not "Boy," although Fouric latm·
admitted using the term.
The exchange came after Foster
who had glowered at Fourie
throughout the ceremony
exploded saying, "I'm gonna
knock that son of a bitch out. I'm
gonna bust ya, fag."
The fight was the first title
bout at the Arena,

FELDMAN
(coutinued {rom page 33)

are newcomers-Randy Anderson
and Scott Thompson.
Halfbuck Que(rtionablc
Whill' halfback is the
questionable spot on offense,
Feldman says that the main task
defensively is to find out who the
~est lin<'ba~kt•rs are. Jn('xpedence
~~ the major probl..,m at thosl'
hnebacking positions. Thl' two
I ending contenders for starling
b..,rths arc sophomore Dave
Tolliver, moved from defensivt?
end, and rookie Mark Rupcich.
The 5-2 defense instituted by
Feldman calls for two linebackers
and a middle guard. Terry Jont>s
John Gener, and John Woodcock
will be battling for that spot, A
strong clef ensive line is headed by
end Steve Bradshaw, who is not

e!llled Bad Dude for his kindness
Question Marks
on the football fi~ld, and tackle
As in the ca~e with most teams
Don Hubbard. Tho secondu1·y is ut this. stage of the game, UNM
led by cornerback Steve Ernst.
has . qu1te a few question marks,
When one thinks of UNM notably
at linebacker and
football teams of recent vintage
halfback.
Fcldml\n
hopes most of
he not only thinks of running
thPse
question
marks
will be
b~fore passing but also offense
answm;~d in the nt>xt two weeks
hefore ddense. Del Wight
Feldman's new defensiv(: ~hen our principl~ object is to
coordinator (he was linebackor fmd the <1 ~ best (>layers (first and
coach in '72), hopes to change second ~tnng both offensively and
that. I·lp feels h£" has the personnel defensJvely)." 'l'he two w<:>eks
to accomplish that formid11blc after that will be largely devoted.
to prcpar11tion for New M\lxico
task.
UNM opens its season at
State,
"The offense is going to be
good again, you know that" home against the Aggics on Sept.
Wight said. "'l'hc key is ~n 15.
Feldm;~n said: "We will again
defense. How well we do this year
t'U~
the wishbone offense and our
probably depends on how well the
defense goes. Along with reaching prun~ goal o ffcnsively is to
the ~iesta Bowl arc other chief estabhsh as strong a running game
goal IS to be ranked among the as last year."
nation's top ten defensive Learns."
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Most of whot's soid obout halernit·ies
is just thot ...
They are what you moke them
~o matter how you ore made. '
Fraternities oro all kind> of people.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
RUSH '73
Scheduled Rush
Open Rush
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For information contact Dean
Larrv Manaus at 277-3361.
August 22-25
August 2 7-31
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UNM's Frats
Start Rush
q
I'

i

I

II
•

Scheduled rush for UNM's 12
fraternities began Aug. 22 and will
continue through Sunday Aug
25 with open houses for' thos~
interested.
0 pen or infonnal rush will
continue from Aug. 27 through
31 and infonnation may be
obtained from information booths
that will be operating in the SUB.
Any additional information may
be obtained by calling Dean Larry
Mangus· at 277-3361 or John
Kailey at 255-8561.
Sororities will hold their open
rush from Aug. 27 ·31 and a sign
up roster will be available in the
Student Activities Center on the
second floor of the SUB.
Information may be found by
calling Linda Eckhardt at
247·4518 or Shelda Sutton at
243·4954.
UNM's fraternities and their
individual phone numbers are:
Alpha Kappa Lambda 247-0839
Alpha Tau Omega -247-1865·
247-0839
•
Delta Upsilon-255-9300
Delta Sigma Phi- 842·1823
Kappa Alpha -242·2901
Lambda Chi Alpha- 242-9935
Phi Delta Theta- 243-0066
Phi Sigma Kappa - 243-3169
Pi Kappa Alpha -242-0051
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
-243-0995
Sigma Phi Epsilon -247·2148
Sororities and their individual
phone numbe1·s are:
Alpha Chi Omega -247-1522
Alpha Delta Pi --243·4954
Chi Omt?ga- 242·4 769
D(•l!a DPlla Dt?lta -- 243-6011
Dt?lta Gamma· 2·1:l·1Ml0
Kapjla Alpha Th<>fa
2-13-:u;.t2
Kappa Kappa Gamma
2·12·275fi
Phi Mu- 243·4150
Pi Beta Phi- 243-0718
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Opera Repertory Workshop Started Here
l~ormu~ion of un opera
r<.>pr.rtory company and g!ltLing it
on Lhe l'OUd around the staLe arc
just two objectives of the new
dir~ctor of the Univ<:rsity of New
Mexico Opera Workshop.
Scan Daniel, who is from New
York City, wm join the faculty
this fall. He gave six performanc~s
at Carnegie Hall last concert
season in acldi lion to leaching,
directing and performing at
Fairleigh Dick in son University.
Daniol has also appearod in the
coast-to-coast NET-'rV
production of the l.OOLh
anniversary of the Bach Festival in
Bethlehem, Pa., last Christmas.
"I enjoy doing everything from
classical concert to musical
comedy," Daniel said. "My
interest recently has been more
toward singing drama."
Daniel said the tentative
schedule of operas for the
workshop arc "Rita" by

DonizctLi, "Th<' Medium" by
Mcnotti, "La Sevra Padrona" by
Pcrgolesi and possibly "J~cqur
13rel i~ Well and Living in Paris."
All are on<' act operas.
He said he selected Lh<>so operas
because they arc "one act opt>ras
which require a limited budget
and Ul"O good for students. 'Rita'
has only thrc() singers in it and has
as much singing as it does
dialogue."
"If we got wme offers from
high schools, we could go on Lhe
road through the staLe. Each of
these operas can be packaged in
tours very easily," he said.
Any university student can join
the workshop which is wo1·l.h two
hours credit and Daniel· .~aid he
would like lo have people from
outside the university also join.
. Acting, exercising, basic
blocking of scenes, character
analyses, and study of movement
are among the activities planned

for thn class. '"fhe work.~hop ls
gr.ar<>d to p<>rforming and not
academically studying th<>
operas."
As a producer and director--·as
well as an opera baritonc-·Danilll
said he can npprociaLo the
problem involved in getting opc1·a
singers to move away· from their
traditionally anchored stance.
"A lot of it, of course, is
involved in the great<•r difficulty
of producing music of critical
quality," Daniel explained. "You
have, perhaps, a one and onc-Lhil·d
octave range in musical comedy.
In opera the women can range
over two octaves-·perhaps two
and one-third octaves-and Lhe
men just slightly under two
octaves. Technically it's much
more demanding."
To combine dramatic
movement with top-quality
singing there are challenging
demands to performer and

director and for this reason Danirl
says "I like to work on musical
comc•cly quite a bit."
Daniel holds degn•es from
Syracuse• University and Indiana
University and mt>t Prof<•ssor John
M. Clark, now choral director at
UNM, when the !attN was at
Indiana. They may collaborate on
a staged production <)f lhe St.
John Passion next April 30 when
the New Mexico Choral Union
and UNM Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Max Madrid, combine
on Bach's monumental work.
Daniel has received numerous
awards including the Metropolitan
Opera Finals, a Fulbright
fellowship in Germany, tbe
N a tiona! Soci<>ty of Arts and
Letters Award and the Exchange
Club award.
His operatic roles include
RigoletLo, GermonL, Marcello,
ShMpless, Alfio, Silvio, Figaro,
Don Alfonso, Eugene Onegin,
Escamillo and Dr. Falke.
Musical comedy appearances
have been in "The Fantasticks,"
"Kiss Me, Kate," "Fiddler on the
Roof" and "Lolita, My Love."
He has taken lead parts in the
"B Minor Mass," "St. Matthew
Passion," "St. John Passion,"
"Christm!IS Oratorio;" Requiems
by Brahms, Faure and Mozart; the
"Creation," ''Seasons," ' 4Messiah"
and Mendelssohn's "Elijah."
Daniel has appeared at the New
York Pro Musica, in the Hunter
College Concert Series, at
Tanglewood, the "Opera Under
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EthnicS tudies
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the Stars" in Rochester, N.Y. and
with Lh (' Syracuse Symphony
Op('ra.
II is directing elCp<•riPncc> has
included "You're a Good Man,
Ch a rile Brown;" "Fa ntasticks;"
and "FiddiN on the Roof," as
well as many standard operas.
Daniel said "I think this is part
of our function of the repertory
group, t<> help ellterLain, educate
and bring to the community of
New Mexico quality works that
will stimulate singing interest."
Daniel will aL~o conduct a
diction class for singers and will
be a privat<> voice teacher.

JULIE EISENHOWER
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF.
(UPI)-Julie Eisenhower says her
father was "wonderful" in his
press conference, aides reported.
The President's daughter has been
bis main champion during the
Wa tcrgate crisis and predicted
beforehand that he would hold a
news conference during his
California stay.
Julie came here unexpectedly
Monday evening, cancelling other
engagements. She was a substitute
hostess Wednesday night when her
father had a few guests to dinner,
included White House Counselor
and Mrs. Bryce Harlow.
Pat Nixon was visiting her
closest friend, Helene Drown in
Rolling Hills near Los Angeles.
They have been friends since their
teaching days in Whittier, Calif.
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New Mexico's Finest Eating House
We proudly serve
choice and prime beef
exclusively
by Monfort of Colorado
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The national origins quota
system. disappeared from the
United States immigration
procedures July 1, 1968, as
provided by the Act of Oct. 3,
1965, which amended the
Immigration and Nationality Act.

~·

FRESHMEN

The first regularly scheduled
commercial flight of the Boeing
747 jumbo jet, from New York to
London Jan. 21-22, 1970, was
seen by many as heralding a new
revolution in air transportation.
The first of the jumbo jets, flown
by Pan American World Airways,
had a seating plan for 362
passengers, although the plane was
designed to carry up to 490.

FOR EAGER EATERS
Wilh Meatballs
With Sausage
With Sauce

''

''

TRAIL

TESTED

BBQ Spare Ribs

AND
HIKING

SMALL
1.

GREEN CHILl
Ole'

2.

IT AllAN SAUSAGE

l.

MUSHROOM

4.

Tc:ndcr & Tast
6LACK OLIVE

'·

SALAMI

6.

PEPPERONI

7,

Good & $pic
ITAliAN MEATBALL
Mmm Good

a.

DELUXE CHEESE

9.

RIO GRAND£ SPECIAL

10.

HOT PEPPER CHHSE

11.

SHRIMP

12.

PEPINO'S VEGETARIAN

Best lt111icm

Pcpino's Special Blcnd
Pinto Scon1 & Green (hill
With Jalapenos

Blade Olive, Mushroom, Bdl

Pcp~r

EQUIPMENT

13.

SMOKED OYSTER

14.

BHL PEPPER & ONION

LET US OUTFIT YOU FOR

15.

WILDERNESS TRIPS

16.

PIZZA BIANCA WITH CANADIAN BACON
Spcciol Chcc1c & OliYI! Oif
CANADIAN BACON

17.

ANCHOVY

'ii'IXI~

~llil!A\@~
1 031 San Mateo S. E.
256-9190
BOOTS-TENTS-BAGS
FOODS-ACCESSORIES-STOVES
CLOTHING-RENTALS-REPAIRS
RUCK-SACKS

Serv11d on Delidou•

1.75
1.75
1.45

ll•ll•n H•ftl Roll with
Sido of S•l•d and 5p•ghettJ

Uullan Sausage
Italian Meatball
Pcplno's Special

FOR LIGHT SNACKERS
1.45
With Meatball
1.45
With Sausage

SpiCY

BACKPACKING

II A.M. till9 P.M.
905 Yale S.E.
'247-0066

;I
il

Questions Posed
Two questions were posed at
that meeting: "Why was it stated
that Ms. Chato was not
pre-registered" for the fall
semester, when in truth she is?"
and "Why did G. M. Ruoss (head
of reference) announce in the
June 2 6 meeting of the
Administrative Council that
Bernadette Chato had resigned
and not tell Bernadette Chato that
she was terminated until the
afternoon of the 26th?"
The present clerk at Ethnic
Studies, Martha Chavez, said the
library was going out of its way to
do things for people. She said she
was bothered working at Ethnic
Studies by the physical separation
of the desk from the rest of the
reference department.
She said she would try to be
objective about her role and
would like to get all kinds of
information, reading material and
make it available to people.

Alaskan King Crab

We Stock the Finest Imported Wines
Available in this Country

il

II

'(

Freshman General
Studies Seminar (3)
Hot Sandwiches

8

·~

(continueq from page 32)
to submit questions they had
about the situation at Ethnic
Studies. The questions were not
signed out of fe~r of reprisals one
Ii brarian said.
'
The questions dealt with the
transfer of Nancy White and
Bernadette Chato to other
departments, why their former
positions and salaries in Ethnic
St11dies were not upgraded and
certain charges of racism and
discrimination.
Bernadette Chato participated
in a picket of the library one
Friday afternoon in June. Her
position was eliminated because
of a decision to increase the
full-time staff at Ethnic Studies to
two workers. She dedined a
position elsewhere in lh<> library,
Harv<'Y staled in his report of July
24 .
Moreover the report said "it has
been found since that Ms. ChaLo
was nci ther enrolled in the
summer session nor preregistered
for t,he Fall semester,"

Imported

M~DIUM

BIG

$1.70

$2.85

$3.85

1.80

2.95

3.95

1.80

2.95

3.95

1.75
1.80

2.90
2.95

3.90
3.95

1.80

2.95

3.95

1.75

2.90

3.90

1.45

1.95

3.00

1.75

2.90

3.90

1.75

2.90

3.90

1.80
1.80

2.95
2.95

3.95
3.95

1.75
1.70
1.80

2.90
2.85
2.9.5

3.90
3.85
3.95

1.80
1.75

2,95
2.90

3.95
3.90

18.

PEPIHO'$ SPECIAL

1.95

3.30

4.45

19.

PEPINO'S COMBINATION

2.00
.15

3.35
.25

4.50
.30

Souioqc, MushrC1'11m, Block OIJ.,e

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

·'I

1.45
1.45
1.45

~

!l
,I

I

With Sauce

'J'tom OU't Cha'tbrwi~'t
se~e6 ~v.t'f'···

Deluxe Hamburger
. Deluxe Cheeseburger · ·

Amigo Hamburger

\\aJf'~\~

· · · · ··

· · ·· · ··

···..

· ··

Served with Green Chili

~e.er

'·

1.25
1.35
1,35

St!rved wllh Green ChiU

Amigo Cheeseburger

I,

1.45

'I

i/

and

"ALL FOODS PACKAGED TO GO - NO EXT"RA CHARGE"

.~~~~~;jp~~-·
------

".,
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KUNM-FM Heard State-Wide
With New Transmitting Equipment
KUNM/FM, the university
radio station, is getting ready to
send its sounds around the
northern part of the state late this
semester by moving its
transmission facilities to Sandia
Crest.
"We've literally been built into
a hoI e, with a II of the
construction on campus," said
Mike Wolfe, KUNM station
manager. The radio station is
located in the basement of the
student union building,
.
The new equipment which will

make KUNM signals available as
fat as Santa· Fe, ClitlCs Corners
and Socorro ("AnyWhere you can
hear KOB/I!'M you can hear us,"
said Wolf<J,) will cost less than
$10,000.
The special antenna will be
placed on Sandia Crest in a
co-operative effort with three
other radio st>~tions.
"We'll finally be able to reach
students who live in the area, and
that's what we're really concerned
with," said Wolfe. The new
transmitter should be .operable in

November or December. "We
wanted to be ready in October so
we could he the state's Halloween
present," said Wolfe.
Basic programming on KUNM
will be tightened up this year in
an effod to "maintain as high as
quality as we had this summer,"
said Wolfe, who added he had
he en very pleased with the quality
of the station this past summer.
Today KUNM is sponsoring its
"First Annual KUNM Balloon
Races and Hot Air Contest" on
the intramural field.

(former(y Bhudda's-Under new management by
Pieter Groenendyk, owner qf Old Town's in de Oudheden
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Students who have not purchased a
permit allowing them to park their cro: or
motorcycle on the main campus are urged to
do so by Parking Services Director Walter
Birge.
Permits are purchased at Parking Services,
corner Roma and Yale NE on campus. Hours
are Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-12 noon and 1
p.m.-5 p.m.
Student parking fees for both semesters of
the coming academic year are $27 for cars
and $15 for motorcycles.
Students with serious physical handicaps
will be given special consideration if they
obtain a letter from the Student Health
Center requesting special zone parking, Birge
said.
Visitors coming to the UNM campus must
park in one of the spaces with a parking
meter or make earlier arrangements by
contacting the Parking Services office.
Visitors parking in "lettered zones" with no
parking meters will receive a parking ticket
from the Albuquerque Police.
Free parking .is furnished in designated
areas on the north campus with free shuttle
bus service to a point on the central campus
near Zimmerman library.

Soap Box Derby Winne.r Is
First To Be Disqualified

Featuring

Curry Soup, 65¢
Nasi Goreng-2 Telor, 2.25-Bnmi Gorcng-2 Telor, 2.25
Bami or Nasi Goreng Small 1.75
lkau Bnmi or lkan Nasi Goreng 2.75
Sa tee B nbi, 2.50 :
H uzunr Salad, 1.75-R ussian Potato Salad, 1.10-Dinncr Snhul, 60¢

Parking Permits Available

.~::/,_:~

.J

Registration Special
Indonesian Curried Chicken
with long grain rice, cucumber salad, garlic bread
Regularly 2.75, thru Sunday,
August 26, only 2.10

AKRON, OHIO (UPI)Officials of the All· American Soap
Box Derby want to talk to the
winner of last Saturday's 36th
running of the contest. They want
to inform him he isn't the
champion any more.
James H. Gronen, 14, of
Boulder, Colo., made i:lubious
Derby history Monday when h&'
becamethefirstwinnerevertobe
disqualified.
Derby officials said the boy was
"somewhere in the United States
vacationing with his parents,
celebrating his victory."
Officials disqualified Gronen
after an inspection of his green
racer showed he had installed an
electro-magnetic device which
would enable his car "to be pulled
from the starting place."
Derby General Manager Paul C.
Livick said the device would have
been overlooked beeause the boy
had built it in the nose of the car.
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Pre-Season
Ski Special
Bottoms Filled
Edges Sharpened
and Skis waxed
$10.00
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It was only thro~gh x·rays
that. we ,yven; ~ble to. diScover the
device, LlVlek satd. Bret A.
Ya~borough,_ ~1, of Elk Grove,
~ahf., who ftmshed a clo~e second
m. the race, was proclmmed the
wmner. .
,
He w_lll. rece1ve the $7,500
scholarshtp ~nstead or ~~e second
place pnze or a $5,000
scholarship. . .
.
Derby offiCJals smd Grone_n
manufactured. the syste~ so 1t
could be acttvated by hts metal
helmet.
.
When th_e youth .wo~Jd p~t. hts
head back m the dnver s po.sttiOn,
t~e. syst?m would be activated,
Lmek smd. . .
. .
.
Derby offtctals satd the devtce
enabled the car ~o be pulled from
the metal sta.rtmg pia~ by an
elee~ro-magnctiC _force, mstea? ?f
gravity as reqUired by offtctal
Derby rules.
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~ttubutir~
Ski Special
Sheepherder
Tom's Surprise
Reuben
Roast BeefS pedal
Pastrami
Corned Beef
Roast Beef
Grilled Cheese
. . Grilled Chili A Cheese
Swiss Cheese

®fftrtugs:

1.30
1.30

1.70
1.70
1.45
1.20
1.20

1.30
.60
.75
.85

Ham&Cheese
Amsterdam Egg
Ham
Provolone
Indra S pedal

1.45
.95
1.25
.85
1.65

Ham & Cheese Torta.
Roast Beef & Cheese Torta
Avocado & Cheese Torta
Avocado & Meat Torta
Cheese Torta

1.30
1.45
1.50

2.10
1.20

lfubrapura
Hours:
"-

.· .,.- ...-:---=

'• .

Friday & Saturday 11:00 a.m.•3:00 a.rn.
Sunday-Thursday 11:00 a.rn.-1:00 a.m.

Telephone 842-6737

1600 Central SE

The Newest Quad System
on the Market

I

'

•

BY

ALPINE DESIGNS
SIERRA DESIGNS
MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS

The Fisher 40.

·AM-FM Radio
·3 Speed Turntable

Multiplex
Tape Deck

2 Year Warranty on Parts & Labor
··Speakers are separate.
Large. s~lection in stotk to choose from.

533 Louisiana SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Phone 265-3807

I
Complete expert ski service with complete rental. shop.
Within walking distance of University

!

Located at the triangle
of Monte Vista and Girard NE (
2931 Mqnte Vista N E 266-6064
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DOONESBURY
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by Garry Trudeau

The Zodi·maniac

JI/ST1~

513CONO/.

:; KNOCK
KNOCJ<I:
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Aries- The• summ(•r romanct• you just
endt>d will af'ft•ct you in various ways. Wateh

I

for

symptom~.

a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oOO 0 0 auo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 oOo ol

~
',,~·.·~
... · . · ! .

'

'

0•

!j

unusual
mod.~rn

q\fts
266-1111

~~
GIFT SHOP

OFFERS:

India

Bedspreads

$3.50-$4.00-$5.00,
mugs, rugs, dresses, blouses,
shirts from India and South
America,
jewelry,
original
posters and many more items!
80% discount for students
on non-sale items. ,

2218 Central SE
(opposite Yale Park)

RROODDQODQOROOQOOODOQQOOQOOODDQQOQOQOOOQDOQQ~

meeting. There are about. 700·750
sLudents to be here. Let's have all
of them at the Kiva Club meeting
so we Cllll plan (Jtll' club's goals
and objectives," Mattin~z said.
The Kiva Club has also electNI
one student scnatm• to ASUNM.
James Nez, also a counselor <1nd a
Navajo, is another person vitally
interested in the Kiva Club and is
an active member.
''We are pleased with your
int!.'r~st in the Univ<:'tsity of New
Mexico and its Indian program.
The club employs a parHime
student administrator and
secretary paid by the club budget
which averages about $5000
annually including special
allocations from the student
senate," Nez says.
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Virgo~ Virginians should loosen lh<'ir belts
and forget what father never told them.

i

'!
I

I

Libra-Your life is hanging in a de lie ate
balance, and it won't take much to tip th~
scales in your favor. So cut out the spaghetti
and meatballs.

II
!

Scorpio-Keep your claws to the grind
~ J
stone and your tail in the air. All the blood
~
will rush to your stinger.
p"
Sagittarius-congratulations! You've just
f~:,
~~~o~~t on the White House enemy list. All

Pisces-People who live in glass houses
.·.
should dress in the bathroom. (By . the <'7: .. ;"'::;:~.
way-are you still working for scale?)
;,;;.:.<.,..... . '
Your Birthday Today: It's no cause for celebration. The
student behind you picks your registration packet and you
find that you have been officially disenrolled. And beware of
telephones eating your dime when you try to call your
parents collect. This all could be prevented by wearing a red
bow-tie in a conspicuous place.
m.

AT
GRAND OPENING

·'

OF

The UNM Counseling Center
does a little more .. than pat
incoming freshmen on the head
and point them in the direction of
the bookstore.
Approximately 1500 students a
year visit the Center. But students
are not the only visitors.
Dr. Sven Winther. director of
the Centet·, said undergraduates,

HIPPO ICE CREAM
1 20 Harvard S.E.

BACK PACKING IS MISERABLE!
WHEN YOUR EQUIPMENT IS MISERABLE
We have a tuff range of equipment for all your back packing needs.

BACK PACKS • SLEEPING BAGS • TENTS • TARPS
TRAIL BOOTS • CAMP STOVES • COOKWARE
TRAIL FOOD • TOPO MAPS • LITERATURE •
CLIMBING GEAR • FREE ADVICE

2421

Albuquerque's Complete
Back Packing Shop
Clearance On Selected Summer Equipment

9s~c~sEt~f~e~9 N.E.
In Cardinal Plaza

266-8113
Discontinued ltems-20-40%

graduate students, faculty and
staff are among those using the
services of the Center.
Winther said, "We are here to
assist the overall educational
function of the university. We
deal with inter-personal problems.
Many times a learning problem
will boil down to an inter-personal
problem."
Winther said the cutrenL
concepf. at UNM of I he•
Counseling Center is ll:U'l'uwly
limited to one of acaclPmie
advisement but this did not
bother him.
"I don't fight that. There are
times when we can give academic
advisement in support or the
various colleges. Each college has
a guidance function and
responsibility to advise students
on their cul1'iculum. We'll h~lp
with that because Wt' have a
responsibility to suppol'l lhe
colleges,'' he said.
Winther stressed lhal hP was
not trying to nl?gatc any of thl?
other eottns,•lin!1 st•rvicPs on
campus. "All eounst'ling St't'Vit'es
aro'> impo1·tnnt.. \Vp Rhould l11P<'t
llw rteNis of people and pkk up a
problem wh<>ri> it's at and run
with if. Counseling is a back-up
sel'VicP t hal gc•ts mol"!' to Uw
indivicht.aPs natur~,'j h(' said.
The Counst>ling Cenll!t" is
staffed by four full-time mernbel's
a 11d three in terns.

attack tumuro dt•<•p within tlw

body, with an intPnsily thn•<•
times as powNful as tlw l'<nt!inP
lilwar acrPh•J·ntor Uh<'d in most
Th~ sophisticated canrC>r hospitals. J)r. Klig<•rman snid that
trraf.m<'nL machine, on<' of onlv tlw tww cl~ViC!' will supplem~nl
23 now under e<mslt·uction ~ ro'r us<' of n srnai!Pl' lin~:u· aCcPl!'ratot·
use in this ll!llion, will be sent (<) thai prod ucPS lower f'n<'rgy rays.
tht> Cancer Cl'ntcr on Llw UNM
'l'hl' Canct>J' Ct>nl<>l' is PI'PM'nlly
campus in April, Canc<'r C<>n ler under comlruction on tlw Nmth
Dir<'ctor Dr. Morton M. Kligc;orman ' Campus in Albuqu~rqu<>, wilh a
said.
Jun~, 1971, opening rial<> sc>t. Tlw
The mn<'h in<' r<'pr<>senls "a JWW $323,000 linear a<'<'<'l(')'nlur
giant St<'p forward in canr<>r will bl' t·t•acl~· fot· us~ br llwn, Dr.
treatment in our statt>,'' Dr, Kligc>rman said.
Klig<>J'man said. "This machhw's
' The~ CanC't11" GPnff'l' fl'''lnhi1inn
most important and uniquP aspPCt is dt·~iglwd along litH'' 'imiJ.,,. to
is its ability to produc<' atomic thos<> of tlw unir;w. h .• lf mil• h>IW
particles at lll million volts for
treatment of C!'l'lain typ<'s uf
tumors rt>:H·lwd only with
difliculty by conventional X-ray
treatment."
The high PnPl'J!Y X -t·;,ys will

Chemistry
Courses
Limited
Staff and budget limitations in
the University of New Mexico
have forced the Department of
Chemistry to cut course offerings
beginning the spring semester of
the 1973·74 academic year, said
Hilde Frick, administrative
assistant or the department.
She said that in the past, the
beginning and second semester
basic chemistry coUTses have been
offered during both semesters.
However.. beginning the sp~ing " ._
.OOmester of the upcoming school
year, the first semester course will
be offered only in the fall. The
follow-up coursl' will be scheduled
only for lhe spring srmPst!.'r.
Besides tlw fr<.'shman cours<>,
the junior-level organic chPmistry
cout·sl'fi also will be affected, Miss
Frick said.
She said thal first semester
freshman chemistry and the fil'sl
scmesl<>r of or~anic ch<:'mislry will
no longer be offcn•d during

linNU' a<'<'<•l<>rator ul llw Clinton P.
An<lPt'>i<lll lll••son Farili!y in Los
Alamos. The> ('entt•r will t\Ht' tlw
Los Alamos f;wility for somt•
trf'nlnwnt :tnd is now b!.'ing usN!
by ( 'ml CPI' Cl'll lt'l' Jl I'I'SOIJ twl fot•
pr<'·c li nil'al <'X tWri nwntal ion.
Tlw "vNy high do<>s<' ralt•" of
!lw llt'W ranc!'l' Crntel' instrument
will pmviclP rapid dt•livt•ry of
t>l1<'t'g~·
lo ck<'p·sl•aled tumors,
p<:'l'llliffinf.( quick ll'<'alnwnt, Dt·, J.
Ed BaJ'JH's, Ct•n tt>r 111('(1 i t•nl
physidbt, s:ud. This will t•nabh•
the C••nlt'l' l.o :~<'1' and lrl'al mOt't>
palit•nl' daily.
An int<'lhc' lw"m of P!Petrons b
llt-c•cJp<)

fur

clPPJlPI"

Hlld

lTIUl'( 1

unifonn ntdiation dos~s. Dr.
Kligt•rnHm snid. Tlw high-volta~-:•·
machin<> will mnk<> lll<>t'l' <•ffrct.ivl'
propos<•<! ll'l'nlmPnl of
dt•••p·M•ntt•d tunwrh, In addition,
UHl

lw·wn11

c.~au b(l "zPl'O(~d

'.l)·patnwnt C'<•nll't' is flw onlv ~lalt•
insf.itution dt•vol••cl sol,;ly to
I'I'St•ar('h and ln•a!nwnt of <'nnePr.
It draws upon llw l')(p!'rtis<> o!'
UNM mt•dit:nl school fueulty, its
own cancr>r S{H'cialists, and
!)hysicinns fmm throughout tht>
st.af.<> who have been invif.cd to
participate in t.J·paf.menl and

in" una

sp<>l'ifil' mt•a to ~P:ll't> normn.J
t.isstt(' ll!'lll'hy. This rro UI'I'S lh<:'
possibility or sidl•·pff<•cf.s in
paLit•nts.
Th<> <'nnc<'l' Cl.'nl<>r's n<>w
instrum<>nf stands SI'VI'n f<><'l high
nnd will rot~t•• nhout a pali<•nl to
t'<'<ll'h various p;u·ls of t.Jw hotly. A
wall of l'ont•n•t<' anrl sl<•l'l fiv<> f<'rl
!hid< will shif•ld th•• I hPl'apii>l and
do1'f or~ from radiation.
Tlw PNJ\1 <'nlH:t'l' Ht•st'al't'h nnd

I'Ps(larch acliviLit:'s.
Carl!'ssm•ss dc>rs more harm
than u want of knowledge,""·
Franklin

It is in genct•nl more p1·ofitablt>
to rl'c.l<on up our dc>fects than to
bousL of our attaimnt>nts.--Carlyle

The Air Force Pilot has it
made. Air Force ROTC
will help you make it.

r

,

Counseling Center Strives
To Aid Entire University

·Technology Aids Cancer Treatment
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Tlw UNJ\1 C"anc<>r R<•r;eareh and

~

Leo--Don't be• such a snagglt>-tooth,
good oral surgeon.

CO)

C>

0 Tt·c>atnwnt C!•nter will rt>c-eiv<• an
..o 18-mil!ion voll linear uccclerat.or
3 fo1· rnn<'C'l' patirmt treatment.

-~

Cancer- Thc•rc• is ll('W evidence that
whatcvt>r you have is your mother's fault.
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1:00 p.m. til we run out
Sunday, August 26, 1973
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Free Ice C_ream
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Capricorn-Jesus was a Capricorn, so
where does that leave you? You have two
alternatives.
Aquarius-Those jugs you've been
carrying around-if you've got them, flaunt
1<1-·
them.

COME ALL

COME ONE

v
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(Continued (rom page 26)
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Gemini-Double your pleasure, double
your fur'!: two in bed are bett~~r than one.
Tlw possibilities are numerous.

Kiva Club
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Taurm -·Taldng life• by Uw horns is a
bunch of bulL Just let it ride.
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summer sessions.
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NewHall
Bookstore
Are Built
In February there was a nuge,
muddy, $4 million hofe that was
formerly Zimmerman Field. Much
of it is still muddy but it is
beginning to fill in.
The site will be the home of a
new Humanities Building, Lecture
Hall and Bookstore.
The Humanities building will
house all the departmental offices
of the English, history and·
philosophy departments.
The building will include 100
'faculty offices, 13 seminar rooms,
offices for gra~uate and teaching
assislan ts ami 35 offices for
work•study.
The Lecture Hall will scat 900
pi.>ople. It will contain two
12fi-SPat classrooms. An addition
to the Lecture Ha II will be the
home of the Audio-Visual Cent<"r.
Construction started on the
two buildings on Jan. 10,
Completion of the Lecture Hall is
scheduled for Dec. 31, 197 3 and
completion of the Humanities
building for April 301 197 4.
The Bookstore will be
completed on May 7, 1974.
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Here's how.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cesflna
150-you're started towards the day when you'll solo in an Air Force jet.
That's only one of the fringe benefits of t.he Air Force ROTC Program. Consider all
this:
·
Scholarships-6,500 of them that. cover full tuition. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus lab and incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.

A_i_r_F_o_rc_e_R_O_T_C______

Interested? Contact_U_N_M
__
at

277-4502

Get your college career ofT the ground in Air Force ROTC.

..' '.
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Tested Street Drug Aren't
What They Claim To Be
Approximately half of the
street drugs tested by the Drug
Resources for University Groups
(DRUG) program are not what
the street sellers claim they are,
DRUG statistics show that buyers
on the street are likely to be sold
fake amphetamine, cocaine and
hallucinogens such as psilocybin
or mescaline.
DRUG is funded by the federal
government to provide chemical
an;~lysis of street and other drugs
and to provide a comprehensive
drug information resource for the
community.
Program director Marcia
Summers said that the chemical
am1lyses of the past four months
indicate "a frightening trend" in
Radio proved dramatically in
1968 that predictions of its death
with the inception of television
· were greatly exaggera led. Sales for
the year hit an all·timc high of
46,081,000 units, excluding car
radios, according to the
Electronics Industry Association.
Life is not so short but that
there is always time enough for
~tesy.--Emerson

substitution and adulteration of
drugs, especially cocaine.
Adulterated drugs are common
and often more harmful than the
drug itself.
"No alleged mescaline samples
we tested this past period were
really mescaline," Summers said,
"Fraudulent claims rates are also
high for supposed samples of
psilocybin, THC, opiates,
amphetamines and cocaine."
'rhe result of such wholesale
adulteration could be associated
with an apparent leveling off in
heroin use and a tremendous rise
in pill use, especially barbituates.
Buyers of these pills usually gd
what they pay for on the street.
DRUG orrers chemical analysis
of any drug found ot' bought,
Names of persons submitting
samples are protect('d. The
analysis is free and the individual
contributing the drug may remain
anonymous,
Other DRUG activities include
education, legislative counseling,
multi-media presentations,
research and evaluation and
volunteer services such as peer
counseling and crisis intervention.

TRINIDAD'S
Rambling Boots
& Shoes
says
it
all

canteibliry Cha:pelYouth HOS"iel
Housed Over 500 In Summer
A youth hostel that has
operated in Albuquerque will
close today after having more
than 500 travelers stay there this
summer.
The youth hostel, located in
the Canterbury Chapel at 425
University, NE wa~ the idea of
Fat.her W. E. Cruse of the church.
Cruse explained' the reason for
the termination of the hostel was
the resumption of school and the
space in which travelers slept
would be in continuous use for
the duration of the school year.
"The idea originated two ynars
ago by the First Presbyterian
Church after the Cambodian l'iolq
here," Cruse explained. "Last
year, they used the University of
Albuquerque but that didn't work
out because of the location and
later when one of the dorms
burned clown, there was no place
for the people to sleep."
Cruse also explained the city
had appointed a committee to set
up a hostel but it had become
defu net and that was when he had
decided to take on the project
himself.
He said they had "bought six
bed pads and installed a shower in
the boiler room" to initiate the
hostel that has accommodated
between "500 and 600" travelers
since its inception in June of this
year.
The majority6f the people that
used the hostel this summer were
fl·om the east. New York and
Massachusetts led in the number
of American travelers staying
there and travelers from France
and Germany leading the numbers
of international travelers. Cruse
said there were more than 150
people from outside the United

I

*OLD TOWN
323 Romero NW no. 1
842-8152

*5011 M_EN~UL NE
255-3633
*UNM BRANCH
101 Cornell SE
266-8383

THE OTHER SIDE ARCADE
( Foosball, Pool, Pinball )
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The 1973-74 Cultural Entertainment Series
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Event

Ticket Prices

Tues., Sept. 25

ALVIN AILEY And His
CITY CENTER DANCE THEATER

$9.00 to $5.00

Wed., Oct. 17

Siberian Folk Festival

$8.00 to $4.00

Date

to

·,
\

I!

Tues., Oct. 23
Rev. Cruse in front of Youth Hostel
States that used the hostel.
A map was put up in the hostel
with pins being used to indicate
the homes of the people that
stayed there.
To publicize the hostel,
handout sheets were distributed
over the campus bulletin boards,
in the dorms and given to the
university police, Gas stations
along the interstate highways were
notified of the hostel's location
and the bus station was also
alerted to the establishment's
functions.
_
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I
Fashions from 1ndia & Mexico
I
Pants from Lee & Envoy
I
Shirts & Sweaters from Cam bri d ge I
I
Leather Purses & Belts
I

I
I
I

1
I
I
1
I
I

TurquoiseJewelry
HeO d Suppll.es

Free Bottle of Body Oil or lotion
with $10.00 purchase.

Travelers could stay in the
hostel for $1 a night with a
maximum of 2 days there, The
hostel was closed during the day
and would accept tenants between
6 p.m. and 10 p.m. Persons had to
be 18-years-old and have
identification to prove their age.
The hostel provided a bed and a
place to shower for those staying
there.
At present, Cruse is trying to
organize a National Youth Hostel
in conjunction with other campus
ministries and the National
Student Association. If Cruse's
plans become reality, travelers will
be able to buy memberships in the
National Youth Hostels around
the .nation.

Fri., Oct. 26

Wed., Nov. 14
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I Collie Draws

; : Contemporary;!
Clothes
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Attention T 0
Dead Master

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO
(UPI)-A collie dog spent a week
unsuccessfully attempting to draw
the attention of passing motorists
to his master's traffic accident, an
Idaho County Coroner Leo
Whitcomb said.
The dog would run 30 feet
down an embankment and sit and
stare at persons who stopped their
cars. Whitcomb said people
thoughthewastryingtogetaway
instead of trying to tell them
something.
Two weeks ago the dog
disappeared. The coroner said a
pickup truck was found Sunday at
the bottom of the embankment.
The driver, an unidentified man,
was d:.:..:ea;;.::d.:....-....,..-,---Democracy is based upon the
conviction that there are
extraordinary possibilities in
ordinary people.-Harry Emerson
Fosdick
·

Fri., Nov. 23

KRASNA YARSK
Broadway Hit Musical

GREASE
BUDAPEST SYMPHONY

$8.00 to $4.00

NO NO NANETTE

$9.00 to $5.00

National Players

COMEDY OF ERRORS

Sat., Nov. 24

TARTUFFE

Thur., Dec. 6

Howling British Farce

NO SEX PLEASE, WE'RE BRITISH

$6.50 to $3.50

Thur. Feb. 14

Broadway Musical Valentine

$9.00 to $5.00

Sat., Apr. 13

TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA
Imogene Coca-King Donovan

PRISONER OF 2ND A VENUE
Carnival of Trinidad

AMBAKAILA
LUIS RIVERA DANCE COMPANY

I

It'
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$6.50 to $3.50

STUTTGART CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Tues., Mar. 26

.t

$5.00 to $3.00

Thur., Feb. 7

Tues., Feb. 19

l r.

$7.00 to $4.00

Subscriptions-Public-$63, $57, $51, $40, $30
Faculty-$57, $51, $45, $35, $25
UNM Students-$24, $21, $18, $15, $12-Single Tickets% Price
Telephone: 277-3121
-

-
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~,.,.,..-

$6.50 to $3.50
$7.00 to $4.00
$5.00 to $3.00,

.
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A wise man knows everything;
u shrewd one, evcrybody,Anonymous
·

Advertisements contain the
only truths to be ~cUed on in a
ncwspapcr.-Jcfferson
No sensible person ever made
an apology.-Emerson
Adversity introduces a man to
himself,-Anonymous

by Garry Trudeau'

DOONESBURY

THOUGHTS
A degenerate nobleman or one
that is proud of his birth is like a
turnip. There ls nothing good of
him but that which is
undcrground.-Butlcr

7o #PM1:
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IIARP!IV
!G 6t?l'llNG A P!VORCF:
FROM /<llCIIEt.l
,
11{A1'S ll
FINAL. '\_
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10 01/R. REGIILI/RLY
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81<040CA5T.
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Behind an able. man there are
always other able men.-ChirJeSe
Proverb
Men show their superiority
inside; animals outside,-Russian
Proverb

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
81/T fll/3 51/U
111/VfJ '1/i/0 1{01/RS

1H6 CHilli<
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We've movedl And as an lnlroductlon to
our new locallon Angel Eyes are y, price
Ihis month! I
,
Whal better price of time lo J:!ecome ac-1• •
quainled wilh the latesl in eye fashion.
Don't be lhe last to have beau!Hul eyes.
Also give our semi-permanent lASH
KITS a lry. Kils for upper and lower. They
are exclusively Angel Eyes. Fun to tryNol hard lo use
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Cinelli Heads New Office
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Arlene Cinelli

CALL ANGEL EYES

EXPERTS IN EYE BEAUTY
NEW LOCATION

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

2413 WYOMING N.E.
In lhe Pete Golden ReallY Bldg.

.JJ!'-"'':'.-:"'v 16

81/T ON!i PAY Slfli ~/l£111
liP ANO FO(JNf) 1JIA1 tlfe

ANiJ..,'

WAS NOT'THG /lAPP/NeSS
SHE HAP 1HOI/6HT IT. rT

eoNK£1? ...
BONXER?

RUEP {(lf'fH /JtSPIIfli!
35 YEARG OF iiARIJ,

BONK&!<,
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r
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"It's a pilot program but I
think it will work."

In a major effort to improve communication between ASUNM and a
public that includes the university administration and the New Mexico
legislature, Ross Perkal, ASUNM President, has increased the public
relations budget allocation of $1200 for 1972-73 to $12,000 for
1973-74.
The first change in the ASUNM public relations program is the hiring
of Arlene Cinelli as a full time public relations director..
Cinelli, a senior journalism major, feels the new program is basically a
test but is optimistic about the future.
"Right now it's really a pilot program but I think it will work. What
I'm doing now is essentially the work of the Public Information Office
but it is concentrated solely on ASUNM.
"Ross (Perk a!) felt that the old way of simply giving the information
to PIO r.esulted in communication breakdowns. The PIO isn't as
attuned to the workings of ASUNM as a student is," Cinelli said,
PresenUy Cinelli is working alone but she is in the process of forming
a 20-member committee,
"The committee members will be assigned to different organizations
on campus, such as the women's center, Agora, Speaker's Committee
and others, and will report to me on the publicity needs of the
organizations.
"For this year I have an $8000 budget to spend on publicity for
various groups," Cinelli said.
Cinelli will also be working closely with the statewide Associated
Studomts of New Mexico.
"UNM is the only school with a full-time public relations director in
student government and because of that we feel that a coordinated
public .relations effort can best be headquartered here.
"We will attempt to impress upon the legislators our goals for the
year. I feel that we can work much better with the Legislative
University Study Committee than we have in the past,
"The committee has new, younger members that are concerned with
students and not just the administration. I think we can really work
with them," Cinelli said.

No Nudes Is Good Nudes
PERRANZABULOE,
ENGLAND (UPl)-The village
council of this little Cornish
holiday resort turned down a
request for nude bathing on its
beach Monday.
Chairman Len Leah said 99 per
cent of the letters received by Ute
First ruler to consolidate the
Slav tribes was Rurik, leader of
the Russ, who e.~lablished himself
at Novgorod in 862 A.D .. He and
his immediate successors had
Scandinavian affiliations.

Council had been against nude
bathing. The Council also received
a petition signed by 1,187
residents against the idea, he said.
Two were in favor, both men.
The Nat.ional Gu~rd of the
United Statlls originated with the
Old North Regiment of the
Colonial Militia in Massachusetts
in 1636. It is the oldest military
force in the country and has
participated in all U.S. wars and
con Oicls from the Revolutionary
War to the Vietnam wnr.

Class Five Camping Equipment ·- Peter Storm Foul Weather Gear
Wilderness Trail Supplies-Trail Foods
Canoe & Kayak Accessories

GET AWAY TO IT ALL

lC you ~e never thought of owning a
canoe or kayak, think about it now.
Canoeing offers you everything from
the quiet pleasure of fishing in an

3:
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CANOES, KAYAKS AND BOATS

isolated mountain Jake to the c;xcltc· -"
)'t
menl o( white water ~lver running, -.l
J:IINS 01.
D. RIVERS
Come. consider the poaslbUitlea amone. 0
our selection of sleek Old Town and
($)
In the MINI-MALL
!'~fka::~~~rmance Products, eano..
C't:NTRAL SE 842-9081
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ADDISON-WESLEY
Books for the Engi~eering
Student
FEYNMAN
LECTURES QN PHYSICS
This three-volume work is based on lectures
delivered by Professor Feynman given as a
two-year course at California Institute of
Technology. Carefully edited to retain the
experimental flavor, the arrangement is nontraditional, and takes advantage of the 1ncreasing mathematical maturity of students.
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How would Sherlock Holmes
''The CuI t of Sherlock
have conducted the Watergate Holmes," to be colorfully
investigation?
"illustrated" by internationallyThis and other provocative known Holmes scholar John
topics will speark the UNM Bennett Shaw of Santa Fe, is but
Libraries' new monthly lecture one of a wide range of subjects to
series to begin September 11 and be explored.
continue through May. The series
Authorities in the humanities
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Just S Minutes from Campus
4201 Central NE
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In three hardback volumes
Vol. I Mainly Mechanism,
Radiation and Heat s9. 9 5
Vol. II Mainly Electromagnetism
and Matter s9.95
Vol. Ill Quantum Mechanics

$a.5o

Also available in three-volume
paperback set.
Complete set.
s14.95

I
I
II

We honor BankAmericard and
Master Charge
. r;;!'-1

1 401

Wyoming N.E.

fll

Phone 265-7981
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TRUKKERS* ... YOUR
LACE IN THE HOLE FOR
COMFORT.

SADDLE UP! THE SADDLE
SHOE REDONE FOR '73!
Take the rage of the fifties,
add a higher heel and a bump
toe and you've got the rage of
the 70's. Bass does 'em to
wear and wear and wear . .
looking better with each
wearing. In tan and brown,
or blue and cream with thick
red crepe soles. Men's, 26.95.
Women's, 21.95.

Campus oxfords with soft
cushioned insoles to buy
now and have 'em in shape
come back-to-school time.
Wrapped crepe sole for comfort.
Speed laces to save time.
Men's sizes in brown or tan.
Worn
sizes in blue or
tan suede.

16.95.

Bool~s
......

I

~

out-of-state, will discuss: the
avant-garde theatre; southwestern
music, folklore, and history; Latin
American collections; use of the
archives in research; and personal
experiences in writing, publishing
and travelin~r.
The first -speaker will be Roger
Shugg, retired director of the
UNM Press, who will ·reminisce
about his career.
Lectures will usually be held on
Monday evenings in the Clinton P.
Anderson Room of UNM's
Zimmerman Library at 7:30 p.m.
They will be followed by coffee
and questions.
. John F. Harvey, dean of library
services, will preside at the series
which is co-sponsored by the
UNM Friends of the Libraries, the
Genera! (Zimmerman) Library
and the Librar.ies of Law and
Medical Sciences.

Metaphysical

I

lo Stock At
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Library Lecture series Planned
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Open 10-6 Daily
(Closed Sunday)
BROTHERHOOD
OF
LIFE
110 Dartmouth SE

HERE
Copper is Quicker

A Real Selection In Hot Dogs

-

t:-

255-8980

dunham trukkers
AN

cA:Infac COMPANY

Use your Rhodes Option Charge or Master Charge. Coronado Center: Louisiana & Menaul. Mon. thru Sat., 9:30 to 9:00; Sun., 12 Noon to 5 p.m.
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Martin's Got Them
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Students Find Meal Costs Increase

..

Ih ANITA Mf'l'CHE<:LI,
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Prices Not Hubject
prir<'s an• nol sub_it>et to
lh<> l~+••·~t> IJ<•caust' lhurc is some
pork 1n t.h<' hot clogs hut WP ar(•
trying to .hold down costs by
volunw buying. Wr an• also trying
to buv as much us we can before
the p;icE's go any higher especially
non-perishablt> items.
Because we have bought
through a constant supplier for a
long time he is trying to take care
of us in ~very way he can so we
really have no shortage of supplies
as y<:>L. PricE's however, are rising
with almost every order."
Meanwhile, meat prices have
caused Harry Kramer of Henry's
Hamburgers, 1916 Central S.E. to
drop chicken from his menu.
Although the price of
hamburgers hasn't risen yet,
Kramer said he feels this is a
strong possibility.
"Ow

Cow Pro,•cssed
"AI ri1·st W(' ll'iNI buyi11g n
who 1<.' cow und having it
proccss<•d, but that just lasted a
we<'k or two," he said. "Now we
have found another suppliN
though l.hr m<'at isn't quilt' as
Meat Supplier Out Of Business Until September (Photos by Dave Carmichael)
good. However, il 's the best W<'
can g<'t now."
nsmg costs or getting wholesale able to g..t link sausage for almost on the average during the summer.
Ther>.> is a possibility that beef Casu Luna no longPr sl'rves a month."
In September, Loren Keller,
hambur!(et· pric••s at Frontier may meatballs with its spaghetti
Kt"rry Morris, manager of the owner, said he sees the possibility
be incrpasing hy about a nickel a specials. Customers must now pay new Indrapura Restaurant which of being forced to increase prices
piece soon, Villc!(as said,
$.15 t'xira per meatball to go with
is replacing Bhuddu's Sandwich again.
Prices aL the Casa Luna theirspaghetti.
Shop, complains that he cannot
Reslmn·ant, 2004 Central S.E.,
get fresh meat.
Hot Dogs Increase
have already increased over the
Pizzas Expensive
"The only thing we can geL at
"We have tried to -absorb
pa.~t month between a nicke.l and
"Pizzas too arc an expensive this time is frozen pre-cooked increases in many ways," Keller
said, "But we can't absorb it all
a dime serving, and another price proposition," Jaramillo said. "The meat," he suid.
hike is being considered, A!t•x prict>s of all the meat used on
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central and must pass on some of the
Jaramillo, mmlngl'l'snid.
pizzus like pepperoni, sausagl', Pic. S.E., has already increased price hikes to the students. In the

Stocks Up Ham
"We have stocked up a lot of
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We've added a complete electric shop to the
finest selection of Acoustic guitars in the
Southwest!
..;' We now carry such names as:
Gibson, Guild, Rickenbacker, Hiwatt,
Peavey, Sonax, Farfisa, Maestro
and are proud to announce as the latest
additions from England, Sound City amplifiers
and the Fantastic Mellotron-the ultimate in
keyboard instruments!

Yes, the Mellotron
400 is now available.
Right here in the U.S.
The amazing new
English keyboard
instrument you've
been hearing about.
Now the full effect
of an orchestra is now
at your fingertips
through the use of
pre-recorded tapes, achieving
the sounds of instruments such as
violins, cellos, flutes, brass and vocals.

})Pl'

pO\md.

t1f<·

Mellotron

c

tlH•

nH.ldt pri<.'Pt-, havP ri~i:•n 30 to 40

1'1:-.t.p.· .• r.t

m<111ai.!P.I'S in
ot.b(••· .~h'H lllJ.!€'S

OVt-•r

Dairy qu<•o•n is not lhc• 'only
onp having lrouhiP with hot <logs.
At Tijuana Ta~o. JK:30 Lomas
N.J<:., E ..K Frankhn, owni'I. and
managl'r, ha" two micro <Jvc•ns
sitth1g in storng<:' lwcm\sP he• cun't•
g<'t any bot dog;, locally.
Pric•<'s at Dt•r Wil•n<•rsclmitzc>l,
,J21)1 Central N.E .. incn•asl'd two
W<'Pks ago hy ·1 per wnt.
"'l'!wrc· i;, a ;lrong po,,I!Jility
we will haH· to go up again,"
If~nk !If.'awn, mamtl!<'l' baid. "In
t.lw p;~st. momh our suppliPr's

In Lnlkin~ wilh sc•vc•ral
l'P!')t<tllrant ownvl'.tl ,and tnan~lg'(•l'h in
tlw univc•1·sily <tl'<'·a slwrta!(<>s and
rising whol<'snlc> c·ost.s arP J'or<"ing
Llwm to inci·c•ai:l' thd1· pricPs some
just to IJt'QUk c•vr·n.
fhP~- SP('Jll

!·H) !H'f (~Pnt

*Complete line of
strings and accessories
*Repair work done
reasonably
*Guitar lessons by
highly qualified
teachers

SoundCi1y

Amps

Over 1 00 models of acoustic guitars in
stock. Names such as Guild, Martin,
Gibson, Ovation, Pimentel, Alvarez,
Yamaha, Epiphone, Madeira, & many
others, all available in 1 2 strings, classicals, and 'flat tops.

2212 CENlRAL. SE
(Across from UtJM) 266- Z338

'They're Difficult to Bool(, but.

4.~ Ed. Note: Alvin Ailey and
~

sunlnH•l'. ••

f01· HUI11 m<•l· v;wa I. ion.

Pl'i(•(•s.

~

wlwl<'std<' hav<' ,HIIllJlPd ::Jtj 1wr
C<'lll. Hot dogh :lion<• hm'<'

J'o1· tlw t'alt i<'I'IJJ no dm1bt have•
aln•udy cliS<'OV<'I'Pci costs of rntmg
out havP inC'I'<'as<'cl since th<'y lc•rt

by no nwnns
ni'P planninU
prk·<' lul,<·~
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Spare
Change
by Charles Andrews

Lik<' tlw State Fnik' and "Mary
Poppins," I'm ha<lk a[!"ain.
g
Among thoso of you who WPI'C
here
year bcforC' last and l'C!Ca!l my
·~
name,
this news muy elicit u
::0
There arc uncertainties in
yawn or a del:erminat.ion not to
~ booking nationally and
pick up the Lobo this year. I'm
z internationally known
the
guy who believes in good
• p~rformances, Broadway musicals
flicks nnd rock and roll, and that
~ and symphonies from as f m· away
news of a new Aretha Franklin
S'n as Budapest.
album or Bertolucci film is of
P:,
You have to engineer toms lo
equal
or greater int.(')'est to many
intersect Albuqul'rqu<', deal with
students
as what the student
cantlellations, . and then mayb('
senaiC' or the football team did
resclwdule tbc act you thought
yesterday.
you had lost.
UNM has nlways b<'<'n
W illi;lm Martin, Dir<>cior of
AlbuquNque's
cultmal oasis; with
Popejoy Hall, is in charg~ of these
few exceptions, if the university
mant•uvers for UNJ\1's Cultural
community doesn't makt• it
Enli'rtainmenl Serirs.
happen, it won't happen. As
This year ht>'s book<'d Alvin
UNJVI 's daily nt>wspaper, the Lobo
Ailey's City CentC'r Dance
has the obligation to repok:t on
Theater--he's been trying for five
and renect this involvement in the
years to get it; Krasnayarsk, a
arts and media.
Siberian Folk Festival, on!' of few
As Lobo Arls & Media Editor, I
performing groups sent out by the
have the impossible task of trying
Russian State Department; and
to cover this area thoroughly.
Grease, a Broadway satire on
Impossible, because even if I were
1950's rock and roll that has
to discover all that's going on
able
play~d New York for two and a
within
the university community
half years.
and
the
rest of Albuquerque, it
That fills out the program
would take every inch of a daily
through October. Performances
publication the size of the Lobo
are scheduled for the rest of the
to get it all into print.
,
year.
To do even an adequate job,
"Top flight," Martin describes
I'm going to need some help, from
THE
ALVIN
AllEY
AMERICAN
DANCE
THEATER.
the season. He has 13 events lined
you out there in Readcrland.
up but still there is the
And part of an attractive season practically impossible to divert to Mainly in two ways: news and
uncertainty: What will draw a is breaking even.
Albuquerque.
reviews.
good crowd?
''We're just not on the
It's common knowledge that
"The Los Angeles Philharmonic
cost $12,000 a year ago, and now throughway as far as agency most people aren't motivated to
"If I Knew ..• "
is up to $15,000. That's a 25 per touring programs go. Even though lend a hand unless there's
"If I knew that I'd be the cent increase in one year.
Popejoy Hall is an excellent Something In It For Me. Okay,
richest man in the world," Martin
"We've been offered the facility, we arc far enough from. I'm going to show you that there
said. "Nobody can forecast what London Symphonic Orchestra for other places that routing can be is.
will go over, A handful of
difficult.
First, news. Sure, it's the
optimists invest in a Broadway next year with Andre Previn
"Generally we can't get a show responsibility of the journalist to
conducting.
That
will
cost
production they think is good,
unless it's already playing Phoenix go out and dig up the news. But
and it closes the next night. They $15,000. That's 25 per cent of and Tucson, or El Paso and
every college newspaper is
our
budget.
But
it's
a
rare
event.
think they have a hit but the
Amarillo.
necessarily more of an exercise in
obligated
to
take
it.
We're
almost
public says 'no.' "
"We wanted the San Francisco journalism than a complete
For
something
that
good
we
can
Popejoy, at least, has a record
frame the rest of the season Ballet Company this year. Their newspaper operation. Even the
of success.
fee is high enough· ·$10,000-and most dedicated/demented of us
"Last year we played to a around it."
in addition to that they wanted can devote only part of our time
capacity house on eight out of 12
$6500 round trip air fare.
and energies, and as always
Problems
programs. Overall for the season
"We'll have to wait until they (especially in the beginning of the
Martin
deals
in
acts
that
are
we averaged 95 per cent. I'd call
play Phoenix and Tucson.
year) we're drastically
that a success. I hope this season very hard to book. They are not
"An act we did book, Joseph understaffed. We haven't got the
only
expensive,
sometimes
they're
is equally attractive."
Papp's musical adaptation of people or the time to be daily
Shakespeare's 'Two Gentlemen of pounding on the door of every
"GREASE"
Verona,' cancelled before we'd office and classroom on this
printed the schedules. The touring campus which has some
agency wasn't able to secure dates involvement in the arts or media.
in Amarillo so we though we'd We don't even know of all the
doors which should be pounded
lost it.
upon.
Confusion
But you know who you are.
"We booked the Budapest
And
you probably wouldn't be
Symphony to replace it. Then
doing what you're doing unless
they called us three days later and you think it's worthwhile. So let
said they had found an extra date. us know about it, by memo or
"Since we'd already booked the publicity sheet through campus
replacement they offered us 'Two mail, by phone, or by dropping in
Gentlemen' at a reduced rate. So to chat. Don't just sit around and
now we have both performances." gripe that Popejoy Hall and the
The contracts alone for this Guild theater get all the coverage
year's programs cost $70,000. while your worthy efforts go
Labor and promotion pushes the unnoticed. They make themselves
total bill to over $100,000. Ticket
available and always let us know
costs run as high as nine dollars far in advance what they're doing.
for the Alvin Ailey dance group.
"But we're able to give I'm not promising every recital,
discounts to UNM students since
the student senate usually
provides us with a certain amount
of money.
"Last year they gave us
$29,000 to bring in cultural
programs. The money is used to
offset the losses from discount
Commercial art will be the
ticket sales."
University students pay less main subject of this fall's Art for
than half the regular prices for Youth pmgram offered to junior
season tickets. For individual and senior high school studertts by
events the discount still amounts the UNM department of Art
Edut".ation.
to 50 or 60 per cent.
The 1 2-weck course will begin
Sept. 13 and meet for two hours
50-50
"Our audiences have beert on Thursday evenings.
The class will be taught by Jan
remarkably consistent at 50 per
Ar1·ington, a practicing
commercial artist.
(Continued on page 52)
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His City Centl.'r Dane!.'
Theater, originally sdwduled
for Popejoy Hall on RPpt. 26,
has hN•n movPd up a day to
TttPsday, Sept. 25, DiJ.·pctor
of Popejoy Hall William
.Martin mmounced yesterday.

• •

!WL <'Xhibit and !(UeSt lt'cltu'PI' '.\k!i
!(<•t rqual COV<'I'ag<' with ;\ lvin
Ai!Py o1· Rod Si<'wart, but \ ou
can bet if we don't know almut it
it won't even make "Campus
No iPs."
R<•vicws. The Lobo publi··lws
r<'views of albums, books, moviPs,
concerts, plays and LhC' li!w. All
Uws<' Lhi ngs cost money, but if
you think the Lobo buys all those
books and albums and liclwls you
h avt>n't look<'d at our hud~(et
Vt'rsus operating costs. Yt•s,
Vir!(inin, the Lobo lws many
S n n tn Clauses (as opposPd to
Sugnr Daddies, who <'X)H.'ct
something sweeL in r<'turn i'or
theit· favors), Record and h11ok
<'Ompani<'s send us sumpl<'s, and .it
usually tnkes no more than a
phom• call to ih<1nters to get. a pair
of tickets for the pu1·pos<• of
reviewing their current ofl't>J'ing.
No promises or even suggestions
o f favorable reviews arc ever
mad~; l.hcy take their chances.
Indeed, we've been blackballed hy
u couple of organizations in the
past because their free samples
rarely resulted in good reviews.
(They rarely had good offerings.)

If you read or listen or wutch
nnd then discuss it with friends
and enemies, and feel you could
put your critiques down on paper
in a readable form, why not give
your worthy opinions greater
circulation through the Lobo? For
one thing, when it's in print, no
one can interrupt or argue back
(except in the form of nasty
letters to the editor). Depending
upon your ego needs, what may
be even more enticing than
UNM-widc fame for your critical
powers is the prospect of getting
those tickets, albums, or books,
for which you were bound to shell
out anyway, for free. If you
review it, you get to keep it.
There are other areas for which
we're seeking reviewers which
don't have the freebie angle, for
example art exhibits and
television. For these you would
receive cash payment, probably
equal to what our reporters
receive, which ain't gonna make
you rich. But you'll have the
satisfaction of knowing that if
you didn't do it, it probably
wouldn't get done.
Don't be put off by the notion
that only experienced journalists
can get things published in the
Lobo. Two years ago when Scot~
Beaven walked into the office
with movie review in hand he'd
never had any experience with
newspapers; the next year wh"'n I
left he took over my position as
Lobo Arts & Media Editor, and
now he's a star reporter for the
Journal with frequent front page
bylines. ('Course, it . didn't hurt
any that he's a gifted writer and
the best film critic this side of the
Hudson River.)
You'll never know till you try.

U Offers Commercial Art
In Art For Youth Course
She will concentrate prim,nily
on layout t.cchniques, but also will
present an overview of the various
techniques and skills necessary to
become a commercial artist.
The fee for the course is $35.
Registration muy be completed by
mail by writing to the UNM art
education department, or by
calling that department office on
campus at 277-4112 or 277-5300.
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Didion Is Praised, Mailer Is Mediocre
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celebrities holed up in a resort
we sec contemporary
:<
reputation as a major American eyes
town who while their time away 8
(;'
Hollywood, bored and decadent,
1'1 U \lOS I Uti!LLI \\I \0\ II Ill I Ill I I Ill
0
writer. She has a blunt, terse tinged with a sardonic sense of
by swapping (you guessed it!)
~MAILER
t:l
writing style that will unreality. •rormented by a recent
bedmates and drugs. The back
undoubteelly spark a host of abortion, hut more, one suspects,
cover promised that "no novelist ~
~
imitators, hut few of th<Jm will be by the general emptiness of her
of recent years has explored the
r0
able to match the graceful
worlds of sex and sensuality as ~
life,
the
actress
watche~ in
C'
<
economy of her prose.
boldly as has Mailer," and while
0
brrowing
despair
while
her
friends
This novel about a small-time
this may have been true in 1955,
and
husband
swap
bedmates
and
Hollywood actress married to a
when this book was first
rising director was made into a drugs.
publishecl, it is certainly not true
~
The book is marred by the {act
reasonably good movie last year. that many of the characters
"'
now.
Even if you have seen the movie, appear one-dimensional, an
Mailer writes about decadence
1
~
the book is worth reading, simply inherent flaw in this type of
not with the frank despair of Joan
....
to study Didion's incomparable narrative style- Didion attempts to
Didion, but rather with a certain
..,~
tight-lipped prudishness which has
style.
(J.)
correct this in the prologue, by
The chapters are very short, having each of the main characters
unfortunately come to be a
sometimes no more than a few speak for themselves. This merely
characteristic of certain facets of
Jl\ '1:1 W \1 "I lOll ill' H1 \ ill \Ill
paragraphs, but the au thor serves to distort the clarity of the
his writing.
manages to convey in these {ew rest of the book by introducing
In short, if you are not already
paragraphs what another au thor conflicting voices in a novel that
addicted to Norman Mailer, don't
would take several pages to should be viewed only through
start with "The Deer Park_"
demonstrate_ The character of an the eyes of the main character.
Mailer's journalistic novels,
unhappy woman, cruising the Los Other than this, Didion has
particularly "Armies of the
Angeles freeways in her Corvette, written an eminently readable
Night," make for a much better
watching her friends and marriage
introduction to his works_
If you are already addicted, Miller, which might make for
disintegrate, is delineated with novel.
impressive skil). Each short scene,
you might as well buy the book. more interesting reading if Mailer
* *
a scrap of conversaiion here, a
The more you already know had actually met Marilyn Monroe.
"PLAY IT AS IT LAYS""THE
DEER
PARK"-Norman about Mailer's personal life, the Most of the male characters
moment of reflection there, all
Joan Didion (Ban tam/$1.25
combine like pieces of a mosaic to Mailer (Berkley /$1.25 paperback). more pleasure you will derive consist at least partially of Mailer
paperback).
"The Deer Park" is one of from reading it. There is a good as he is, was, or would like to have
create a haunting, if slightly
"Play IJ As It Lays" has
one-sided character, Through her Norman Mailer's earliest novels_ It portrait of his second wife, in the been.
established Joan Didion's
has been released in soft cover just character of Elena, to whom one
If you like Mailer then you'll
recently, apparently in an effort of the characters says, "Must you like this book, and if you don't, it
worship stupidity as if it were won't make you like him any
to capitalize on Mailer's recent
your patron saint?" Ironically better. The most that can be said
notoriety.
"This selfishness in love-making
enough, the book is dedicated to for it is that it gives a hint of
One
tends
to
think
of
Mailer
as
LEEK, ENGLAND (UPJ)- is demonstrated partly in an
being
either
very
good
or
Mailer's second wife, whom he Mailer's perennial (and as yet
Englishmen should be given unwillingness to listen and an
unfulfilled) promise of becoming
lessons in love to make up for inability to cope with problems absolutely atrocious, but in this later stabbed, not fatally. Two of
a very great writer.
the
other
characters
resemble
book
he
is
only
rather
mediocretheir amazing ignorance in sexual and partly in the Englishman's
-Gail Gottlieb
The
book
deals
with
a
relatively
Marilyn
Monroe
and
Arthur
techniques, the. Rev, Michael ignorance about sexual techniques
uninteresting set of Hollywood
Pollitt, Dean of Leek, said in his
in marriage," he said.
parish magazine Monday_
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Jonson Play Praised
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English Need Love Lessons
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AMERICAN
BANK OF
COMMERCE

FTiil·
_ .. --•-uc-•-

A member of the BSI family.
''Banks helping banks help people.''

We Are In The SUB To Serve You Better

Sweet Cha·rity Is Big, Brassy And Good

A one-hour drama about Ben
Jonson, a contemporary of
William Shakespeare, has received
top reviews for the UNM faculty
member who wrote it.
Associate professor David
McPherson, of UNM's English
department, says the work will be
videotaped this fall at Temple
University, Philadelphia, by
Thomas Markus.
Markus directed "0 Rare Ben
Jonson" at Ashland, Ore., this
summer for the Institute of
Renaissance Studies. It was part
of the Oregon Shakespearean
Festival, where McPherson
lectured as part of a celebration of
Jonson's 400th birthday.
The dram a tells, largely in
Jonson's own words from his
corned ies, masks and versus, the
pungent views of a 17th Century
playwright overshadowed by his
drinking buddy, WiU Shakespeare.
The drama features five actors,
v•:.,,. :,
two musicians and a singer. The
poem by Jonson that probably is
best known is "Drink to Me Only
With Thine Eyes," and emerges as
an instant hit with modern
audiences.
McPherson said the use of
music and singing helps keep the
production going. "Working with
Markus was quite an experience. I
learned more about the craft of
drama from participating in this
production-rewriting, cutting,
and so forth-than I ever had
before_"

Nl.'il Simon's "Sweet Clnu·ity,"
produeed by the Albuqu<:rqu<>
Civic Light Opera Association is a
big, brassy show-and thoroughly
enjoyabl<'.
Mary Aynn Clark, wbill' not the
b<.>st of singers, is superb in her
dancing and acting so Lhat shl.' is
entirely believable and charming
as the girl "who wanted to be
loved-"
Also excellent in the cast were
P au I Ba ny as Oscar, the
claustrophic wlio almost marries
Charity; Jolln Bakas as Vidal, the
movie idol; Fred Maio as Daddy
Brubeck; and Denise Watson nnd
Ann Elder as Charity's two
friends, Helen and Nicltie.
One of the catchiest scenes in
the show was the "Big Spender"
number where the "Fan-Dango
Ballroom dance hostesses" were
draped in various poses over a bar

Markus will co-direct the
videotaping at Temple, with a
colleague who is a specialist in
televised drama. "With additional
camera angles, clissolves and so
forth it really ought to come
alive," McPherson said. "I hope to
see the production become a
teaching device, for high school as
well as college students."
McPherson is a long-time fan of
Jon son, a burly, often-abusive
personality almost as well known
for his tavern talk as for his verse
and comedy.
Shakespeare the playwright was
also an actor, an Elizabethan
gentleman of property and a man
who seemed so occupied with
work that little really personal
survives about him, McPherson
- said.
McPherson did his dissertation
on Jonson at the University of
Texas, Austin, where he received
his Ph-D. in 1966, after receiving
his M_A_ there in 1962. His B.A. is
from Hardin-Simmons University
_;_
in1957.

(a round sl<>nd<:l' one and not t!H'

Dorothy Fields, was produced and
dirt>clcd by Hobin HuhNt. It was
staged und choreographed by Jim
'l~aylor with musical direction by
Doug Hill and lighting and scenic
design by John Michael Deegan.
The show will run in Popejoy
Hall tonight, tomorrow night,
Aug. 31, and Sept. l. a~ 8:15p.m.
Sunday, Aug. 26, is a 2 p.m.
matinee. Tickets a1·e $4,50, $3.75
and $3. There is a $1 student
discount .
-Kat11y PtQcek

d1·inking typo:) nt llw front of tlw
stag<'.
Also outstanding wNe thc>
"Rich Man's Frug" danced in the
stark black and while Pomp<:ii
Club, and Bl'idgct Holloman as the
lead Crug dancer.
Bakns Best
John Bakas, siuging "Too Ma11y
Tomorrows," was hy far t.lw best
singer in the cast,
Also eye-catchers were "If My
Fril)llds Could See Me Now," sung
by Charity with top hat and
walking stick, and "Rhythm of
In 1922 the roof of the
Life" sung by Daddy Brub~>ck and Knickerbocker Theater collapsed
his psychedelic Rhythm of Life in Washington, D,C_; 98 killed.
Church-goers.
But while the singing was
Beginning in April, 1923, the
important, the show was primarily first sound-on-film talking
a dancer's show, and there was pictures (vaudeville shorts) were
plenty of good dancing.
shown by Lee de Forest ut Rivole
"Sweet Cba!'ity," with music Theatre, New York, N.Y.
by Cy Col<>man and lyrics by

--~-----~---~~--------------·
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On Jan. 24, 1934, bank .robbers
John DiUinger, Charles Makley,
I
Russel Clark and Harry Piepont
I
were captured in Tucson, Ariz.
with $36,000- Dillinger was jailed
I
at Crown Point, Ind., and the
others at Lima, Ohio. Dillinger
I
and Herbert Youngblood escaped
March 3. Dillinger was shot to
I
death July 22 outside a movie
I
house in Chicago by FBI agents in
Port Huron Mich.
I
I
I
I
I
Corduroy I
I
JEAN
I
I
BELLS
I
with
I
I
CUFFS
I
$12.00
I
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I
MENS
I
SHOP II
21 20 Central S.E. I
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ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents in Concert

Monday, September 3 (Labor Day)
8:00p.m. University ofNew.Mexico Arena
Reserved Seats-Student Discount Tickets on sale now
at SUB Box Office

·---------------------------·
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(Continued {rom page 48)
ham and cheese," he said, "And a
lot of frozen meats. However, we
can't keep hamburger more than
three or ·four days. Once made
into patties even frozen
hamburger will begin to dehydrate
if kept longer.
"I'd like to keep the prices
down for the students. I don't
want to raise my prices but I'm
afraid I'm going to have to,"
Meat shortages are not the only
scarcity restaurant owners are
wonied about.
0 ne of the other shortages
which l'ach complained of
without cxc€'ption was vegetable
shortening,
Though many of thP
r<'staurants have a supply in a
warehouse for now, <mel' that
supply is us<>d up vegetabl<'
shortening cannot be purchased
locally wholesalC' at this time. This
is tru<• for many oil-based
products.
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Meatballs Cost Extra, Pizzas an 'Expensive Proposition'
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~Alumni. Association Board Urges

Meal Costs Increase
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Chicken Affected
On menus everyw~ere this will,
of course, affect chmken, french
fries or anything else which
requires deep fat frying,
At Tijuana Taco where retail
price increases of 13 per cent go
into effect today, Franklin is not
sure if he can get his 800-pound
bean order by the weekend.
"Evidently on top of
everything else there is some sort
of bean shortage too," he said.
Prices are putting many food
supplies almost out of reach,
Milk prices are causing many
problems for Dairy Queen.

z

Meatless Menus
"'
However, meatless menus are :!!
no bargain either with egg and ~
cheese prices on the rise,
n
Gloria Frym of Sundance Cafe, §'
a natural foods restaurant, t::1
complains of food hikes on other ~;:
"'
than meat.
~
"Prices are doubling and t"
tripling on us," she said. "A 50 8pound sack of onions fo1· instance, -0
has risen in price wholesale 30 per ~
cent in the last six months.
~
''Eggs are skyrocketing, too, so i!l.
we're trying to cut down a bit on .,.
our elm use in recip<>s. Veg<'tahles r
have gon1• up too as well as cheese tO
and milk.
_,
"As a co-op we don't operate "'
on a pwfi t at all. We jusL want to
brenk ev<•n. Yet, to do this WP had
to incr('ase our prices last
weekend.
Higher Prices
"Higher wholesale prices are
rPally hitting us hard."
To absorb some of the
increasing costs many owners and
managers arc seriously considering
shorter hours or closing one extra
day though none have made any
final decisions,
Without exception they feel
students will understand the price
hikes are necessary and needed.
All feel too that if and when
wholesale prices go down their
prices will go down accordingly.
''We're not out to skin
anyone," Keller of Dairy Queen
said. "We're just here to make a
living."

Milk Increases ·
"We are dependent on dairy
products," Keller said, "and
(Continued from page 49)
because of the milk increases, I
think the clays of the dime ice cent students and 50 per cent
cream cone are just about gone. general public. We couldn't put on
Currently we are serving them the performances without the
strictly as an accomodat.ion to public ticket sales.
families with children and we're
''Part of the university
just breaking even. But when we philosophy is that Popejoy is a
start losing money on them we'll joint university and community
have to take them off of our operation," he said,
menu.
Performances are offered to the
"We are faced with either public as a service, and to raise
raising prices or cutting portions enough money to book expensive,
on many of our desserts which in high quality shows.
effect raises the price. We're still
Alvin Ailey And His City
not sure just exactly what we are Center Dance Theater will appear
going to do."
Tuesday, Sept. 25. "Krasnayarsk"
Combating the high meat prices is scheduled for Oct. 17, followed
many of the restaurants in the by "Grease" on the 23rd and the
area are turning to vegetable soup Budapest Symphony on the 26th.
offerings, meatless dishes and
"Two Gentlemen of Verona"
stews.
Neil Simon's "No, No, Nanette:"
Villegas at Frontier has noticed the National Players' "Comedy of
breakfast orders have picked up Errors," Moliere's "Tartuffe," and
and are being served later and the Luis Rivera Dance Company
later into the day as students are among events booked later in
search for cheaper things to eat. the year.

Martin's. Got Them

JmM?,~"'~M~,~~ht~,;,m£~.~£~~h.~.'!,~,~.~~~~~ller
The UNM Alumni Assn. board
at a r<>c!•nt
.~1·.!" mPPting held at th~? D. H.
Lawrence Ranch to urg£' thP
administration take action to
improve the lighting around
campus. Th£' feasibility of having
bPPr on campus was also
discusspd.
At the meeting, Dr. Harold
Lav<>nder, vice president for
student affairs, urged the need for
bPtter campus lighting to help
rC'duce the incidence of rape and
other crimes. As a result, t.he
directors moved to urge the
ad ministration to put campus
lighting on a top priority action
basis.
During an interview, Lavender
said the question of better lighting
"is largely due to the fact that
rape and vandalism occur on
campus partly because of
inadequate lighting."
"Along the same line, we need
to get more information to the
women on rape. The Womens
Center is doing a fine job with
rape education, and they have a
rape pamphlet which is available
to all," he added.
John Kailey, president of the
Inter-Fraternity Council, said an
escort service at night will be
instituted this semester
somewhere in the library to
"escort the women to and from
dark areas around campus."
A table will be set up in the
library where four men from the
fraternities will be stationed on a
voluntary basis.
Kailey said the service should
be in progress by the time school
starts.
The Popular Entertainment
Committee is also studying better
~- lighting for crowd control outside
the facilities used.
In other action at the meeting,
the directors, whose purpose is to
inform the administration and

!J•
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CIVIC
AUDITOmUM
Advanee S5
Door $5.50
•

''

the speeding charge Monday
found the radar trap was set on
the wrong side of the road and
could have been triggered by cars
going the other way. He dismissed
the case.

~~~~~~

APARTMENTS-ALL NEW
Opening August 1
From $1 25 per month

.
'

l

RECORDS N' TAPES••••••wyoming Mall Shopping Center
& 6801 N 4th
RIEDLINGS*************Downtown
GOLD STREET CIRCUS*** Across from UNM
CANDYMAN***"****** ••santa Fe

Lead & Maple SE
Large 1 BR, 2 BR, & Efficiencies.
PRIVATE BALCONIES
Parking, Full-security Building, Completely Furnished,
Refrigerated Air
Call Jim at 843-7632

GEORGE KOURY

AND ASSOCIATES

QUIVIRA

BOOKSHOP

and photography gallery

A fabulous bookstore,
(Discount Tables with savings to 50%)

A famous photograph gallery.
Photogrnphs by
Thomas .J oshun Cooper & others

Ill Cornell SE: 1'2 block rrom Johnson Gym

a NEW LOOK
This Semester
It's easy with our hug<: sdcction of
rattan a11<l willow furniture.
•

POSTERS!
More than 200 different ones!

Named Dean

Black Light, Black & White, Color!
$1.00-$1.50-$2.00-$4.00!

Hampers!
Chests!
Waste Baskets!
Stools!
Fish Net!
Bamboo Curtains!
Grass Mats!
and many others!

Large Selection of Straw. Flowers!

Willow Chairs!

..

or Hanging Chairs!
or Victorian Chairs
in many sizes & styles

BANKAMERICARD.

. - ·--0.:.. ....

,.I.

h<' had tPlrphorwcl Prillt'l'hs LinPs
to ·l1•1l Uwm thl'l'!' WN<• homhs
aboanl t.ht• Island Prin!'!'>s, llwn
cl-uising off !lw ('OiJSI, of M<·xit•o.
His trial ditl<• wns s~t by a ft•ckral
judt:(l' W<>cllwsday.
Ag<.'nls said ilwy look Pl'iddy
into custody wlwn lw tri<·d to
re> l ri<'VI' H (HtrCP 1 supposl'dly
containing tlw $2fi0,()()() usk<•d by
t h c C'X Lol·tion ist in r<•iu rn for
J'CV!•aling thl' wlwr!'nbouls of t.Jw
bombs. 'l"wo suspicious packagt•s
WC'J'C' found aboard llw ship and
t.hl'own overboard UllOlWIWd.

Give Your Room

Democracy arose from men
thinking that if they are equal in
any respect· they ate equal in all
respects.-Aristotle

265-9593

"If thP administration agl'('('S,"
Lavt•ndt•r said, "tlwo.-<•tical!y Ow
funding prohl!'ms would bN'Oill<'
lu•·rativ<•."
TN! Marlhwz, din•rtor of thl'
llnion, ,,aid hP f!•Pis lhC' nntion of
S!'l'Ying ll<'!'l' on campus should lw
supporiC'd.
"I havC' just l'!•turn!'d from lhC'
<•asl coast and ihl' schools tlwn•
hav<• had rathskC'Il!'!'S for n long
tim<'. lL serv<'s as a grC'aL m!'C'ting
placC'. I think o1w should be SC'l up
at UNM," he said.
Mnrtincz said it is possible that
som<' of tlw space not. b<'ing us<'d
in the Union could be mad(' inlo a
student and faculty rathskell!'r,
Plans havC' bC'('n approvC'd for
\)('t.ter utilization of union spacC',
but no plans on lhe inclusion of a
rathsk!'llN hav(' beC'n made y<'t., he
noted.

Dr. R. Blood
Dr, Ronald Blood has been
named acting associate dean for
curriculum and instruction at the
University of New Mexico College
of Education.
He was formerly chairman of
the UNM department of
educational administration and
has been succeeded in that
position by Dr. Paul Pohland. Dr.
Pohland was an assistant professor
in that department,
Dr. Blood received his B.A. in
speech from San Jose State
College, where he also earned his
master's degree. His Ph.D. degree
in educational administration is
from the Claremont College
Graduate School in California.
He taught three yea.rs at the
University of California, Santa
Barhara, before coming to UNM
in 1969.
Dr. Pohland received his Ph.D.
in educational administration
from Washington University; St.
Louis, where he also was awarded
his master's degree in 1963. His
undergraduate degree in
elementary education was earned
at Concordia Teach<'r's College,
River Forest, lllinois.
He has served as consultant to
the Albuquerque Public Schools,
and the the Southwestern
Cooper aLive Education at
Laboratory (SWCEL),
headquartered in Albuquerque.

LUCAYA HOUSE
SOUTH
TICKETS AT:

UnlVI.'rslly IS takmg, !'Xpr!'SS(•d
gn•al inlPr1•st in tlw possibility of
assisting stud<·.nts in obtaining
permission lo SC'l>'<' b<'N· on
eampus.
ASUNM Pr<'sidl'nl Ross PNlml
asked t h <' dirt:'clms !'or llwir
support.
ThP association d<•fPrrNl action
but invil<'d PPrkal and ollwr
studont lcad<:>rs io tlw next
nH•e lings of ihC' !'XC'cuiiv<>
committee to iwn out d<•lails.
NooiC'y RhinPhart, Pditor of Uw
Alumni magazinP, said tlw
decision will probably b<> madt• by
the regents "aftC'r a lot of lwll
raising throughout. the slaw.
There is always the probl<'m of
convincing thE' l<>gislators and then
having Gov. King signing a nC'W
drinking age bill."
Presently, alcohol cannot be

1

Police Trap Themselves
SOUTHEND, ENGLAND
(UPI)- Police trapped themselves
when their highway radar stopped
Magistrate Edward Dutton.
A magistrate brought in from
another district to try Dutton on

of dirPctors vot('d

JERRY PRIDDY
LOH ANGI<:LEH (llPI) ,Jf>lTV
P t· i d d y, for nw r major l<!agu.<•
basPball playN ch;trgPd with
trying to <•xlort a quurLer of
;t million dollars from a sl1•umship
lilw by saying lh<•rp WN<' bombs
aboard a luxm·y Ji ll<'l' at s<>a, will
go to trial n,.,, -1.
Priddy playl'd fm· thC' Nrw
York YunkN•s and lh•• St. Louis
llrowns, but spPnl most. of his
<'an•t•r with Uw Dt•Lroil Tigl'l's,
r<•liring in l Ofi2. H<• was an·t•slt•d
FBI r•g<•nls .run<' fi on ~hmw•s

MADRAS & PRINTS!
& OVERPRINTS!
Great for bedspreads, curtains, etc.!
72x108 & 90x108 $4.98-5.98-7.49!

Haske
Shop

------·-···-·--Three Panel Screens
Make A Big Difference!

Coronado Center

Old Town Plaza

296-5559

842-8022
Everyday! 9-9

Mon-Fri-Sat 10-6

Committee Positions

Student Bar Wins Award
'

Tlw Stuucnt Bar Assn. at the
UNM School of Law has been
honored by the Amc•rican Bar
Assn. as Lh<> outstanding studc•nt
ba1· in l.h<> <mtirc nation.
Joe L:1ng, ntud£>nt bar
pn•sid('nt, said th<.' ABA'Il
e<'J'Lificat0 of recognition granted
a l its jus l,·concluded national
cc>11vontion followed l.wo other
achi<>vcmcnts by law students at
UNM.
The moot court tc11m won the
regional competition, and in client
counseling competition UNM
swept the na Lionals.
Lang and Associate Dean
Huntc1· Gcer said they thought
UNM did so well because the law

'I

).

school places emphasis from the
start on practical, applied work
with clients under sup<>rvision of
lic<'nscd attorneys.
'rhis is done in th<~ Clinical Law
Program whNe those qualified by
reason of r~stricted incomp c<m
obtain legal counseling if it is
determined they have a case in
law.
Videotaping is used in
recording how a law student
conducts interviews with a cHent
and how he presents his case later
in moot court, where simulation
of an actual courtroom is
practiced.
Thus the student; can obtain
more value from critiques,

The Living Batch
2406 Central Ave. SE

The following ASUNM committee
positions are open. Interested students may
apply at the ASUNM offices, Room 242 in
the SUB. Additional information may be
obtain<'d by calling 277-5528.
ASUNM Positions/Committees:

Campus Planning Housing Co,mmittet>
Committee
University Committee on
Campus
Safety
Human Suhj!.'cts
Activiti<>s Board
National/International
Committee
Library Committee
Amistad
Affairs
Computer
Use
Regents
Interim
Assistant to
New Mexico Union
Committee
CommitteC>
Prcsiden t
Board
Continuing
Educ.
Registration
Committee
Assistant to V.P.
Popular Entertainment
Committee
Scholarships,
Prizes,
Attorney General
Committee
Loans
H.S.
Relations
Curricula
Committee
Bike Park
Publications Board
Entrance & Credits
Committee
Cultural Committee Public Relations
Committee
University
Community
Radio Board
Duplicating Center
General Honors
Forum
Elections Commission Senate Assistant
Council
Film Committee
Speakers Committee
Gracing Concerns
Intramural & Rec. Bd. Student Court
Committee
Legislative Counsel
Student Standards
Lobby

boxcar under a 100-ycar·old law
permitting a man to ride free as
L A U R E L , M 0 N T .
long as he is transporing livestock.
Hours: 1 0- 10 weekdays
(UPI)-Charlcs Vyskocil and his
The Vyskocils have eight horses.
wife, who are riding the rails from
"So. far it's been a ball,"
10-5 Saturday
Nebraska to Washington state,
Vyskocll ,told a reporter at the
arrived in Montana in time for
restaurant.
1-5 Sunday
dinner at the 0 w I Cafe
After their meal, they jumped
4% discount on paperbacks.
Wednesday.
back on the Burlington Northern
Poor kids may eat as well,
Vyskocil ordered liver and
Railroad car as the train pulled nutritionally, as do richer
14% discount on most hardbacks
onions and enjoyed every bite of
out for points west.
children-but they just don't get
it. His wife dined on baked
Mrs. Vyskocil paid an extra $10 enough food to keep them
chicken. Since they started their
for the privilege of riding with her healthy, a new faculty member at
For your class books and books you can't find at
journey Tuesday they have been
husband on the three-day trip. the UNM School of Medicine has
eating
mostly
k-rations.
Their
three children, Loree, 14, discovered.
other book stores come to the Living Batch.
The Vyskocils arc traveling
Barry, 13, and 6-ycar-old Gina
Dr. George M. Owen, professor
from Lincoln, Ncb., to Auburn,
Marie, are following the freight in in the Department of Pediatrics
and director of the .medical
school's Clinical Nutrition
Program, has don<> national
studies on the "nutrilwnal status"
of children.
"The interesting thing our
studies showed was that, contrary
to popular belief," Owen said,
"there is not too much difference
in the quality of children's diets,
regardless of their socio-economic
status or ethnic origin. In other
words, poor families are doing a
pretty good job of buying
nutritionally-there's just not
enough dollars to buy the
®PIONEER
quantity of food the children
need. And there are other
®
differences: in a poorly-heated
house, a child has to use up more
iE.». inc.
energy just to keep wann."
Owen received his M.D. from
University of Cincinnati, Ohio and
comes to UNM after teaching
pediatrics at Ohio State University
and Children's Hospital in
Columbus, Ohio.
The UNM medical school
KENWOOD
especially
is interested in teaching
SUPERSCOPE"
facts on good nutrition to the
future doctors now enrolled.
"The medical community as a
whole has begun to recognize that
we need to look at the 'nutritional
life cycle'-that we need to work
more at health maintenance and
hopefully diminish the need for
Special
crisis medicine," Owen said.
With this Ad
The medical students
With this Ad
themselves are pushing hardest to
One record "Preener"
have good nutrition taught in
Stereo Diamond Phono
Cleaner_~ . _.. 3.50
medical school, the profe~or said.
N cedles ].0:9!( . . . 4.95
Socially conscious UNM medical
(for ceramic cart)
. students have, at their own time
and expense, been organizing and
helping staff clinics around the
state, urging the people to "cat
right and stay healthier."
Near Girard and Central
Medical students will work with
those from the Medical Dietetics
Nutritionist Program as members
of a team, each aware of the
other's capabilities.
"We plan to have the
physician-to-be and the medical
dietitian-nutritionist-to-be develop
mutual respect for each other's
skills-and hopefully th!' r<>SUlt
will be better health for all New
Mexicans," Owen said.
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Press Director Says
'No Major Changes'

Faculty Committees with Student
Representation:

RIDING R AILS

Hugh Treadwell, fresh from five
years with Random House as
senior editor of the College
Department, is the new director
of the UNM press. Because of the
"splendid job" done by Dr. Roger
Shugg, the previous director of
the pre~, and the "fine staff" that
Dr. Shugg ]eft, Tr.eadwcll said no
major changes ar!' being planned.
However, one new area is being
developed.
Bilingual material is being
printed for Spanish speaking
students in New Mexico and
surrounding states.
In addition to this project,
notable new UNM p.ress
publications include two of the
first case books written on
feminist laws, written by Dr. Leo
Kantowitz; a book by Van Deren
Coke on the effect of
photography on painting; an
important work by David Weber
about the historical roots of the
Chicano movement; and
publications by two Pulitzer Prize
winning authors, Robert Coles
and N. Scott Momaday.

Studies Show
Poor Families
Feed Kids Well

.;

I1.ttUlt

CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS
FOR STEREO SOUND
SINCE 1949

fit Intosh
Ji

TEA.C
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out."
The dogfight, nnd one finkky
cat who walked away from n dish
of steak and kidney ragout, havt>
hecn the only prohll'ms for
Mitstif<>t' and Poulin since they
opened the pet d<•licatesscn in
July, and b<tsin<'ss has bt>en brisk.

I,
~

,.,,4..·

pants 'n' thinl1s

pants 'n' thines

AT ALL FOUR RAM STORES

--------·~

MONDAY, AUGUST 27th from 10 AM. 'til 9 PM.

pick vour favorite ram
5901 Gibson SE • 5333 Fourth NW • 1111 Juan TaboNE
Eubank at Menaul NE
~ ~·f•<:;

Remember, only you can prevent forest fues.

IB3©1~lk 1r@ §~Jh©©ll
Hamburger Fry

Saturday, August 25
6:00 p.m.
Baptist Student Union
401 University N.E.
M usic-F ood-Volleyball
i

{ i

"We didn't, throw (•itlH'I' OIH' or
tlwm out," said Wilhmd PllUlin,
co·owncr of the Animnl Gourm<'t,
n r~staurant for pot, "'l'ltPy ar<~
our guests. I'd t1<'Vl'l' throw a dog

(

To remove a stain of lipstick,
rouge or mildew, apply colorle~
grease (vaseline) soapy water or
lemon and salt.

I

dining in Jew M Hslifl'r's
uptown d<'licat(•ss<'n Ll'iNl to hit!'
<>ach olh<'I', Mitslif<'l' grabbed o1w
and his parltwr grahlwd tlw ollwr
and they h('ld them apart. Lute>r,
t.11C' two dogs w<•J'e allow(•(\ to
finish theil' chi<"kl'n supl'l'Jll<'
separately.

j

Just East of UNM

v-)

NEW YORK (UPI) Wlwn two
customc~rs

,,
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·'·

CUSTOMERS BITE

Hugh Treadwell
UNM Press Director

(f)
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OTIS SLEDGE
MONTGOMERY, ALA.
(UPl)c Otis SINlgP figuJ'PS lw's a
pr!'tty spry 1 OS·yenr·old. 'l'hat.'s
why lw got on a bus this W('!'k in
Bakersfit>ld, Calif., and t•odc all
tlw way t.o Montgomery just to
shake Gov. Georgo.> Wa!lacP's hand.
"Why, Mr. Sledg<>," said
Wallacl' WednPsday, craning
forward to gmsp t.lw wilh<•J'<•d
bt·own hand. "I hnv"'n 'f. SN'Il you
sine<• I was campaigning in
c,1lifornia in 196H."
Wallace and Sl<'dgt' go baC'k a
long tim<>.

Daniel Epstein, n young pianist
who has aUempted to unite his
interests in music and Orient.ulia,
was given the so ere by the Chinese
mi~ion to th!' United Nations and
will join the orch,..stJ'a for the
performance.
The concerto for piano und

Leading Brands at Lowest Resale Prices

€(·1§£1

SARATOGA SP!UNGS, N.Y.
(UPI)-Eugene Ormandy will
conduct th,.. Philadelphia
Orchestra in tlw wesl~rn premiere
of "Th(' Y ~now River ConcN·to"
Sat.UJ·day night us a prelud~ to tlw
orch<>slra's China LotH' and a final
note to the summer SNISOl1 al. the
Saratoga Perfot·ming Arts Cent<>r.
Th~ new score was presented io
Lh,.. orchestra by the P<>ople's
Republic of Chinn wil.h tlw
request that it he played during
the Philadelphians' f111l lour of
China.

orchestra was written by thr
Central Orchestral Commitl<'e of
Uw People's Republic. It tells lh(•
story of the war bc•LW('('JI llw
Chinese and Japan<>s<' in Uw 1940s
wlwn Chairman Mao was l<>ading
his troops down from llw
mountains,

Don't be one of them.
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EUGENE ORMANDY
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vour favorite
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LEVI'S • LEE • HAGGAR • HANG TEN • KENNINGTON • VAN.
HEUSEN"• BILLY THE KID • SAN FRANCISCO SHIRT WORKS

WE'VE GOT 'EM ALL-IN SIZES 2 TO 42
AND YOU GET 'EM ALL AT A 20% DISCOUNT WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR UNM
STUDENT J.D. OR REGISTRATION SLIP! MONDAY, AUGUST 27th

(discount good on ALL regularly priced merchandise)
LAYAWAY

•

BANKAMERICARD

•

MASTER CHARGE

PATRICK LITEKY
SAN'l'A CHUZ, CALIF.
(UPl)-'S.anLa Cruz county
commissioner J. Patrick Litcky
applied for W('lfarc Wednesday,
saying lw couldn't Jive on his
$030 monLhly Lake home pay.
"I want to find out if the
amount I take home a month do<>s
qualify me for wcllfarc," sald
Liteky, 33, who let his hair grow
and wore mountain garb in his
successful election campaign last
year. ''I find it difficult in phase
IV of the economy to live on
that."
Litcky, known as the "hippie
supervisor" until he got a haircut
and returned to business suits,
admiLted his application had
another motive-,."gotting an inside
look at the county welfare
system."
It also came at a time when
local residents were protesting a
pay hike, from $912 to $1100 a

CLASSIFIED

month, which the supervisors
voted themselves effective next
year.
County welfare director David
Singleton said he doubted Liteky
would qualify.

TEMPTATIONS
DETROIT (UPI)-·Two former
members of the singing group
Temptations and the group's
musical director were robbed
Wednesday of more than $800,
plus several items of clothing and
jewelry.
The two fonncr Temptations,
David Ruffin and Eddie
Kendricks, and Musical Director
Cornelius Grant were robbed by
two men in front of Grant's home
shortly after 2 a.m. Kendricks and
Ruffin wcro in Detroit to ~:.tLend
the Funeral Friday of Paul
Williams, another former member
of the singing group, who was
found shot to death Sunday in an
apparent suicide.

1)

PERSONALS

APl'EARING at the 'fliUNDEHDIRD
August 23-26 the Icc House Dlues Band.
Happy Hour Thurs. thru Sun., 8·9 p.m.
$2.()0 cover. Don't miss the last d_ayn of
the Thunderbird. 8/24
WIUTERS NEEDED: New Mexico Daily
Lobo. Apply in perso:n a~ the Lobo, room
168 of Student l'ubhcabons.
FREE FREE FREE 6x7 natural light
Jlortrnit of your child or children. $7.60
value 1 UNM students, faculty, or Ktnff
only. Absolutely no strings uttnched. Sunday, Sept. 2, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. ~ear
UNM. Come to 1717 Girard N.E., JUSt
north of Indian School Road.
3/30
RECYCLED contemporary female clothing.
cnsh for used jcnnn and pa-ntsuits. the
RAG SliOPPE, 2123 san mateo ne. 8/30
PHOTOGRAPHEHS W AN'rED to take
photoo for New Mexico Daily Lobo. Come
to room 168 of Student :Publications
Building.
WE NEED stories, articles, poetry, drawings, lithographs, and JlhotograJ?hR for
the ·September Thunderbird. Brmg •nil
submissions to room 205, Journnl1sm
Dulldlng next to Yule Park.
8/30

2)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD for any information lending to
the recovery of my 13 wk. old broWll and
white Sheltle (miniature collie) puppy,
tnkcn from 415 Yale SE, August 13th.
Cnll 247-8339 before 4:30 or 266-9451
8/27
REWARD: No qumtions asked I For information regarding the whercnboul.a or
the following stolen on Aug. 6th: n
]nrgc colle'ction of unrcplacenble tapes
or great value to owner worthless ns new
recording• tapes: Wollensack tape recorder; Hoberts 8 trnck deck; two electronics tool boxes: Scars inverter; and
address book._ Will not press charges.
Call 766·1684. Recording tapes very imJlortant to owner.
8/30

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing.
Ncar UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
9/7
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program offers legal services
for studcnl'l and staff. Furnished by
qualified Jaw students under faculty supervision. Availability limited to those
w}lo.qe assel'l a-nd il,•come do not exceed
established guidelines. 60c registration
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for information and appointmctns. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
ten
PART-TIME TECH wants TV's. to. repair. Reasonable rates. Call 842-0820.
8/30
FLUTE JJESSONS by UNM music graduate. $3.00 per lesson. 243-3643.
8/30
MEDICAL AND LAW SCHOOL upplica•
tion photos. Sympathetic prices and
craftsmanship. Call 265-2444 or come to
1717 Girard NE. Ncar UNM.
8/30
DANCE INSTRUCTION in BELEN &
BOSQUE FARMS. Ballet, jazz, tap, acrobatic.'!. Instruction by Patricia Andrews, 10 yrs. Professional teaching experience. Registration Tues., Sept. 18,
noort-7 p;m,, the Jaycee Hut, Belen. For
pre-registration cull 256-3896 in Alb.,
869-2053 in Detert and DF.

~

The nobel prize-winning author
described the Soviet system as
lacking in "human or legal
considerations" and said residence
restrictions such as Soviet
au thorit.ies impose '~hardly exist
even in colonial countries in the
modern world."

quaRteRs
DISCOUNT LIQUORS
your neighbors at

905 YALE S.E.

ADVERTISING
bll mail
Advertising
UNM P.O. Dox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Rntm: 10¢ ver word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms: Payment must be made In full
prior to insllnion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room
206

robbery. Grant was not seriously
hurt.
_,...,. ____
M 0 SCOW (UPI)-Novelist
Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn, in a
Jetter made public today,
denounced the refusal of Soviet
authorities to let him live in
Moscow with his family and said,
"I am not a serf1 not a slave."

Kendricks said he noticed a car
parked in front of Grant's home
as the three men were leaving the
house. He said two men in their
20s got out of the car and ordered
the three men not to move.
Kendricks said the bandits
knocked down Grant and kicked
him during the course of the

r

&r

MEET INFLATION WITH OUR
SUPER SPECIALS

Cln.s.~ified

4)

FOR RENT

J.,OOK1NG FOR A ROOMMATE,? Room·
matca Unllmiled can find the r1ght person or place for nearly everyone. Registration is Free. We're nt 3007 Central.
Next door to Lobo Theatre. Open from
9-6 Mon.Snt, by Appt. 268-0905.
9/28
00 Zy
FURNISHED
EFFlyiENCY
APARTMENT nvallable for serious student-2 blocks from campus. $110 per
mo. incl. uti!. Phone Wm. Martln 277-3824-268-0760.
8124
'rHE CITADEL APARTMENTS, efficiency
und one bedroom, $130-$165, furnished
or unfurnished, mod furnishings, plush
carpet, dishwnsher and disposal, swimming pool, recreation rooms, basketball
nnd volley ball !ncilities, walking dis·
tnncc to UNM, corner or University and
Indinn School NE. 243-2494.
9/7

5)

FOR SALE

WATEHDI<mS. Furnish your Apt. for less
than $60. Water Trips, 3407 Central
SE.
8/81
PAINLESS PHOTOGRAPHY.
Lowest
prices In town. Natural light, outdoors,
nt home. You, children, families, pets,
arts & craft.'!. Good craftsmanship, fast
service. Ncar UNM. Call 265-2446 or
come to 1717 Girard NE.
8/30
MUST SELL I A 1966 Princess Mobile
· Homu, 371 AnteloPe Circle, Four Hills
Mobile Home Pnrk. Washer-Dryer, air
condillonecl, fully furnished. 2 bedrooms!
bnth ~~. JWJt take over payments. Cal
265-3068.
8/24
1963 CHEVY Camper. Equipped. Rebuilt
engine. BEST Ol~FER, 266- 0926. 9/10
a.m.
8/30

6)

EMPLOYMENT

LEADERS NEEDBD for YMCA Grtulc
School program. 265-6971 for appointment.
9/7
PART-TIME JOB Must be over 21 yrs.
oM. Apply in person-graduate students
only. SnveWny Liquor Store, 6704 Lomas
NE.
9/7
T.~AUNDRY ATTF.NDAN'f, local resident
mnlc-Mon & Fri-3:30 pm-9 :30 pm,
Sat-11 nm-7:30 pm. Campus Laundry
& Cleaning, 2106 Central SE. 247-0836.
8/30
PART-TIME EMPLORMENT londinsr &
unloa11lng & sorting smull parcels. 11:30
prn till .2:30 am Monday tlltu Friday.
$2.36 P!'r hi'•. to stnrt. $2.55 per hour
nrtcr GO working days. Apply United
Pnrccl Scrvire, 1921 Rellamah NW,
Albttq., :Mondny thru Friday, 9 nm-6
p.m. Equnl opportunity employer. 8/30

7)

1\HSCELLANEOUS

HF.POHTERS/WRlTERS wl1o want journali~tic experience can work for New
'Mexico DniiY Lobo. Come to room 158
of Student 'Publications.
WANTED: Any information on the
whcrcnlJOuts of Ro1f Ornelas or his
friend Greg & the Studebaker. Cull 2667185 & leave message. Dennis.
8/30
-ARTISTS, CARTOONISTS NEEDED to
work for New Mexico Daily Lobo. Apply
in person at room 168 nt Student. PubJicntions Building.

SulJscribc to the
LODO

Bourbon

Vodka
,

1/5
Bourbon Deluxe
Jack Daniels Black 1/5
1/5
Wild Turkey
ih gaL
Ancient Age
h gal.
Hill and Hill
l/5
Seagrams 7
1

2.99 Smirnoff
5.99 Relska
6.69 Gil beys
8.99
6.99
3.69
Gin
Ballantine 94.40
Gordon's
Beefeaters

l/5
qt,

M!gal

1/5
ihgaL

1/5

3.59
2.99
6.99

3.99
7.99
4.99

Tequila

Cuervo White
Sauza Gold·
Importers Gold

1/5
1/5
qt.

4.79
4.69 Beer warm prices
4.59 Ballantine 12 oz.
cans

Scotch
Cutty Sark
Bellows
Pinch
Rum
Barcardi
Don 0
Ron Querida

1/5

1/5
1/5

A-1 11 oz. bottles
Schlitz 12 oz. cans
5.99 Coors 11 oz. bottles
3. 79 Pabst 12 oz. cans
6.99 Hamms 12 oz cans

2.99 case
2.99 case
3.96 case
4.12 case
3.64 case
3.84 case

Wine
qt.
qt.

1/5

4.69
3.99
3.39

Finest selection of
both domestic and
imported wines available

SPECIAL
ENGAGEMENT

.Lol·o

c~ntral near (;Jrard • 265-47.59

COME IN AND BROWSE AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
WE'RE OPEN DAILY (EXCEPT SUNDAY)

8:00 a.m.-1 0:00 p.m.

+

